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Soc.

I SEE one, two, three, but where, friend Timaeus, is that fourth perſon,

who being received by me yesterday at a banquet of diſputation, ought now

in his turn to repay me with a ſimilar repast?

TIM. He labours, Socrates, under a certain inſirmity ; for he would not

willingly be abſent from ſuch an aſſociation as the preſent.

Soc. lt remains therefore for you, O Timaeus, and the company preſent,

to fill up the part of this abſent guest.

TIM. Entirely ſo, Socrates. And we ſhall endeavour, to the utmost of

our ability, to leave nothing belonging to ſuch an employment unaccom

pliſhed. For it would be by no means just that we, who were yesterday

entertained by you, in ſuch a manner as guests ought to be received, ſhould

not return the hoſpitality with readineſs and delight.

Soc. Do you recollect the magnitude and nature of the things which I

propoſed to you to explain ?

TIM. Some things, indeed, I recollect; but ſuch as I have forgotten do

you recall into my memory. Or rather, if it be not too much trouble, run

over the whole in a curſory manner from the beginning, that it may be more

firmly establiſhed in our memory.

Soc. Let it be ſo. And to begin: The ſum of yesterday's diſpute was,

what
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what kind of republic appeared to me to be the best, and from what ſort of

men ſuch a republic ought to be compoſed.

TIM. And by us, indeed, Socrates, all that you ſaid was approved in the

highest degree.

Soc. Did we not, in the ſirst place, ſeparate hufbandmen and other arti

ficers from thoſe whom we conſidered as the defenders of the city?

TIM. Certainly.

Soc. And when wehad aſſigned to every one that which was accommo

dated to his nature, and had preſcribed only one particular employment to

every particular art, we likewiſe aſſigned to the military tribe one province

only, l mean that of protecting the city; and this as well from the hostile

incurſions of internal as of external enemies; but yet in ſuch a manner as to

administer justice mildly to the ſubjects of their government, as being natu

rally friends, and to behave with warlike fierceneſs against their enemies in

battle.

TlM. Entirely ſo.

Soc. For we aſſerted, I think, that the ſouls of the guardians ſhould be

of ſuch a nature, as at the ſame time to be both iraſcible and philoſophic in

a remarkable degree; ſo that they might be gentle to their friends, and

bold and ferocious to their enemies.

TlM. You did ſo. ,

Soc. But what did we aſſert concerning their education? Was it not

that they ſhould be instructed in gymnastic exerciſes, in muſic, and other

becoming diſciplines ?

TlM. Entirely ſo.

Soc. We likewiſe establiſhed, that thoſe who were ſo educated ſhould

neither conſider gold, or ſilver, or any goods of a ſimilar kind, as their own

private property; but that rather, after the manner of adjutants, they ſhould

receive the wages of guardianſhip from thoſe whom they defend and pre

ſerve; and that their recompenſe ſhould be no more than is ſufficient to a mo

derate ſubſistence. That, beſides this, they ſhould uſe their public stipend in

common, and for the purpoſe of procuring a common ſubſistence with each

other; ſo that, neglecting every other concern, they may employ their

attention ſolely on virtue, and the diſcharge of their peculiar employment.

TlM. Theſe things alſo were related by you.

Soc.
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Soc'. Of women too we aſſerted, that they ſhould be edncated in ſuch a

manner, as to be aptly conformed ſimilar to the natures of men ; with whom

they ſhould perform in common both the duties of war, and whatever elſe

belongs to the buſineſs of life.

TrM. This too was aſſerted by you.

Soc. But what did we establiſh concerning the procreation of children?

Though perhaps you eaſily remember this, on account of its novelty. For

we ordered that the marriages and children ſhould be common; as we "were

particularly careful that no one might be able to distinguiſh his own children,

but that all might conſider all as their kindred ; that hence thoſe of an equal

age might regard themſelves as brothers and ſisters; but that the younger

might reverence the elder as their parents and grandfathers, and the elder

might esteem the younger as their children and grandſons.

TXM. Theſe things, indeed, as you ſay, are eaſily remembered.

Soc. Btit that they might from their birth acquire a diſpoſition as far as

poflible the best, we decreed that the rulers whom we placed over the mar

riage rites ſhould, through the means of certain lots, take care that in the

nuptial league the worthy were mingled with the worthy; that no diſcord

may ariſe in this connection when it does not prove proſperous in the end ;

but that all the blame may be referred to fortune, and not to the guardians

of ſuch a conjunction. '

TIM. We remember this likewiſe.

Soc. We alſo ordered that the children of the good ſhould be properly

educated, but that thoſe of the bad ſhould be &cretly ſent to ſome other

city; yet ſo that ſuch of the adult among theſe as ſhould be found to be of a

good diſpoſition ſhould be recalled from exile; while, on the contrary,

thoſe who were retained from the first in the city as good, but proved after

wards bad, ſhould be ſimilarly baniſhed.

TlM. Just ſo.

Soc. Have we, therefore, ſufficiently epitomized yesterday*s diſputation;

or do you require any thing further, friend Timaeus, which I have omitted?

TlM. Nothing, indeed, Socrates; for all this was the ſubject of your diſ

putation.

Soc. Hear now how I am affected towards this republic which we have

deſcribed ; for I will illustrate the affair by a ſimilitude. Suppoſe then that

ſome
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ſome one, on beholding beautiful animals, whether repreſented in a picture,

or really alive, but in a state of perfect rest, ſhould deſire to behold them in

motion, and struggling as it were to imitate thoſe gestures which ſeem par

ticularly adapted to the nature of bodies; in ſuch a manner am I affected

towards the form of that republic which we have deſcribed. For I ſhould

gladly hear any one relating the contest: of our city with other nations,

when it engages in a becoming manner in war, and acts during ſuch an en

gagement in a manner worthy of its institution, both with reſpect to prac

tical achievements and verbal negotiations. For indeed, O Critias and

Hermocrates, .I am conſcious of my own inability to praiſe ſuch men and

ſuch a city according to their deſert. Indeed, that I ſhould be incapable of

ſuch an undertaking is not wonderful, ſince the ſame imbecility ſeems to

have attended poets both of the past and preſent age. Not that I deſpiſe the

poetic tribe; but it appears from hence evident, that, as theſe kind of men

are studious of imitation, they eaſily and in the best manner expreſs things

in which they have been educated; while, on the contrary, whatever is

foreign from their education they imitate with difficulty in actions, and

with still more difficulty in words. But with reſpect to the tribe of Sophists,

though I conſider them as ſkilled both in the art of ſpeaking and in many

other illustrious arts; yet, as they have no ſettled abode, but wander daily

through a multitude of cities, Iam afraid lest, with reſpect to the institutions

of philoſophers and politicians, they ſhould not be able to conjecture the

quality and magnitude of thoſe concerns which wiſe and politic men are

engaged in with individuals, in warlike undertakings, both in actions and

diſcourſe. It remains, therefore, that l ſhould apply to you, who excel in

the study of wiſdom and civil administration, as well naturally as through

the aſſistance of proper diſcipline and institution. For Timaeus here of

Locris, an ltalian city governed by the best of laws, excluſive of his not

being inferior to any of his fellow-citizens in wealth and nobility, has ar

rived in his own city at the highest posts of government and honours.

Beſides, we all know that Critias is not ignorant of the particulars of which

we are now ſpeaking. Nor is this to be doubted of Hermocrates, ſince a mul

titude of circumstances evince that he is both by nature and education adapted

to all ſuch concerns. Hence, when you yesterday requested me to diſpute

about the institution of a republic,v I readily complied with your request;

4 being
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being perſuaded that the remainder of the diſcourſe could not be more con

veniently explained by any one than by you, if you were but willing to en

gage in its diſcuſſion. For, unleſs you properly adapt the city for warlike

purpoſes, there is no one in the preſent age from whom it can_acquire every

thing becoming its constitution. As I have, therefore, hitherto complied

with your request, l ſhall now require you to comply with mine in the

above-mentioned particulars. Nor have you indeed refuſed this employ

ment, but have with common conſent determined to repay my hoſpitality

with the banquet of diſcourſe. I now, therefore, stand prepared to receive

the promiſed feast.

HERM. But we, O Socrates, as Timzus just now ſignified, ſhall cheer

fully engage in the execution of your deſire ; for we cannot offer any excuſe

ſufficient to justify neglect in this affair. For yesterday, when we departed

from hence and went to the lodging of Critias, where we are accustomed

to reſide, both in his apartment and prior to this in the way thither we diſ

courſed on this very particular. He therefore related to us a certain antient

history, which I wiſh, O Critias, you would now repeat to Socrates, that he

may judge whether it any way conduces to the fulſilment of his request.

CRIT. It is requiſite to comply, if agreeable to Timacus, the third aſſociate

of our undertaking.

TIM. I aſſent to your compliance.

CRIT. Hcar then, O Socrates, a diſcourſe ſurpriſing indeed in the extreme,

yet in every reſpect true, as it was once related by Solon, the most wiſe of

the ſeven wiſe men. Solon, then, was the familiar and intimate friend of

our great-grandfather Dropis, as he himſelf often relates in his poems. But

he once declared to our grandfather Critias, (as the old man himſelf informed

us,) that great and admirable actions had once been achieved by this city,

which nevertheleſs were buried in oblivion, through length of time and the

destruction of mankind. In particular he informed me of one undertaking

more illustrious than the rest, which I now think proper to relate to you,

both that I may repay my obligations, and that by ſuch a relation l may offer

my tribute of praiſe to the Goddeſs in the preſent ſolemnity, by celebrating

her divinity, as it were, with hymns, justly and in a manner agreeable to

truth.

Soc. You ſpeak well. But what is this antient achievement which was

not
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not only actually related by Solon, but was once really accompliſhed by this

city ?

CRIT. I will acquaint you with that antient history, which I did not indeed

receive from a youth, but from a man very much advanced in years; for at

that time Critias, as he himſelf declared, was almost ninety years old,

and I myſelf was about ten. When, therefore, that ſolemnity was celebrated

among us which is known by the name of Cureati: Ajmturiorum ', nothing

was omitted which boys in that festivity are accustomed to perform. For,

when our parents had ſet before us the rewards propoſed for the contest of

ſinging verſes, both a multitude of verſes of many poets were recited, and

many of us eſpecially ſung the poems of Solon, becauſe they were at that

time entirely new. But then one of our tribe, whether he was willing to

gratify Critias, or whether it was his real opinion, affirmed that Solon

appeared to him most wiſe in other concerns, and in things reſpecting poetry

the mostingenious of all poets. Upon hearing this, the old man (for I very

well remember) was vehemently delighted; and ſaid, laughing-Iſ Solon,

O Amynander, had not engaged in poetry as a caſual affair, but had made

it, as others do, a ſerious employment ; and if through ſeditions and other

fluctuations of the state, in which he ſound his country involved, he had not

been compelled to neglect the completion of the history which he brought

from Egypt, I do not think that either Heſiod 01- Homer, or any other poet,

would have acquired greater glory and renown. In conſequence of this,

Amynander inquired of Critias what that history was. To, which he an

ſwered, that it was concerning an affair the greatest and most celebrated

' The Apaturia, according to Proclus and Suidas, were festivalsin honour of Bacchus, which

were publicly celebrated ſor the ſpace of three days. And they were aſſigned this name, Ft affirm,

that is, on account of the deception through which Neptune is reported to have vanquiſhed

Xanthus. The first day of theſe festivals was called drpmuz, in which, as the name indicatcs,

thoſe of the ſame tribe ſcalled together; and hence (ſays Proclus) on this day E'lwxlat 'tal dam:

none, ſplendid bzinquets and much ſeasting took place. The ſecond day was called avappwig, a

ſhcrz'fin, becauſe many victims were ſacrificed in it z and hence the victims were called avappu/Aam,

becauſe tpuansm uvw eOve-ro, they were drawn upwards', and ſacrzſirrd. 'l he third day, of which

Plato ſpeaks 'in this place, was called Kaupemrng, becauſe on this day nupai, that is, boys or girls, were

collected together in tribes, with their hair ſhorn. And to theſe ſome add a fourth day. which

they call emCTa, or t/J? day after. Proclus further informs us, that the boys who were collected

on the third day were about three or four years old.

voL. 11. 3 o which
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which this city ever performed; though through length of time, and the

destruction of thoſe by whom it was undertaken, the fame of its execution

has not reached the preſent age. But I beſeech you, O Critias, (ſay Amy

nander,) relate this affair from the beginning; and inform me what that

event was which Solon aſſerted as a fact, and on what occaſion, and from
whom he received it. i

There is then (ſays he) a certain region of Egypt called Delta, about the

ſummit of which the streams of the Nile are divided. In this place a go

vernment is establiſhed called Saitical; and the chief city of this region of

Delta is Sais, from which alſo king Amaſis derived his origin. The city has

a preſiding divinity, whoſe name is in the Egyptian tongue Neith, and in the

Greek Athena, or Minerva. Theſe men were friends of the Athenians, with

whom they declared they were very familiar, through a certain bond of

alliance. In this country Solon, on his arrival thither, was, as he himſelf

relates, very honourably received. And upon his inquiring about antient

affairs of thoſe priests who poſſeſſed a knowledge in ſuch particulars ſuperior

to others, he perceived, that neither himſelf, nor any one of the Greeks, (as

he himſelf declared), had any knowledge of very remote antiquity. Hence,

when he once deſired to excite them to the relation of antient tranſactions,

he for this purpoſe began to diſcourſe about thoſe most antient events which

formerly happened among us. l mean the traditions concerning the first

Phoroneus and Niobe, and after the deluge, of Deucalion and Pyrrha, ""(as

deſcribed by the mythologists,) together with their posterity; at the ſame

time paying a proper attention to the different ages in which theſe events

are ſaid to have ſubſisted. But upon this one of thoſe more antient priests

exclaimed, O Solon, Solon, you Greeks are always children, nor is there

any ſuch thing as an aged Grecian among you! But Solon, when he heard

this-What (ſlays he) is the motive of your exclamation? To whom the

priest z-Becauſe all your ſouls are juvenile; neither containing any antient

opinion derived from remote tradition, nor any diſcipline hoary from its

existence in former periods of time. But the reaſon of this is the multitude

and variety of destructions of the human race, which formerly have been,

and again will he : the greatest of theſe, indeed, ariſing from fire and water ;

but the leſſer from ten thouſand other contingencies. For the relation ſub*

ſifting among you, that Phaeton, the offspring of the Sun, on a certain time

attempting
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attempting to drive the chariot of his father, and not being able to keep the

track obſerved by his parent, burnt up the natures belonging to the earth,

and periſhed himſelf, blasted by thunder-is indeed conſidered as fabulous,

yet is in reality true. For it expreſſes the mutation of the bodies revolving

in the heavens about the earth ; and indicates that, through long periods of

time, a destruction of terrestrial natures enſues from the devastations of fire.

Hence, thoſe who either dwell on mountains, or in lofty and dry places,

periſh more abundantly than thoſe who dwell near rivers, or on the borders

of the ſea. To us indeed the Nile is both ſalutary in other reſpects, and

liberates us from the fear of ſuch-like depredations. But when the Gods,

purifying the earth by waters, deluge its ſurface, then the herdſmen and

ſhepherds inhabiting the mountains are prestrved, while the inhabitants of

your cities are hurried away to the ſea by the impetuous inundation of the

rivers. On the contrary, in our region, neither then, nor at any other time,

did the waters dcſcendiug from on high pour with deſolation on the plains ;

but they are naturally impelled upwards from the boſom of the earth. And

from theſe cauſes the most antient traditions are preſerved in our country.

For, indeed, it may be truly aſſerted, that in thoſe places where neither intenſc

cold nor immoderate heat prevails, the race of mankind is always preſerved,

though ſometimes the number ofindividuals is increaſed, and ſometimes ſuffers

a conſiderable diminution. But whatever has been tranſacted either by us, or

by you, or in any other place, beautiful or great, or containing any thing

uncommon, of which we have heard the report, every thing of this kind

is to be found deſcribed in Our temples, and preſerved to the preſent day.

thile, on the contrary, you and other nations commit only recent tranſac

tions to writing, and to other inventions which ſociety has employed for

tranſmitting information to posterity ; and ſo again, at stated periods of time,

a certain celestial defluxion ruſhes on them like a diſeaſe; from whence thoſe

among you who ſurvive are both destitute of literary acquiſitions and the in

ſpiration of the Muſes. Hence it happens that you become juvenile again,

and ignorant of the events which happened in antient times, as well among

us as in the regions which you inhabit.

The tranſactions, therefore, O Solon, which you relate from your antiqui

ties, differ very little from puerile fables. For, in the first place, you only

mention one deluge of the earth, when at the ſame time many have hap

3 o 2 pened.
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pened. And, in the next place, you are ignorant of a most illustrious and

excellent race of men, who once inhabited Your country; from whence you

and your whole city deſcended, though a ſmall ſeed only of this admirable

people once remained. But your ignorance in this affair is owing to the

posterity of this people, who Were for many ages deprived of the uſe of let

ters, and bccame as it were dumb. For prior, O' Solon, to that mighty deluge

which we have just mentioned, a city of Athenians existed, informed

aCCOrding to the best laws both in military concerns and every other duty of

life ; and whoſe illustrious actions and civil institutions are celebrated by us as

the most excellent of all that have existed under the ample Circumference of

the heavens. Solon, therefore, upon hearing this, ſaid that he was asto

niſhed ; and, burning with a most ardent deſire, entreated the priests to relate

accurately all the actions of his antient fellow-citizens. That afterwards

one of the priests replied:-Nothing* of envy, 0 Solon, prohibits us from

complying with your request. But for your ſake, and that of your city, I

will relate the-whole; and eſpecially on account of that Goddeſs who is

allotted the guardianſhip both ofyour city and ours, and by whom they have '

been educated and founded : yours, indeed, by a priority to ours of a thou

ſand years, receiving the ſeed ofyour race from Vulcan and the Earth. But

the deſcription of the tranſactions of this our city during the ſpace of eight

thouſand years, is preſerved in our ſacred writings. I will, therefore, cur

ſorily run over the laWS and more illustrious actions of thoſe cities which

existed nine thouſand years ago. For when we are more at leiſure we ſhall

proſecute an exact history of every particular, receiving for this purpoſe the

ſacred writings themſelves.

In the first place, then, conſider the laws of theſe people, and compare

them with ours: for you will find many things which then ſubſisted in your

city, ſimilar to ſuch as exist at preſent. For the priests paſſed their life

ſeparated from all others. The artificers alſo eXerciſed their arts in ſuch a
manner, ct that each was engaged in his own employment without being

mingled with other artificers. The ſame method was likewiſe adopted with

ſhepherds, hunters and huſbandmen. The ſoldiers too, you will find, were

ſeparated from other kind of men; and' were commanded by the laws to

engage in nothing but warlike affairs. A ſimilar armour too, ſuch as that

of ſhields and darts, was employed by each. Theſe we first uſed in Aſia;

the
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the Goddeſs in thoſe places, as likewiſe happened to you, first pointing them

out to our uſe. You may perceive too from the beginning what great

attention was paid by the laws to prudence and modesty; and beſides this, to

divination and medicine, as ſubſervient to the preſervation of health. And

from theſe, which are divine goods, the laws, proceeding to the invention of

ſuch as are merely human, procured all ſuch other diſciplines as follow from

thoſe we have just enumerated. From ſuch a distribution, therefore, and in

ſuch order, the Goddeſs first establiſhed and adorned your City, chooſing for

this purpoſe the place in which you were born ; as ſhe ſoreſaw that, from the

excellent temperature of the region, men would ariſe distinguiſhed by the

most conſummate ſagacity and wit.' For, as the Goddeſs 15 a lover both of

wiſdom and war, ſhe fixed on a ſoil capable of producing men the most

ſimilar to herſelf; and rendered it in every reſpect adapted for'the habitation

of ſuch a race. The antient Athenians, therefore, uſing theſe laws, and

being formed by good institutions, in a still higher degree than I have men

tioned, inhabited this region; ſurpaſſing all men in every virtue, as it be

comes thoſe to do who are the progeny and pupils of the Gods.

But**though many and mighty deeds of your city are contained in out

- ſacred writings, and are admired as they deſerve, yet there is one tranſaction

which ſurpaſſes all of them in magnitude and virtue. For theſe writings

relate what prodigious strength your city formerly tamed, when a mighty

warlike power, ruſhing from the Atlantic ſea, ſpread itſelf with hostile fury

over all Europe and Aſia. For at that time the Atlantic ſea was navigable,

and had an iſland before that mouth which is called by you the Pillars of

Hercules. But this iſland was greater than both Libya and all Aſia together,

and afforded an eaſy paſſage to other neighbouring iſlands; as it was like

wiſe eaſy t0 paſs from thoſe iſlands to all the continent which borders on

this Atlantic ſea. For the waters which are beheld within the mouth '

which we just now mentioned, have the form of a bay with a narrow

entrance; but the mouth itſelf is a true ſea. And lastly, the earth which

ſurrounds it is in eVery reſpect truly denominated the continent. In this

Atlantic iſland a combination of kings was formed, who with mighty and

wonderful power ſubdued the whole iſland, together with many other iſlands

and parts of the continent; and, beſides this, ſubjected to their dominion all

Libya, as far as to Egypt ; and Europe, as far as to the Tyrrhene ſea. And

when
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when they were collected in a powerful lcague, they endeavour-ed to enſlave

all our regions and yours, and beſides this all thoſe places ſituated within the

mouth of the Atlantic ſea. Then it was, O Solon, that the power of your

city was conſpicuous to all men for its virtue and strength. For, as its armies

ſurpaſſed all others both in magnanimity and military ſkill, ſo with reſpect

to its contests, whether it was affisted by the rest of the Greeks, over whom

it preſided in warlike affairs, or whether it was deſerted by them through the

incurſions of the enemies, and became ſituated in extreme danger, yet still

it remained triumphant. In the mean time, thoſe who were not yet

enſlaved it liberated from danger; and procured the most ample liberty for

all thoſe of us who dwell within the Pilla'rs of Hercules. But in ſucceeding

time prodigious earthquakes and deluges taking place, and bringing with them

deſolation in the ſpace of one day and night, all that warlike race of Athe

nians was at once merged unde'r the earth; and the Atlantic iſland itſelf,

being abſorbed in the ſea, entirely diſappeared. And hence that ſea is at

preſent innavigable, ariſing from the gradually impeding mud which the

ſubſiding iſland produced. And this, O Socrates, is the ſum of what the

elder Critias repeated from the narration of Solon.

But when yesterday you was diſcourſing about a republic and its citizens,

I was ſurpriſed on recollecting the preſent history: for I perceived how di>

vinely, from a certain fortune, and not wandering from the mark, you col

lected many things agreeing with the narration of Solon. Yet I was un

willing to diſcloſe theſe particulars immediately, as, from the great interval

of time ſince I first received them, my remembrance of them was not

ſufficiently accurate for the purpoſe ofrepetition. I conſidered it, therefore,

neceſſary that l ſhould first of all diligently revolve the whole in my mind.

And on this account I yesterday immediately complied with your demands:

for I perceived that we ſhould not want the ability of preſenting a diſcourſe

accommodated to your wiſhes, which in things of this kind is of principal

importance. In conſequence] of this, as Hermocrates has informed you,

, immediately as we departed from hence, by communicating theſe particulars

with my friends here preſent, for the purpoſe of refreſhing my memory,

and afterwards revolving them in my mind by night, 1 nearly acquired a

complete recollection of the affair. And, indeed, according to the proverb,

what we learn in childhood abides in the memory with a wonderful stability.

6 v For,
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For, with reſpect to myſelf, for instance, I am not certain that I could recol

leCt the whole of yesterday's diſcourſe, yet I ſhould be very much astoniſhed

if any thing ſhould eſcape my remembrance which I had heard in ſome past

period of time very distant from the preſent. Thus, as to the history

which l have just now related, I received it from the old man with great

pleaſure and delight; who on his part very readily complied with my re

quest, and frequently gratified me with a repetition. And hence, as the

marks of letters deeply burnt in remain indelible, ſo all theſe particulars

became firmly establiſhed in my memory. In conſequence of this, as ſoon

as it was dayI repeated the narration to my friends, that together with

myſelf they might be better prepared for the purpoſes of the preſent aſſocia

tion. But now, with reſpect to that for which this narration was under

taken, I am prepared, O Socrates, to ſpeak not only ſummarily, but ſo as to

deſcend to the particulars of every thing which I heard. But the citizens

and city which you fabricated yesterday as in a fable, we ſhall transfer to

reality; conſidering that city which you establiſhed as no other than this

Athenian city, and the citizens which you conceived as no other than thoſe

ancestors of ours deſcribed by the Egyptian priest. And indeed the aſſair

will harmonize in every reſpect; nor will it be foreign from the purpoſe to

aſſert that your citizens are thoſe very people who existed at that time.

Hence, distributing the affitir in common among us, we will endeavour,

according to the utmost of our ability, to accompliſh in a becoming manner
the employment which you have aſſigned us. It is requiſite, therefore, toi

conſider, O Socrates, whether this diſcourſe is reaſonable, or whether we

ſhould lay it aſide, and ſeek after another.

Soc. But what other, O Critias, ſhould we receive in preference to this?

For your diſcourſe, through a certain affinity, is particularly adapted to the

preſent ſacred rites of the Goddeſs. And beſides this, we ſhould conſider,

aLa thing of the greatest moment, that your relation is not a mere fable,

but a true history. It is impoſſible, therefore, to ſay how, and from whence,

neglecting your narration, we ſhould find another more convenient. Hence

it is neCeſſary to confeſs that you have ſpoken with good fortune; and it is

equally neceſſary that I, on account of my diſcourſe yesterday, ſhould now

rest from ſpeaking, and be wholly attentive to yours.

Can. But now conſider, Socrates, the manner of our diſpoſing the mutual

banquet
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banquet of diſputation. For it ſeems proper to us that Timaeus, who is the

most astronomical of us all, and is particularly knowing in the nature of the

univerſe, ſhould ſpeak the first; commencing his diſcourſe from the genera

tion of the world, and ending in the nature of men. But that I after him,

receiving the men which he has mentally produced, but which have been

excellently educated by you, and introducing them to you according to the

law of Solon, as to proper judges, ſhould render them members of this city;

as being in reality no other than thoſe Athenians which were deſcribed as

unknown to us in the report of the ſacred writings. And that in future we

ſhall diſcourſe concerning them as about citizens and Athenians.

Soc. I ſeem to behold a copious and ſplendid banquet of diſputation ſet

before me. It is, therefore, now your buſineſs, O Timazus, to begin the

diſcourſe ; having first of all, as is highly becoming, invoked the Gods accord

ing to law. * -

TiM. Indeed, Socrates, ſince thoſe who participate but the least degree

of wiſdom, in the beginning of every undertaking, whether ſmall or great,

call upon Divinity, it is neceſſary that we (unleſs we are in every reſpect

unwiſe) who are about to ſpeak concerning the univerſe, whether it is

generated or without generation, invoking the Gods and Goddeſſes, ſhould

pray that what we aſſert may be agreeable to their divinities, and that in

the enſuing diſcourſe we may be conſistent with ourſelves. And ſuch is my

prayer to the Gods, with reference to myſelf; but as to what reſpects the

preſent company, it is neceſſary to pray that you may eaſily understand,'and

that l may be able to explain my meaning about the propoſed ſubjects of

diſputation. In the first place, therefore, as it appears to me, it is neceſſary

to define what that is which is always real being ' , but is without generation ;

' ' - and

' It is, well obſerved here by Proclus, that Plato, after the manner of geometricians, aſſumes,

prior to <len10nſh*ations, definitions and hypotheſes, through which he frzimes his demonstratidris,

and previouſly delivers the principles ofthe whole oſ phyſiology. For, as the principles oſ muſic are

different from thoſe of medicine, and thoſe oſarilhmctie from thoſe of mechanics, in like man

ner there are certain principles of the whole of phyfiology, which Plato now delivers: and theſe

are as follow. True bring i: zlmt w/xz'c/J 1'x aþþrulwndxd 12] intelligence in cart/'unction wit/2 reastm .

i/mt whirl' i: generated, is tlvt OZZ/'r'ct qſupinion i'z conjunction will) irralional ſergſe: two' [bing

generated is generated/ram a rau e.- lbal rubieſ) does not ſillſſ/Z from a rargſd is not generated :

tbat qf 'which tbe paradigm is eternal being, is wereſſlzril] I mulfl/h/ : 'but qſ whirl) t/Je paradise;

1.'
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and what that is 'which is generated indeed, or to'ffistr in a state cff becoming

to be, but which never really is. The former of theſe indeed is apprehended

by intelligence in conjunction with reaſon, ſince it always ſubſists according

to ſame. But the latter is perceived by opinion in conjunction with irrational

ſenſe; ſince it ſubſists in a ſtate of generation and corruption, and never

truly is. But whatever is generated is neceſſarily generated from a certain

cauſe. For it is every way impoſſible that any thing ſhould be generated

without a cauſe. When, therefore, an artificer, in the fabrication of any

work, looks to that which always ſubſtsts according toſlzmc, and, employing

a paradigm of this kind, expreſſes the idea and power in his work, it is then

neceſſary that the whole of his production ſhould be beautiful. But when

he beholds that which is in generation, and uſes-a generated paradigm, it is

alike neceſſary that his work ſhould be far from beautiful.

Idenominate, therefore, this univerſe lien-nen, or t/ze world, or by any

other-appellation in which it may particularly rejoice. Concerning which,

let us in the ſirst place conſider that which, in the propoſed inquiry about

the univerſe, ought in the very beginning to be investigated; whether it

always was, having no principle of generation 1, or whether it was gene

rated,

is generated, is not beauti/irl : [lie unive'j/Z is denominated Leaven, or tlae world. For from thcſe

principles he produces all that follows. Hence, ſays Proclus, he appears to me to ſay wlmt

eternal is, and wlval that which is generated is, but not to ſay that each of them is. For the

geometrician alſo informs us what a point is and rwhat a line is, prior to his demonstrations, but

he by no means teachcs us t/mt each of theſe has a ſubſistence. _ For how will he act the part of

a geonictrician, if he diſcourſes about the existence of his proper principles? After the ſame

manner the pliyſiologist ſays wlmt eternal being is, for the ſake of the future demonstrations, but

by no mcans ſhows Ilmt it is; ſince in ſo doing he would paſs beyond the limits of phyſiology.

As, however, Timeens being a l'ythagorean diſſcrs from other phyſiologiſls, and Plato in this

dialoguc cxhibits the highest ſcience, hence he afterwards, in a manner perfectly divine, proves

'but true being has a ſubſiſlencc; but at preſent he cmploys the definition of wlvat it is, preſerving

the limits of phyſiology, He appears, indeed, to investigatc the deſinition of eternal being,

and of that which is generated, that he may diſcover the cauſes which give completion to the

univerſc, viz. form and matter: for that which is generated requires theſe. But he aſſume-s the

third hypotheſis, that he may diſcover the ſabricativc cauſe of the univerſe; the fourth, becauſe

the nnivcrſc was generated according to a paradigmatic cauſe; and the fifth concerning the name of

the univerſe, that he may invcfligate the participation of 'be good and [be imſſ'alzle by the world.

' That is denominated generated, ſays Proclus (in Tim. p. 85.) which has not the whole of its

cffcncc or energy establiſhed in one, ſo as to he perfectly immutable- And of this kind are, this

VoL. u. 3 p ſenſible
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rated, commencing its generation from a certain cauſe. It was generated.

For this univerſe is viſible, and has a body. But all ſuch things are ſenſible.

And ſenſibles are apprehended by opinion, in conjunction with ſenſe. And

ſuch things appear to have their fubſistence in becoming to be, and in being

generated. But we have before aſſerted, that whatever is generated is

neceſſarily generated from ſome'cauſe. To diſcover, therefore, the artiſirer

andfatlzer of the univerſe is indeed difficult; and when found it is impoſſible

to reveal him through the ministry of diſcourſe to all men.

Again : this is to be conſidered concerning him, I mean, according to what

paradigm extending himſelf, he fabricated the world-whether towards

an exemplar, ſubſisting according to that which is always the ſame, and

'ſimilarly affected, or towards that which is generated. But, indeed, if this

world is beautiful, and its artificer good, it is evident that he looked towards

an eternal exemplar in its fabrication. But if the world be far from beau

tiful, which it is not lawful to aſſert, he neceſſarily beheld a generated instead

of an eternal exemplar. But it is perfectly evident that he regarded an

ſenſible world, time in things moved, and the tranſitive intellefitiun of ſouls. But that every

motion ſubfists according to a part, and that the whole of it is not preſent at once, is evident.

And if the eſſence oſ the world poſſeſſes generation, and the perpetuity of it is according to a

temporal infinity, it may be inferred, that between things eternally perpetual, and ſuch as are

generated in a part of time, it is neceſſary that nature ſhould ſubſist which is generated inſinitely.

It is alſo requiſite that a nature of this kind ſhould be generated inſinitely in a twofold reſpect,

viz. either that the whole of it ſhould be perpetual through the whole of time, but that the parts

ſhould ſubfist in the parts of time, as is the caſe with the ſublunary elements, or that both the

whole and the parts of it ſhould be co-extended with the perpetuity of all time, as is the caſe

with the heavenly bodies. For the perpetuity according to eternity is not the ſame with the

perpetuity oſ the whole of time, as neither is the infinity of etemity and time the ſame; becauſe

etemity is not the ſame with time, the former being infinite life at once total and full, or, the

whole of which is ever preſent to itſelf, and the latter being a flowing image of ſuch a life.

Further still, ſays Proclus, the term generated has a multifarious meaning. For it ſignifies that'

which has a temporal beginning, every thing which proceeds from a cauſe, that which is eſſentially

a. compoſite, and that which is naturally capable of being generated, though it ſhould not be

generated, The term generated, therefore, being multifariousty predicatcd, that which is gene

rated aecording to time poſſeſſes all the modes of generation. For it proceeds from a cauſe, is a

compoſite, and is naturally capable of being generated. Hence, as that which is generated

in a part of time begins at one time, and arrives at perfeStion in another, ſo the world, which is

generated according to the whole of time, is always beginning, and always perfect. And it has

indeed a certain beginning of generation, ſo far as it is perfected by its cauſe, but has not a'cer

tain beginning ſo far as it has not a beginning of a certain partial time.

eternal
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eternal paradigm. For the world is the most beautiful of generated natures,

and its artificer the best of cauſes. But, being thus generated, it is fabri

cated according to that which is comprehenſible by reaſon and intelligence,

and which ſubſists in an abiding ſameneſs of being. And from henCe it is per

fectly neceſſary that this world ſhould be the reſemblance of ſomething. But

to deſcribe its origin according to nature is the greatest of all undertakings.

In this manner, then, we must distinguiſh concerning the image and its ex

emplar. As words are allied to the things of which they are the interpreters,

hence it is neceſſary, when we ſpeak of that which is stable ' and firm,

and intellectually apparent, that our reaſons ſhould be in like manner stable

and immutable, and as much as poſſible irreprehenſible, with every per

fection of a ſimilar kind. But that, when We ſpeak concerning the image of

' That which Plato now calls stable and firm, he before called eternal being, ſubſisting' after

the ſame manner, and apprehended by intelligence ; denominating it stable instead of eternal

being, and intellectutzllj apparent, instead of that which is apþrelacnded lyintelligence. He alſo ſays,

that the reaſonings about it ſhould bestable indeed, that through the ſameneſs of the appellation

hemay indicate the ſimilitude oſ them to things themſelves; but immutable, that they may ſhadow

forth the ſirmneſs of thc thing; and irrcprebezz/ilule, that they may imitate that which is appre

hended by intelligence, and may ſcientiſically acccde. For it is neceſſary that reaſonings, if they

are to be adapted to intelligibles, ſhould poſſeſs the accurate and the stable, as being converſant

with things oſ this kind. For, as the knowledge of things eternal is immutable, ſo alſo is the

reqſhning; ſince it is evolved knowledge. However, as it proceeds into multitude, is allotted a

cotnpoſite nature, and on this account ſalls ſhort oſ the union and impartibility of the thing, he

calls the former in the ſingular numberstill-le and firm, and intellectually apparent, but the latter

in the plural number ſtable, immutable and irrcprchenſible mysm. And ſince in mzstm there is

a certain ſimilitnde to it: paradigm, and there is alſo a certain diſiimilitude, and the latter is more

abundant than the ſurmt-r, he employs one appc-llation in common, [be stable; but the other epi

thets arc different. And as, with reſpect to our knowledge, ſcientiiic reaſoning cannot be confuted

by it, (ſor there is nothing in us better than ſcience,) but is confuted by the thing itſelf, as not

being able to comprehend its nature ſuch as it is, and as it comes into contact with its impar

tibility, hence he adds, ar much ar þqffliþle. l-'tn' ſcience itſelf conſidered as ſubſisting in ſouls is

irreprehenſiblc, but is reprehcnded by intellect, becauſe it evolrcs the iuipartible, and apprehends

the ſimple in a compoſile manner. Since the phantaſy alſo reprchends ſenſe, becauſe its know

ledge is attended with paſſion according to mixture, from which the phantaſy is pure; opinion the

phnntaſy, becauſe it knows in cunjnnti'lion with type and ſorm, to which opinion is ſuperior;

ſcience opinion, becauſe the lzntcrknnws nithout being able to aſſign the cauſt', the ability of

eſſccting which eſpecially characterizcs the former; and intellect as we have ſaid ſcience, becauſe

the latter divides the object of knowledge tranſitiv'cly, but the ſormer apprehends every thing at

once in conjunction with eſſcuee. llitrllcct, therefore, is alone uncnnquerable; but ſcience and

[cientiſlc reaſoning are vanquiſhed by intellect, according to thc knowledge of being.

3 P 2 that
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that which is immutable, we ſhould employ only probable arguments, which'

have the ſame analogy to the former as a reſemblance to its cxemplar. And,

mdeed, as eſſence ' is to generation, ſo is truth to faith. You must not'

wonder, therefore, O Socrates, ſince 'many things are aſſerted by many con

CCſlllllg

' Plato, ſays Proclus, had prior to this made two things the leaders, the intelligible and that

which is generated, or paradigm and image, and had aſſumed two things analogous to theſe,

ſcience and probability, or truth and faith, truth being to an intelligible paradigm as ſaith to a

generated image; and now he geometrically adds the alternate proportion. For, if as truth is to

the intelligible, ſo is faith to that which is generated, it will be alternately as truth is to faith, ſo

the intelligible to that which is generated, Plato, therefore, clearly divides reaſonings and know

ledges with the things known 3.' and Parmenides alſo, though obſcnre through his poetry, yet at

the ſame time ſays, that there are twofold knowledges, truth and faith, of twofold things, viz. of

beings and non-beings; and the former pf theſe knowledges he calls ſplendour, as ſhining with

intellectual light, but he deprives the latter of stable knowledge. The faith, however, which

Plato now aſſumes appears to be different from that of which he ſpeaks in the ſixth book of

his Republic, in the fection of a line; for that is irrational knowledge, whence alſo it is divided

from conjecture, but is arranged according to ſenſe. But the preſent faith is rational, though it

is mingled with irrational knowledges, employing ſenſe and conjecture; and hence it is filled

with much of the nnſiable. For, receiving that a thing is from ſenſe or conjecture, it thus aſſigns

the cauſes: but theſe knowledges poſſeſs much of the confuſed and unſiable. Hence Socrates

in the Phtedo very much blames the ſenſes, becauſe we neither ſee nor hear any thing accurately.

Ilow then can knowledge, originating from ſenſe, poſſeſs the accurate and irreprchenſihlc? For

thoſe powers that employ ſcience alone collect with accuracy every thing which is the object of

their knowledge; but thoſe powers that energize with ſenſe err and fall off from the accurate,

through ſenſe, and through the unſiuhle nature of the thing known. * For what can any one

aſſert of that which is material, ſince it is always changing (and flowing, and is not naturally

adapted to abide for a moment? And with reſpect to a celestial nature, in conſequence of being

very remote from us, it is not eaſily known, nor ſcientiſically apprehended; but we muſt be ſatis

ſied with an approximntion to the truth, and with probability in the ſpeculation of it. For every

thing which is in place requires a reſidcncc there, in order to a pcrſtct knowledge of its nature.

But the intelligihle is not a thing of this kind, ſince it is not to be apprchcnded by our knowledge

in place. For where any one ſiops his dianoEtic power, there, in conſequence of the intelligible

being every where preſent, he comes into contact with truth. And if it is poſſible to aſſcrt any

thing stable concerning a celestial nature, this alſo is poffihle, ſo far as it partakes ofheing, and

ſo far as it is to be apprehended by intelligence. For it is through geometrical dcmonſlralions,

which art? univerſal, that we are alone able to collect any thing neceſſary concerning it; but, ſo

far as it is ſenſible, it is with difficulty apprehended, and with difficulty furreyed.

With reſpect to truth, however, Plato, following the thcologitls, establiſhcs it as maniſold. For

one kind oſtruth is characterized by the nature of lb: one, being the light proceeding from 'In

good, uhit'h, in the Phi'eh'is, he ſays, imparts purity, and, in the Republic, union, to intelligihles.

Another kind is that which proceeds from intelligibles, which illuminates the intellectual orders,

which
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cerning the Gods and the generation of the univcrſe, if I ſhould not be able

to produce the most approved and accurate reaſons on ſo difficult a ſubject.

But you ought to rejoice if it ſhall appear that I do not employ reaſons leſs

probable than others : at the ſame time remembering, that I who ditbourſe,

and that you who are my judges, poſſeſs the human nature in common;

ſo that you ſhould be ſatisfied if my aſſertions are but aſſimilative of the

truth.

Soc. You ſpeak excellently well, Timzkus; and we ſhall certainly act in

ever), reſpect as you adviſe. This introduction, indeed, of your diſcourſe we

wonderfully approve : proceed, therefore, with the ſubſequent diſputation.

TlM. Let us declare then on what account the compoſing artificer consti

tutcd generation and the univerſe. The artificer, indeed, was good ; but in

that which is good envy never ſubſists about any thing which has being.

Hence, as he was entirely void of envy, he was willing to produce all things

as much as poſſible ſimilar to himſelf. If, therefore, any one receives this

most principal cauſe of generation and the world ſrom wite and prudent

men, he will receive him in a manner the most perfect and true. For, as

the Divinity was willing that all things ſhould be good, and that as much as

poffible nothing ſhould be evil; hence, receiving every thing viſible, and

which was not in a ſtate of rest, but moving with confuſion ' and diſorder,

\\ he

which an eſſcnce unfigured, uncoloured, and untouched firll receives, and where alſo the plain

of truth is ſituated, as itis written in the Phaadrus. A third kind of truth is that which is con

nate with ſouls, which comes into contact with being through intelligence, and ſcience ſubſtſiing

in conjunction with the objects of ſcience : for the light pertaining to the ſoul is the third from the

intelligible; ſince the intellectual is filled from the intelligible, and that peflaining to the ſoul

from the intellectual order. This truth, therefore, ſubſisting in ſouls, must be now aſſumed,

ſince we have admitted a correſponding ſaith, and not that which is irrational,_and destitute oſall

lngical conſideration; and the one must be , conjoincd with intelligiblcs, but the other with

ſenſiblcs. ,

' Plato being willing to indicate the providence ofthe dcmiurgus periading the univerſe, toge.

thcr with the gifts of intrllcct and the preſence oſ ſoul, and to ſhow the magnitude of the good

which theſe impurt to the world, ſurvcys prior to this the whole corporeal conſiitution by itſelf,

and how, thus conſidered, it is confuſed and diſordered; that alſo, beholding by itſelf the order

proceeding ſt'om ſoul and demiurgic ornament, we may be able to define what a corporeal nature

is in itſelf, and what orderly diſiribution it is allotted from fabrication. The world, indeed,

always had a ſubſistcncc, but tliſt-zurſe divides the thing generated from the maker, and produces

according to time things which ſubſist at oucc'togtthcr, becauſe every thing' generated is a com.

* polite.
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he reduced it from this wild inordination into order, conſidering that ſuch a

conduct was by far the best. For it neither ever was lawful, nor is, for the'

best of cauſes to produce any other than the most beautiful of effects. In

conſequence of a reaſoning ' proceſs, therefore, he found that among the

things naturally viſible ® there was nothing, the whole of which, if void of

intelligence, Could ever bcCOme more beautiful than the whole of that which

is endued with intellect: and at the ſame time he diſcovered, that it was

impoſſible for intellect to accede to any being, without the intervention of

ſoul. Hence, as the reſult of this reaſoning, placing intellect in ſoul and

ſoul in body, he fabricated the univcrſc ; that thus it might be a work natu

rally the most beautiful and the best. In this manner, therefore, according

poſile. To which we may add, that dcmiurgic fabrication being twoſold, one being corporeal,

and the other ornamental, Plato, beginning from the ornamental, very properly repreſents every

thing corporeal moved in a confuſed and 'diſordered manner, becauſe ſuch is its motion from
itſelf when conſidered as not yet animated by an intellectual ſoul. A

It alſo deſerves to be noticed that Plato, in giving ſubſistence to the confuſed and diſordered,

prior to the fabrication oſ the world, imitates the antient theologiſts. For, as they introduce the

battles and ſeditions of the Titans against the Olympian Gods, ſo Plato pro-ſuppoſes theſe two,

the unadorned, and the ſabricator oſ the world, that the former may be adorned and participate of

order. They, however, introduce theſe theologically; for they oppoſe the powers that preſide

over bodies to the Olympian deities: but Plato philoſophically; for he transfers order from the

Gods to the ſubjects oſ their government.

' The demiurgus of the univerſe, through the plenitude of his power, ſabricates different

things by different powers ; for, ſince he comprehends in himſelf the cauſe of all fabrications, he

after o'ne manner gives ſubſistcnce to the whole world, and after another to its parts. Hence, by

one intelligence he adorns the whole world, and generates it collectivcly, according to which

energy the world alſo is one animal; but by reaſoning he produces its parts, and theſe as wholes,

becauſe he is the de'miurgus of total natures, viz. oſ total intvllce't, total ſoul, and all the hulk of

body. ln conſequence of this, when compoſing parts, he is ſaid to ſabricate by reaſoning. For

reaſoning here ſignifies 'a dillrihutive cauſe of things; ſince it is not the reaſhning of one doubt

ing. For neither does art doubt, nor_ ſcience; but artifls and the ſcientiſic then doubt when

they are indigent of their proper habits. lſ theſe, thcrcſore, do not doubt when they are perſect,

can it be ſuppoſed that intellect doubts, or the ſabricator and father of the univerſa?

3 That is, intelligihles z for that theſe are viſible is evident from the words of Plato ſurther on,

where he ſay s-" \\ hate-ver ideas intellect perceived in animal itſelf," &e. But that theſe are

naturalſy viſible will he evident, as Proclus beautifully obſerves, iſwe conſider that ſome things are

viſible to us, and others according to nature. And the things, indeed, which are viſible to us,

are in their own nature dark and obſcure; but things naturally viſible are truly known, and are

- reſpcndent with divine light. And ſuch are intelligiblcs.

[0
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to an affimilative reaſon, it is neceſſary to call the world an animal, endued

with intellect, and generated through the providence of Divinity.

This being determined, let us conſider what follows; and, in the next

place, after the ſimilitude of what animals the compoſing artiſi'Cer constituted

the world. Indeed, we must by no means think that he faſhioned it ſimilar

to ſuch animals as ſubſist' in the form ofa part, or have a partial ſubſistence:

for, if it had been affimilated to an imperfect animal, it certainly would not

have been beautiful. But we ſhould rather establiſh it as the most ſimilar of

all things to that animal, of which other animals, both conſidered ſeparately

and according to their genera, are nothing more than parts. For this,

indeed, contains all intelligible animals comprehended in itſelf; just as this

world contains us and the other animals which are the objects ofſight. For,

the Divinity being willing to affimilate this univerſe in the most exquiſite

degree to that which is the most beautiful and every way perfect of intelligible

objects, he compoſed it one viſible animal, containing within itſelf all ſuch

animals as are allied'to its nature. Do we therefore rightly conclude that

there is but one univerſe; or is it more right to aſſert that there are many

and infinite? But indeed there can be but one, if it be only admitted that it

is fabricated according to an exemplar. For that which comprehends all

intelligible animals whatever can never be the ſecond to any other. For

another animal again would be required about theſe two, of which they

would be parts; and it would be more proper to aſſert that the univerſe is

affimilated to this comprehending third, rather than to the other two, That

the world, therefore, from its being ſingular or alone, might be ſimilar to all

perfect animal-on this account the artificer neither produced two nor

infinite worlds; but heaven, or the univerſe, was generated and will be one

and only begotten.

But ſince it is neceſſary that a corporeal nature ſhould be viſible and tan

gible, and ſince nothing can be viſible without fire, and nothing tangible

without ſomething ſolid, and nothing ſolid without earth-hence the Divi

nity, beginning to fabricate, compoſed the body of the univerſe from ſire

and earth. But it is impoſſible for two things alone to cohere together with

out the intervcntion ofa third ; for a certain collective bond is neceſſary in

the middle of the two. And that is the most beautiful of bonds which ren

ders both itſelfand the natures which are bound remarkably one. But the

6 most
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moſt beautiful analogy naturally prodUCes this effect. For when either in

three numbers, or maſſes, or powers, as is the middle to the last, ſo is the

first to the middle ; and again, as is the last to the middle, ſo is the middle to

the first: then the middle becoming both first and laſt, and the last and the first

paſſing each of them into a middle poſition, they become all ofthem neceſſarily

the ſame, as to relation to each other. But, being made the ſame with each

other, all are one. If, then, it were neceſſary that the univerſe ſhould be a

ſuperſicies only, and have no depth, one medium would indeed be ſufficient,

both for the purpoſe of binding itſelf and the natures which it contains.

But now it is requiſite that the world ſhould be a ſolid; and ſolids are never

'harmonized together by one, but always with two mediums. Hence, the

Divinity placed water and air in the middle of fire and earth, and fabricated

them as much as pofiible in the ſame ratio to each other; ſo that [ire might

be to air as air to water; and that as air is to water ſo water might be to

earth. And from this conjunction and compoſition he rendered the world

viſible and tangible. Hence, from things of this kind, which are four in

number, it must be confeſſed that the body of the univerſe was generated

through analogy, conſpiring into friendſhip with itſelf from their conjunc

tion, and ſo aptly eohering in all its parts, as to be indiſſoluble except by

its artiſicer, who bound it in this union and conſent.

The compoſition of the world, therefore, received one w/zolc of each of

theſe four natures. For its compoſing artiſicer constituted it from all fire,

water, air, and earth; leaving no part of any one of theſe, nor any power

external to the world. For by a reaſoning proceſs he concluded that it

would thus be a whole animal, in the highest degree perfect from perfect

parts: that, beſides this, it would be one, as nothing would be leſt from

which any other ſuch nature might be produced; and lastly, that it would

be neither obnoxious to old age nor diſeaſe. For he perceived that the heat

and cold from which bodies are compoſed, and all ſuch things as poſſeſs

vigorous powers, when ſurronnding bodies externally, and acccding to them

unſeaſonably, diſſolve their union, and, introducing diſeaſes and old age,

cauſe them to periſh by decay. Hence, through this cauſe and this reaſon

ing proceſs, he fabricated the univerſe one whole, compoſed from all wholes,

perfect, undeeaying, and without diſeaſe. He likewiſe gave to it a figure

becoming and allied to its nature. For to the animal which was destined to

comprehend
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comprehcnd all animals in itſelf. that figure must be the most becoming

which contains within its ambit all figures of every kind. Hence, he

faſhioned it of a ſphcrical ſhape, in which all the radii from the middle are

equally distant from the bounding extremities; as this is the most perfect of

all figures, and the most ſimilar to himſelf. For he conſidered that the ſimilar

was infinitely more beautiful than the diſſimilar.

Beſides this, he accuratcly poliſhed the external Circumference of the

ſpherical world, and rendered it perfectly ſmooth ſ. Nor was the addition

of eyes * requiſite to the univerſa; for nothing viſible remained external to

itſelf.

'1 It is well obſerved herc by Proclus, that, the whole univerſe being luminous, it is moſt lucid

according to its external ſiiperſicies, and full of divine ſplendour. For through this the poets alſo

place Olympus at the extremity of the world, this being entirely luminous and ſelf-ſplendid.

There a white ſplendour ſpreads its radiance round,

ſays Homer. But of this luminous ſubſiſience ſmoothneſs is a ſymbol. \Vhy, therefore, are

the extremities of the univerſe ſmooth? We reply, That it'may be ſpontaneouſly conjoined

with ſoul and intellect, and that it may be harmoniouſly adapted to fupertnundane lights,

through its ſimilitude to them. Smoothncſs, therefore, is ſigniſicant of extreme aptitudc,

through which the univerſe is able to receive the illuminations proceeding from intellect and

ſoul; just as mirrors, by their ſmoothnefs, receive the repreſentatinns of things. Proclus fur

ther obſerves, that a mirror was aſſumed by antient theologiſts as a ſymbol of the aptitude

of the univerſe to be filled with intellectual illuniination. Hence, ſays he, they ſay that

Vulcan made a mirror for Bacchus, into which the God looking, and beholding the image

of himſelf, proceeded into the whole of a diviſible fabrication. And you may ſay that the

ſmoothncſs of the external ſurface of the univerſe, which is now mentioned by Plato, reminds

tis of the above-mentioned catoptric apparatus. The whole body of the univerſe, therefore, being

externally ſmooth, becomes eonnate with its own intellect, and with that of the demiurgus.

Hence, poets establiſh the dcmiurgus on the lofty ſummit of the world, which is allotted from

him ſuch an aptitude, in order to 'its participation of intelligible cauſes.

3 By theſe words, ſays Proclus, Plato appears to do nothing elſe than to take away from the

univerſe a diviſible life, and diviſible organs, which being ſuſpended from us deſcend into gene

ration, or the whole of a viſible nature. For, while we remain on high, we are in no want of

any one of theſe multiform lives and diviſible instruments; but our lucid vehicle is ſufficient,

which contains in itſelf unitcdly all the ſenſes. As, therefore, when we are liberated from gene

ration we are purified from every life of this kind, what ought we to think refpecting the

univerſa? Is it not this, that it has one ſimple life, to which the whole of it is excited, and

that it is equally on all ſides prepared to be ſillcd with one life? Or ought we not much more

to admit theſe things of the univerch For wholes are more divine than parts, and things which

comprehend than thoſe which are comprehended.

Plato, however, muſt not be ſuppoſedin what he now ſays to deprive the world of ſenſe; for, ae

VOL. u. 3 Q cording
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itſelf. Nor were ears neceſſary; as there was nothing externally audible,

Nor was the univerſe invested with ſurrounding air, that it might be indi

gent of reſpiration. Nor, again, was it in want of any organ through which

it might receive nutriment into itſelf, and diſcharge it when concocted: for

there was no poſſibility that any thing could either accede to or depart

from its nature, ſince there was nothing through which ſuch changes could

be produced. For, indeed, the univerſe affords nutriment to itſelf through

its own conſumption; and, being artificially fabricated, ſuffers and acts all

things in itſelf, and from its own peculiar operations. For its compoſing

artiſicer conſidered that it would be much more excellent if ſufficient to

itſelf, than if indigent of foreign ſupplies. But he neither thought that

hands ' were neceſſary to the world, as there was nothing for it either to

receive

cording to him, the world is an animal, and an animal is characterized by ſenſe. ln order, there

fore, to understand what the nature of that ſenſe is which the world poſſeſſes, it will be neceſſary

to make the following diviſion. Of ſenſe, therefore, the first and most principal is that which

imitates intellect. For every where things which rank as first poſſeſs an imitation of things prior

to them. Hence, that is conjoincd with first natures which has a ſenſible pereemion of itſelf,

comprehended in itſelf, not paſſing from one thing to another, for this would be divided ſenſe, nor

proceeding to externals, for this is imperfect, but poſſeſſing the whole of that which is ſenſible

in itſelf, and which may be rather called conſciouſneſs than ſenſe. The next to this is that which

proceeds indeed, and does not abide like the former, but. yet proceeds according to a perfect

energy, and always, on all ſides, ſimilarly apprehends that which is known; which is likewiſe

purified from all paſſion, and from all that imbecility which is peculiar to diviſible and material

organs. The third is that which is paſſive to things external, and is mingled from paſſion and

knowledge; originating, indeed, from paffion, but ending in knowledge. The last ſenſe is that

with which a most obſcure knowledge is preſent, which is full of paſiion, and is proximate to

phyſical ſynipathy, as not knowing the ſorms of ſenſiblcs; as, for inſtance, that what operates

is hot or cold, but that what falls upon it is alone pleaſant or painful; for ſuch is the ſenſe of

plants, as Timmus informs us in the courſe of this dialogue, being the apprehcnſion of that

which is alone pleaſant and painful from things ſenſible. Senſe, therefore, thus ſupernally pro

ceeding, the world is ſenſitive according to the firſt ſenſe. For it is viſible, and an eye, according

to the whole of itſelf, ſince the ſun alſo is called an cye, and each oſ the ſtars. The World,

therefore, is wholly ſight and the thing ſeen, and is tru/j to be comprehended by ſenſe and opinion.

Hence, it contains all-perfect knowledge, indiriſible ſenſe, and is itſelf ſenſible, the instrument

oſ ſenſe, and ſenſe; jnll as alſo its artilicer is intellect, intelligence, and the intelligihle. And

as it comprehends partial bodies in its whole body, ſo likewiſe it contains many ſenſes in its total

ſenſe.

' Theſe things, ſays Proclus, are by no means in the nnivcrſe, though after another manner

it contains both ſenſe and motion. 'or, ſince every thin-Or ſenſible is comprehended in it, and it

is
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receive or reject ; nor yet feet, nor any other members which are ſubſervient

to progreſſion and rest. For from among the ſeven ſpecies of local motion

he ſelected one, which principally ſubſists about intellect and intelligence,

and aſſigned it to the world as properly allied to its ſurrounding body.

Hence, when he had led it round according to ſame, in ſinne, and in itſelf,

he cauſed it to move with a circular revolution. But he ſeparated the other

ſix motions from the world, and framed it void of their wandering progreſ

ſions. Hence, as ſuch a converſion was by no means indigent of feet, he

generated the univerſe without legs and feet. When, therefore, that God

who is a perpetually reaſoning divinity cogitated about the God who was

destined to ſubſist at ſome certain period oftime, he produced his body ſmooth

and equable; and every way from the middle even and whole, and perfect

from the compoſition of perfect bodies. But, placing ſoul in the middle of

the world, he extended it through the whole; and beſides this, he exter

nally invested the body of the univerſe with ſoul; and, cauſing circle to re

volve in a circle, establiſhed theworld one ſingle, ſolitary nature, able

through virtue to converſe with itſclf, indigent ofnothing external, and ſuf

ſicicntly known and friendly to itſelf. And on all theſe accounts he reu

is itſelf the first ſenſible, it has valſo one ſenſe conjoined with ſenfible of this kind; just as the

intelligence of the demiurgus is conjoined with the whole of the intelligible, in conſequence of

which he is ſaid by Orpheus to abſorb the univerſe in himſelf. After this manner, therefore,

the world abſorbs itſelf by the ſenſible perception of itſelf, and comprehends the thing known by

a connatc knowledge. lt alſo poſſeſſes powers which rule over, and are the guardians of, all

things; and theſe are its hands. lt likewiſe poſſeſſes perfective orders, which are analogous

to nutritive parts; and receives vivific cauſes which correſpond to the members of reſpiration.

Furlher ſiill, it alſo contains other powers, ſome of which ſill it with unapparcnt cauſes, and others

connect it with intelligible light. And of theſe powers, ſome are analogous to ſight, and others

to hearing. \Vith this ſenſe it likewiſe poſſeſſes an analbgous motion; for, as it poſſeſſcs a ſenſiblc

perception of itſelf, ſo alſo it contains motion in itſelf, and a revolving about itſelf; and both

theſe according to the ſimilitudc (if its paradigm. For in Phaues, or animal itſelf, there is intel

ligence rerging to itſelf, a life converted to itſelf, and a knowledge not ſubſiſiing according to

tranſilion and diviſion, but ſelf-perfect, and united with intelligibles themſelves. For ſuch is the

intellect which is there, which in conſequence of its being abſorhed in fupereſſenlial light may

be ſaid to energizc prior to energy; becauſe, according to the Chaldaic oracle, it has not pro

ceeded, but abides in the paternal profundity, _:md in the adytum, according to a ſilence which

is nouriſhed by Deily. 3 Q 2 i dered
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dered the univerſi-z a happy ' God. But indeed the artificer did not produce

ſoul, as we just now began to ſay, juuior to body: for he who conjoined

theſe would never permit that the more antient nature ſhould be ſubſervient

to the younger. But we, as being much converſant with that which caſually

occurs, aſſert things of this kind in an aſiimilative way; while, on the con

trary, the artificer of the world conſtituted ſoul both in generation and virtue

prior to', and more antient than, body, as being the proper lord and ruler of

its ſervile nature; and that in the following manner:

From an eſſenee impartible *, and always ſubſisting according to ſameneſis

of

' The happineſs of any lacing is the proper perfection of that being; and hence, as the per

'fections of beings differ, ſo alſo do their felicities. A felicity, therefore, in the preſent caſe

must be aſſumed, adapted to the univerſe. For, ſince the world is ſnſpended from a paternal

intellect and a total ſabricative energy, and lives according to thoſe cauſes, it is happy in a degree

conſequent to theſe. The world, therefore, living according to the will of the father, and pre

ſerving immutably the intellectnal good which is thence imparted, is very-justly ſaid to be happy.

But the first form of felicity, ſays Proclus, and which is all-perfect, is that of the world. The

ſecond is that of the mundane Gods, vihom Plato in the Phaedrus calls happy divinities, follow

ing the mighty Jupiter. The third is that which ſubfists in the genera ſuperior to our nature, viz.

angels, daemons, and hcrocs; for the felicity of each of theſe is different. The fourth' is that

which ſubſiſts in undefiled ſouls, who make blameleſs deſcents into mortality, and exhibit an in

fiexiblc and untamed life; ſuch as were the ſouls of Hercules, Pythagoras, Socrates, Plato, &e.

The fifth is the felicity of partial ſouls; and this is multiform: for a ſoul the attendant of the

moon is not happy after the ſame manner as the ſoul that is ſuſpended from the ſolar order; but

as the form of life is different, ſo alſo the perfection is limited by different meaſures. And the last

form of felicity is that which is ſeen in irrational animals.

3 The Orphic writers, ſays Proclus, (in Tin', p. 184.) do not predicatc the impartible of every

intelligible or intellcctual order, but, according to them, there is ſomething better than this ap

pellation; just as, with reſpect to other names, they do not adapt king and father to all orders.

Xthre, then, ſhall we firſt perceive the indiviſihle according toOrphcus, that we may thus unthh

ſtand the divincly intellectual conception of Plato? Orpheus, therefore, establiſhing one demi

urgus of all divided fabrication, who is analogous to the one father that generates total fabrication,

produces from him the whole mundane intellcctnal multitude, the number oſ ſouls, and corporeal

compoſitions. This demiurgus, (viz. Bacchus) therefore, generatcs all theſe unitedly; but the

Gods who are placed about him divide and ſeparate his fabrications. Orpheus ſays, that all the

other fabrications of this divinity were ſeparated into parts by thc diſiributive Gods, but that his

heart alone was preſerved indiviſible by the providence of Minerva. For, as he gave ſubſistence

to intellects, ſouls and bodies, and ſouls and bodies receive in themſelves much diviſion and ſepa

ration into parts, but intellect remains united and undivided, being all things in one, and com

prchcnding
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of being, and from a nature divifible about bodies, he mingled from both a

third form of eſſence, having a middle ſubſistence between the two. And

again, between that which is impartible and that which is divifible about

bodies, he placed the nature of ſhme and dffrmt. And taking theſe, now

they are three, he mingled them all into one idea. But as the nature of dif

ferent could not without difficulty be mingled inſame, he harmonized them

together by employing force in their conjunction. But after he had min

gled theſe two with eſſence, and had produced one from the three, he again

divided this whole into becoming parts ; at the ſame time mingling each part

fromſame, dgctfflZ-renl, and cffwce. But he began to divide as follows z-ln the

first place, he received one part from the whole. Then he ſeparated a

ſecond part, double of the first ; afterwards a third, ſeſquialter of the ſecond,

but triple oſ the firſt: then a fourth, double ofthe ſecond; in the next place

a fifth, triple of the third; a ſixth, octuple of the first; and lastly a ſeventh,

twenty-ſeven times more than the first. After this, he filled up the double

and triple intervals, again cutting off parts from the whole ; and placed them

ſo between the intervals, that there might be two mediums in every interval;

prehending in one intelligence total intelligibles,-hence he ſays, that intellectual eſſence alone,

and an intellcctual number, were ſaved by Minerva. For, ſays he,

The intellectual heart alone was ſaved:

openly denominating it intellcctual. Iſ, therefore, the indiviſible heart is intellcctual', it' will

evidently be intellect and an intellcctnal number; not that it will, indeed, be every intellect,

but that which is mundane; for this is the indivifible heart, ſince the divided God was the fabri
cator of this. But Orpheus calls intellect the indiivifible eſſcnee of Bacchus; and denominates

his proliſie power that liſt: which is cliſiributcd about body, which is phyſical and productive of

ſeeds, and which he ſays Diana, who prefides over all the generation in nature, and leads into

light phyſical reaſons, ſupernally extends as far as to ſubterranean natures. All the remaining

body oſ the God is, according to Orpheus, mythologically conſidered as the compoſition pertain

ing to the ſoul, and is divided into ſeven parts. '4 Al] the parts into which they divided the boy

were ſeven *," ſays the thcologist, ſpeaking concerning thev Titans; just in the ſame manner as

'l'imaeus divides the ſoul into ſeven parts. And, perhaps, when Timzeus ſays that ſoul is extended

through the whole world, he reminds us of the Orphic Titanic diviſion, through which not only

the ſoul is ſpread round the univerſa like a veil, but is alſo extended through every part of it.

\Vith great propriety, therefore, does Plato call that eſſence impartiblc which is proximately

placcdttbovc ſoul, following the Orphic fables, and wiſhing, as it were, to be an interpreter of

what is ſaid in the myſteries.

' 'E'xrm B'r man: urgn xcugou &try-atpnaav'ro ev'n' 3 Dratoyo; me' w' TLTZHW
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and that one of theſe might by the ſame part exceed one of the extremes,

and be exceeded by the other; and that the other part might by an equal

number ſurpaſs one of the extremes, and by an equal number be ſurpaſſed

by the other. But as from henCe ſeſquialter, ſeſquitertian, and ſeſquioctave

intervals were produced, from thoſe bonds in the first ſpaces, he filled with

- a ſeſquioctave interval all the ſeſquitertian parts, at the ſame time leavinga

part' of each of theſe. And then again the interval of this part being

1 It is well obſerved here by Proclus, (in Tim. p. 211.) that from each oſ the ſpheres from

which the univerſe conſiſts there are certain defluxions which extend as ſar as to the ſuhterranean

regions, and alſo certain drcgs mingled together, oſ the elements themſelves, poſſeſſing much of

the tumultuous, dark and material, but at the ſame time contribnting to the whole compoſition

and harmony of the world. Plato (ſays he) placing the cauſe of this in the ſoul oſ the univcrſe

calls it a remainder (Mr/ma), a term ſignificant of ultimate ſubjection.

Proclus further obſerves, 5' that theologists alſo eſtabliſh about ſuhterranean places the powers

ofthe higheſt Gods ; and that Jupiter himſelſis repreſented by them as adorning thoſe places in order

to adapt them to the participation of ſuch mighty Gods. That, iſ this be the caſe, we ought

much more to think, conceming the ſoul of the nniverſe, that it adorns every thing which

appears to have a diſordered ſubſitlencc, poſſeſſcs the cauſe of its exiſienee, and arranges it in a

becoming manner according to this cauſe. For, how can it govern the univerſe, or conduct all

thin'gs according to intellect, unleſs it orderly diſpoſes that which is diſordered, and m-hartnonizes

things laſt with the one life oſ the world? lf alſo the cauſes of thbſe preſubſist in the demiurgus,

as Orpheus ſays, what wonder is it that the whole ſoul which poſſeſſes all ſuch things in a manner

adapted to itſelf, as a divine intellect poſſeſſes demiurgically, ſhould alſo comprehend the cauſe of

things last in the world, and oſ that which is as it were the ſediment of wholes? For ſoul prior

to the apparent and ſenſible comprehends an unapparent world."

Proclus concludes with obſerving, that the whole number of the eſſential monads in the ſoul

is 105,947'-, the ſoul thus proceeding according to all the orders of numbers. For it proceeds

decadically indeed, that it may become the mundane ſoul ; ſince the decad is the number of the

world: but pentadically, that it may be converted to itſelſ; for the pentad is ſclſ-convertive. It

alſo proceeds enncadieally (or according to the number 9), that it may not only connect the uni

verſe monadically, but may proceed to the last of things after departing from the monad : tetradi

cally, as collecting the quadripartitc diviſion of things into one, and hebdomadically (or according

to the number 7), as converting all things lo the monad, to which the hebdomad is alone re

ferred, this number being motherleſs and maſeuline. And the WlIOlc 0ſ this numberis lleCd

in the ſoul oſ the world totally, viz. has a total ſubtiflence; but in divine ſouls, as cncrgizing to

wards the ntundanc ſoul, it is contained totally and partially. In dtemoniacal ſouls, as energizing

yet more partially, it ſubſiſts on the contrary partially and totally; and in human ſouls partially

and gnostically alone.

" ln the original metals; Esxa, xrAradeſi; mvfs, harm-rath; rso'mpu; but from what Proclus immedi.

ately after obſerves, it is evident that inſtead of ZXTTOYYZFES rzwaps; we ſhould read svvsamv-ral's; rare aga

4 ' aſſumed,
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nſſumed, a compariſon is from thence obtained in terms of number to num

ber, ſubſisting between 256 and 243. But now the whole of that mixture

from which theſe were ſeparated was conſumed by ſuch a fection of parts.

Hence he then cut the whole of this compoſition according to length, and

produced two from one; and adapted middle to middle, like the form of the

letter X. Afterwards he bent them into a circle, connecting them, both

with themſelves and with each other, in ſuch a manner that their extre

mities might be combined in one directly oppoſite to the point of their

mutual interſection; and externally comprehended them in a motion revolv

ing according to ſameneſs, and in that which is perpetually the ſame. And

beſides this, he made one of the circles external, but the other internal;

and denominated the local motion of the exterior circle, the motion of that

nature which ſubſistsaccording to ſamemſr; but that of the interior one,

the motion of the nature ſublisting according to difference. He likewiſe

cauſed the circle partaking ofstzmenqſ: to revolve laterally towards the right

hand; but that which partakes of a'z'ffiere'zct diametrically towards the left.

But he conferred dominion on the circulation of that which is ſame and

ſimilar: for he ſuffered this alone to remain undivided. But as to the

interior circle, when he had divided it ſix times, and had produced ſeven

unequal circles, each according to the interval of the double and triple ; as

each of them are three, he ordered the circles to proceed in a courſe contrary

to each other :--and three of the ſeven interior circles he commanded to

revolve with a ſimilar ſwiftneſs; but the remaining ſourwith a motion

diffimtlar to each other, and to the former three; yet ib as not to deſert

order and proportion in their circulations. .

After, therefore, the whole compoſition of the ſon] was completed accord

ing to the intention of its artiticer, in the next place he fabricated within

lbnl the whole of a corporeal nature; and, conciliating middle with middle,

he aptly harmonized thorn together. But ſoul ' being every way extended

' Soul proceeding ſupernally as far as to the last receſſes 'ſ the earth, and illuminating all

things with the light oſlife, the world being converted to it, becomes animated from its extre

mities, and alſo according to its middle, and the whole of its interval. It alſo externally enjoys

the intelleelual illumination of ſoul. Hence ſoul is ſaid to obtain the middle of the univerſe, as

clcpoſiting in it its powers, and a ſymbol oſ its proper preſence. It is alſo ſaid to extend itſelf to

the extremities of heaven, as viviſying it on all ſides; and to invest the univerſe as with a veil, as

poſſcſſng powers exempt from diviſiblc bulks.

from
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from the middle to the very extremities of the univerſc, and inveſl'ing it

externally in a circle, at the ſame time herſelf revolvinglſi within herſelf,

gave riſe to the divine commencement of an unceaſing and wiſe life, through

the whole of time. And, indeed, the body of the univerſe was generated

viſible; but ſoul is inviſible, participating of a rational energy and harmony *,

and ſubſiffing as the beſt of generated natures, through its artiſicer, who is

the best of intelligible and perpetual beings. Since, therefore, ſoul was

compoſed from the mixture of the three parts ſalllf, zlſſkrczzt, and aſſure,

and was distributed and bound according to analogy, herſelf at the ſame time

returning by a circular energy towards her-ſelf; hence, when ſhe touches 3

upon any thing endued with a diffipated eſſence, and when upon that which

is indiviſible, being moved through the whole ofherſelſ, ſhe pronounces con

cerning the nature oſ each-aſſerts what that is with which any thing is the

ſame 4, from what it is different, to what it is related, where it is ſituated,

how

' Plato here cvidcntlyevinces, that thc convcrſion oſ the ſoul to herſelf is a knowledge oſ her

ſelf, of every thing which ſhe contains, and of every thing prior to and proceeding from her.

For all knowledge may be ſaid to be a converſion and adaptation to that which is known; and

hence truth is an harmonious conjunction oſ that which knows with the object oſ knowledge.

Converſion, however, being twoſold, one as to [be good, and the other as to bring, the vital

couverſion of all things is directed to [be good, and the gnostic to bring.

2 Harniony has a thrceſold ſubfistence; ſor it is either lnzrmonr itstl , i. e. ideal harmony in a

divine intellect; .or that wbicb i: barmonized, and isſucl' according to tbe rwlmlc 'ſ ilſel ; or

flmt which irſtcomr'arilj barmanizea', and partſ] participate-r aſ barmo'y, The first of theſe must

be aſſigned to intellect, vthe ſecond to ſoul, and the third to body.

3 Plato calls the gnostic motions oſ the ſoul toucbings, indicating by this their immediate

apprehenſion of the objects of knowledge, and their impartiblc communion with them. Since,

however, one ofthe circles, viz. the dianoEtic power, knows intelligibles, and the other, i. e.

the doxaſlic power, -ſenſiblcs, what is it which ſays that theſe objects arc different from each other,

and that the one is a þparadigm, but the other an image? ch reply, that in the ſame manner as

the common ſenſe knows viſibles and audibles, the former through ſight, and the latter through

hearing, and, in conſequence of' aſſerting that theſe are different ſrom each other, must neceſſarily

have a knowledge oſ both,-ſo this reaſon oſ which Plato now ſpeaks, being different from the two

circles, afferts through the whole ſoul ſome things concerning intelligiblcs, and others concerning

ſenſibles. For, in as much as the ſOul is one effencc, ſhe poſſeſſes this one gnoſtic energy, which

he calls reaſon : and hence we ſimply ſay that thc whole ſoul is rational. This reaſon then is the one

knowledge of the ſoul, which through the circle of ſamencſs underſtands an impartible cſſcnce,

and through the circle of difference that which is diſlipated.

4 The ſoul oſ the world, ſays Proclus (in Tim. p. 234.) comprehends all ſenſiblcs, together with

9 every
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how it ſubſists; and when any thing of this kind happens either to be or to

ſuffer both in things which are generated and in ſuch as poſſeſs an eternal

ſameneſs oſ being. Reaſon indeed, which is becoming ' to be true according

to ſameneſs, when it is converſantxas well with dſſfctlſ as ſame, evolving

itſelf without voice or ſound in that which is moved by itſelf; when in this

caſe it ſubſists about a ſenſible nature, and the circle characterized by diſſer

mce properly revolving, enunciates any circumstance to every part of the

ſoul with which it is connected; then stable and true opinions and belief

are produced. But when again it evolves itſelſabout that which is logistic *,

and the circle of ſamemſr aptly revolving announces any particular thing,

' intellect

every thing which they either do or ſuſſer. For, fince the univerſe is one animal, it ſympathizes

with itſelſ, ſo that all generated natures are parts oſ the liſe oſ the world, as oſ one drama. Just as

iſ a tragic poet ſhould compoſe a drama in which Gods make their appearance, and herocs and

'other perſons ſpeak, and ſhould permit ſuch players as were willing, to utter the heroic ſpeeches,

or the ſpeeches oſ other characters, he at the ſame time comprehending the one cauſe of all that

is ſaid. Thus ought we to conceive reſpecting the whole ſoul: that giving ſubſiſicnce to all the

liſe oſ the world, this liſe being one and various, and ſpeaking like a many-headed animal with

all its heads, partly in Grecian and partly in Barbaric language, it comprehends the cauſes of all

generated natures; knowing particulars by univerſals, accidents by eſſenccs, and parts by wholes,

but all things ſimply by the divinity which it contains. For a God ſo far as a God knows things

partial, contrary to nature, and in ſhort all things, even though you ſhould ſay matter itſelf. For

every thing, whatever it may be, is one, ſo ſar as it proceeds from tbe one. The knowledge, there

fore, of all things ſimply and directly, is divine.

' This reaſon is the one power of the cſſence of the ſoul, according to which the ſoul is one, just

As it is twoſold according to [be stzme and (ILTfflZv-cnt. This reaſon, therefore, being one, knows

according tojizmcneſs. For it does not at one time know the intelligible, and at another time a

ſcufible nature, like our reaſon, which is unable to energize about both according to the ſame.

Plato very properly ſays oſ this reaſon, that it is becoming to lu- truc (aMQK 'yr-yvomvog) about in

telligiblcs and ſenſiblcs, but is not aſ' &la/(ly true like intellect, in conſequence oſ its tranſitive

knoflcdgc according to both theſe. llc'ncc, by all'erting that it knows according tostzmcngſie, he

ſignifies the diſſereuce between the knowledge of a divine and partial ſoul, but when he ſays

that it is bra/ming to be true, he indicates the difference between the knowledge of ſoul and

intellect. You may alſo ſay, that it is breſ/ming to [re-true, as being tranſitirc in its twoſold know

ledges; but that it is (me !1.i'1lct![ſ]I$/*ſ/) tlve/i'zma, as always comprchcnding the whole ſorm of every

thing which it knows, and not like our reaſon evolving every ſorm, but with reſpect to everyi

thing which it ſees beholding 'he whole at once. For we ſee ctcry thing according to a part, and

'Tud according' to ſamcneſs.

* [t appears ſrom the comment of Proclus on this part, that we ſhould read zo-yia-nxov, and not

Mymav as in all the printed editions oſ the Timaeus. Proclus alſo well obſerves, that by [egg/lie,

here, we must understand tl-e I/ils/Iigiblc; ſor Plato oppoſes this to Ilu- ſi'rſ/f/Iſr. He adds, that

VOL. u. 3 n Plato
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intellect and ſcience are neceſſarily produced in perfection by ſuch an opera

tion. Whoever, therefore, aſſerts that this ' is ingenerated in any other

nature than ſoul, aſſerts every thing rather than the truth.

But when the generating father understood that this generated reſemblance

of the eternal Gods * moved and lived, he was delighted with his work, and

in conſequence of this delight conſidered how he might fabricate it still more

ſimilar to its exemplar. Hence, as that is an eternal animal, he endeavoured

to render this univerſe ſuch, to the utmost of his ability. The nature in

deed of the animal its paradigm is eternal, and this it is impoſſible to adapt

perfectly to a generated effect. Hence he determined by a diano'e'tic energy

to produce a certain movablc image of eternity: and thus, while he was

adorning and distributing the univerſe, he at the ſame time formed an

Plato appears to call 1/12 inchligible the Iogz'flic, after the ſame manner as he afterwards calls 'be

ſeryible,ſe2£ſitive, (To awOn-rov, anaennnovſi For theſeq/ible is motive of ſenſe, and 'be intelligilzle of

the reaſoning of the ſoul. After this he obſerves as follows: 4' By aptly revolving we muſt under

ſtand the intellectual, the unimpeded in tranſition, the cirCular, and the conſummation of vigour,

perfection in intellections, the energizing about a divine nature, the beneficent, and moving about

the intelligible as a centre ;"-"hastening to conjoin yourſelf with the centre of rcſounding light,"

ſays ſome one of the Gods. By intellect Plato here ſignifies intellect according to habit. For

intellect is threeſold: the first, that which is divine, ſuch as the demiurgic; the ſecond, that which

is participated by the ſoul, but is at the ſame time eſſential and ſelf-perfect; and the third, that

which ſubſists according to habit, and through which the ſoul is intellcctual. Science here ſig

nifies the first knowledge ſilled from intelligibles, and which has an undeviating and immutable

ſubſiſience. But it differs from intellect, ſo far as intellect is beheld in ſimple projcctions alone

of the foul; for through this the foul understands at once the whole of every thing which is the

object of intellection. For an energy at once collective is the peculiarity of intellect; but that

of ſcience conſiſts in a knowledge from cauſe; ſince the compoſition and diviſion oſ forms con

ftitute the idiom of ſcience.

' By tlis, ſays Proclus, we must understand in/tllrct andſricnct. Every thing, therefore, which

is the recipicnt of intellect and ſcience, of opinion and ſaith, is ſoul. For all the knowledges of

the ſoul are rational and tranſitive. And becauſe they are rational, indeed, they are exempt from

irrational powers; but, becauſe they are tranſitive, they are ſubordinate to intellectual knowledge.

Tor, if ſcience and intellect arc in intelligibles, they are not ings/rerum] in them, as Plato here ſays

they are in the ſoul. ſi

1 _By the eternal Gods here we must not understand, as Proclus well obſerves, the mundane Gods;

for Plato does not alonc ſpeak of the corporeal nature of the univerſe, but alſo diſcourſes about it

as animated, and an intellectunl animal, which comprehends in itſelf the mundane Gods. \Ve

must understand, therefore, that the world is the reſemblance of the intelligible Gods: for it is

filled from them with deity, and the progreſſions into it of the mundane are as it were certain

rivers and illuminations of the intelligihle Gods.

9 eternal
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etern-al image flowing according to number, of ctcrnity abiding in one; a- d

which receives from .us the appellation of time. But beſides this he fabri

cate-i the generation of days 1 and nights, and months and years, which had

110

' What day and night, month and year, are, ſays Proclus, and how theſe are ſaid to be parts

of time, but was and quill be ſpecies, and not parts, requires much diſcuſſion and profound con

ſideration. lfthen we ſhould ſay that day is air illuminated by the ſun, in the first place, we

ſhould ſpeak of ſomething which takes place in day, and not that which day is ; for, when we ſay

that the day is long or ſhort, wc certainly do not predicate an increaſe or decreaſe of the air; and,

in the next place, it is difficult to deviſe how this will be a part of time. But if we ſay that day

is the 'temporal interval according to which the ſun proceeds from the cast to the west, we ſhall

perhaps avoid the former objections, but we ſhall full into more impervious difficulties. For'

whether, ſurveying this interval itſelf without relation to the ſun, we ſay that it is day, how doci

it happen, ſince the ſame interval is every where according to the fame, that day is not every where?

And if we conſider this interval in connection with the ſolar motion, ifit is ſimply ſo conſidered,

day will always be in the heavens, and there will be no night ;'and how is it poffible that a part

of time ſhould not be every where? for night, day, and month, are here clearly ſaid to be parts of

time. But if we connect this interval with the circulation of the ſun, not ſimply, but aſſert that

day is the portion of the ſun's courſe from east to west, but night that portion which is produced

by his courſe from west to east, the heavens will not poſſeſs thoſe nights and days which are ſaid

to be parts of time; and it is alſo evident that neither will they poſſeſs mouths and years. But

we aſſert of time, both conſidered according to the whole of itſelf, and every part ofits progreffion,

that it is preſent to the whole world: for one and the ſame now is every where the ſame. It is'

neceſſary, thercſore, that day and the other parts of time ſhould be every where the ſame, though

they are participau'd partibly, and with divulſion by ſenſible fabrications. Affigning, therefore, to

theſe a more principal ſuhfiſlence, conſormably to the custom of our father *, we must ſay, that

night and day are demiurgie meaſures of time, exciting and convolving all the apparent and un

apparent life and motion, and orderly diſlrihution of the inerratic ſphere: for theſe are the true

parts of time, are preſent aſter the ſame manner to all things, and comprehend the primary cauſe

oſ apparent day and night, each of theſe having a different fubſiftenee in apparent time z to which

alſo Timxus looking reminds us how time was generated together with the world. llenee he

ſays in the plural number nigbts and dry-r, as alſo monlbr and-years. But theſe arc obvious to all men:

for the unapparcnt cauſes of theſe have a uniform ſubſistcnce prior to things multiplied, and which

circulate inſinitcly. Things immovable alſo ſubſist prior to ſuch as are moved, and intellectnal

natures are prior to ſenſibles. Such, therefore, must be our conceptions of night and day accord

ing to their tirst ſubſistence.

By manlb we muſt understand that truly divine temporal meaſure which convolvcs the lunar

ſphere, and every termination of the otherl- circulation. Bulj'tmf is that which perfccts and

connects the whole of middle fabrication, according to which the ſun is ſeen poſſeſſing the

* Meaning his preceptor Syrianus, as being his true father, the father oſ his ſoul.

1- Viz. c-f the circulation about the Zodiac.

3 R z greatest
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no ſubſistence 'prior to the univerſe, but which together with it roſe into

existence. And all theſe, indeed, are the proper parts of time. But the

terms it war and it will be, which expreſs the ſpecies of generated time, are

transferred by us to an eternal cſſence, through oblivion of the truth. For

we aſſert of ſuch an eſſcnce that it war, is, and will be; while according to

truth the term it zctr is alone accommodated to its nature. But we ſhould

affirm. that to [raw been and to be be/'ezgfler are expreffions alone accommo

dated to generation, proceeding according to the flux of time: for theſe

greatest strength, and meaſuriug all things in conjunction with time. For neither day nor night, nor

month, is without the ſun, nor much more year, nor any other mundane nature. l do not here

ſpeak according to the apparent fabrication of things alone, for the apparent ſun is the cauſe of

theſe meaſures, but alſo according to that fabrication which is unapparent. For, aſcending higher,

we ſhall find that the more true' ſun meaſures all things in conjunction with time, being itſelf

in reality time of time, according to the oraclct- of the Gods concerning it. For that Plato not

only knew theſe apparent parts of time, but alſo thoſe divine parts to which theſe are homonymous,

is evident from the tenth book of his Laws. For he there aſſerts that we call hours and months

divine, as having the ſame divine lives, and divine intellects preſiding over them, as the univerſe.

But, if he now ſpeaks about the apparent parts oftime, it is by no means wonderful; becauſe now

his deſign is to phyſiologize. Let theſe, therefore, be the parts of time, of which ſome are

acmmmodated to the incrratic Gods, others to the Gods that revolve about the poles of the.

oblique circle, and others to other Gods, or attendants of the Gods, or to mortal animals, or

the more ſublime or more abject parts of the univerſe.

But Plato ſays that wax and will be are ſpecies and not parts of time, in the ſame manner as

days and nights, and mouths and years 2 for by theſe he repreſents to us thoſe divine orders which

give completion to the whole ſeries of time; and on this account he calls them parts of time.

But 'was and will be are entirely beheld according to each of theſe; and hence they are certain

ſpecies, not having as it were a peculiar matter; I mean a diurnal or nocturnal matter, or any

other of this kind. If then theſe are the ſpecies of time which was generated together with the

world, there was no generation prior to the world. Neither, therefore, was there any motion:

for in every motion there are theſe ſpecies of time, becauſe there are prior and poſierior. But, if

there was not motion, neither was there inordinate motion. ln vain, therefore, do the followers

of Atticus ſay, that there was time prior to the generation of the world, but not ſubſiſiingin order:

for where time is there alſo there is past and future; and where theſe are, 'was and will be must

likewiſe be found. But was and will be arc ſpecies of time generated by the demiurgus: and

hence time was not prior to the fabrication oſ the world. Proclus after this obſerves, that 'was

indicates the perfectire order of time, but will be the unſolding, in the ſame manner as is, the

connective order of time. For time unfolds things which yct are not, connects things preſent,

and perſects things past, and introduces a houndary to them adapted to their periods.

* Viz. the ſun conſidered according to its ſubſiſtenee in the ſupermundanc order of GOds.

1> Viz. one of the Chaldaean Oracles.

6 parts
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parts of time are certain motions. But that which perpetually ſubſists the

ſame and immovable, neither becomes at any time older or younger; neither

has been generated in ſome period of the past, nor will be in ſome future

circulation of time; nor receives any circumstance of being, which genera

tion adapts to natures hurrie'd away by its impetuous whirl. For all theſe

are nothing more than ſpecies of time imitating eternity, and circularly

rolling itſelf according to number. Beſides this, we likewiſe frequent-ly

aſſert that a thing which was generated, Is generated: that what ſubtists in

BECOMING To BE, IS in generation; that what WlLL BE, Is TO BE; and

that NON-BEING lS NOT: no one ofwhich aſſertions is aceurately true. But

perhaps a perfect diſcuſſion oſ theſe matters is not adapted to the preſent

diſputation.

But time ' was generated together with the univerſe, that being produ

ced together they might together be diſſolved, if any diſſolution ſhould ever

happen

1 Plato, ſays Proclus, nſſcrts that time was generated together with the univerſe, animated and

endued with intellect, becauſe the world first partieipates of time according to ſoul and according

to a corporeal nature. But when he ſays, " that, being produced together, they may together he

diſſolvcd, if any diſſolution ſhould ever happen to theſe," he clearly ſhows that the univerſe is

unbegotten and incorruptible. For, iſ it was generated, it was generated in time; but, iſ it was

generated together with time, it was not generated in time : for neither is time generated in time,

lest there ſhould be time prior to time. If, therefore, the univerſc was generated together with

time, it was not generated *: for it is neceſſary that every thing which is generated ſhould be

postcrior to time; but the univerſe is by no means posterior to time. Again, if every thing

which is diſſolved, is diſſolved on a certain time, but time cannot be diſſolved in a part of itſelf,

time can never be ditſolved; ſo that neither will the univerſe be diſſolved, ſince it is indiſſoluble,

as long as time is indiſſolnblc, Time alſo is inditlbluble through the ſimplicity of its nature,

unleſs ſome one ſhould denominate the contrariety which ariſes through its proceſſion from, and

regreffion to, the demiurgus, generation and diſſolution: for thus alſo the univerſe poſſeſſes diſ

ſolution and generation according to cauſe. Just, therefore, as if ſome one, wiſhing to indicate

that the circulations oſ the other nature 'l' are odd in number, ſhould ſay that the heptad is con

ſuhſistent with them, that if at any time the heptad ſhould'beeonie an even number, thoſe circu

lations alſo may become even, ſignifying that the circulations will never be changed into an even

number,-aſter the ſame manner must we conceive reſpecting the all-various indiſſolubility of the

world and of time, in conſequence oſ time poſſeſſing an indiſſoluble nature. One cauſe, there

fore, of time being generated together with the univerſe is, that the univerſe may he indiſſoluble

'F Viz. it was not generated according to the uſual acceptation of the word generated.

13 Viz. the circulations about the zodiac.

and
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happen to theſe. And time was generated according to the exemplar of'

an eternal nature, that this World might be the most ſimilar poſſible to ſuch

a nature. For its exemplar is permanent being, through the whole oſ eter

nity; but the univerſe alone was: generated, zſir, and 'will be, through the

whole of time. After this manner, therefore, att'd from ſuch a diano'e'tic energy

of Divinity about the generation of time ', that he might give birth to its

flowing ſubſistence, he generated the ſun and moon, and the ſtve other stars,

which are denominated planets, for the purpoſe ofdistinguiſhiug and guard

ing the numbers of time. But the Divinity, as ſoon as he had produced the

bodies oſ theſe stars, placed them, being ſeven in number, in the ſeven cir

culations formed by the revolution of the nature distinguiſhed by a'ſſerrme.

The moon, indeed, he fixed in, the first circulation about the earth ; the ſun in

the ſecond above the earth ; the star called Luciſer *, and that which is ſacred

to Mercury, in circulations revolving with a ſwiſtneſs equal to the ſun, to

whom at the ſame time they are allotted a contrary power; in conſequence

and perpetual; but a ſecond cauſe is, that it may become most ſimilar to its paradigm. How,

therefore, does the univerſe become more ſimilar to its paradigm animal itſelf (ay-ſo gem) through

time? Becauſe, ſays Plato, as the intelligibles from which animal itſelf conſists rcccivc all the

power oſ eternity, which is unific, and eounectivc, and ſubſills at once, collectivcly and unitedly,

ſo the world receives partibly and diviſibly all the meaſured motion of time; through which it

was, and is, and will be, not poſſeſſing theſe three in the whole oſ time, but each in a part

of time.

' The one monad itſelf oſ time (ſays Proclus) is an all-perfect number; but ſrom this

monad there is alſo in each of the celestial rcvolutions a proper meaſure, Saturnian, or Jovian,

or Lunar, receiving its peculiarity from the ſoul and motive deity contained in each oſ the ſpheres.

For one number is adapted to the ſun, another to a horſe, and another to a plant; but the mun

dane number is common to all that the world contains. Hence alſo we ſay that the ſame time

is every where. For the world has one liſe, in the ſame manner as it has one nature, and one

intellect. But iſ it has one life, it has alſo one temporal meaſure. And as, with reſpect to the

parts which it contains, each lives according to the nature which ſubſiſts in the world as a whole,

ſo alſo it is meaſured according to tom! time; and this is the common meaſure oſ all things. But

after this monad there is a triad, of which the ſummit is the meaſure of the firſt circulation, viz.

oſ the motion oſ the inerratic ſphere; but the middle is the meaſure oſ the rcvolutions of the

planets, (ſor there is one liſc, one period, and one time, relloring things to their pristine condi

tion, oſ all the planets as of one animal), and the third is the meaſure of the circular motion in

generation. For through this the imitations oſ the elements, and the oppoſilion and regcneration

oſ the things moved, again receive their ſubſiſtcnce. But, after this triad, little proceeds according

i to different numbers, ineztſuring wholes, and boundiug all things by appropriate meaſures.

3 Venus.

of
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of which, theſe stars, the Sun, Lucifer, and Mercury, mutually comprehend

and are mutually comprehended by each other in a ſimilar manner. But

with reſpect to the other '- stars, iſ any one ſhould think proper to investigate

their eircnlations, and through what cauſes they are establiſhed, the labour

would be greater than that of the diſcourſe itſelf, for the ſake of which they

were introduced. An accurate diſcuſſion, therefore, of theſe particulars may,

perhaps, be undertaken by us hereafter, if convenient leiſure ſhould fall to

our lot.

When, therefore, each oſ the natures neceſſary to a joint fabrication oſ

time had obtained a local motion adapted to its condition, and their bodies

became animals through the connecting power of vital bonds, they then

learned their preſcribed order; that according to the oblique revolution of

the circle oſ dſſrence, which moves in ſubjection to the circle oſſamrmfi,

theſe orbs ſhould, by their revolution, partly form a more ample and partly

a more contracted circle; and that the orb which formed a leſſer circle ſhould

revolve ſwiſter; but that which produced a greater, more ſlow :-but that

in conſequence of the motion of the circle oſſamemſr, the orbs which circu

' By the otbcrstars, ſays Proclus, Plato means Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn; and by the word

g/laþlz'ſhed, he ſignifies the perpetual and incorruptible fabrication of them. After this Proclus

obſerves, that it is here requiſite to call to mind the order of all the mundane ſpheres, which is

as ſollows z-The inerratic ſphere ranks as a monad, being the cauſe to all mundane natures of an

invariable ſubſistence. But oſ the (riad under this monad, viz. Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the first is

the cauſe oſ connected comprchcnſion, the ſecond of ſymmetry, and the third of ſeparation.

And again, the moon is a monad, being the cauſe oſ all generation and corruption 3 but the triad

conſists ſrom the elements * in generation under the moon; and the planets whoſe courſe is equal-r

ſubſist between theſe. And the Sun, indeed, unfolds truth into light, Venus beauty, and Mer

cury the ſymmetry of reaſons, or the productive principles of nature. Or, you may ſay that

the Moon is the cauſe of nature to mortals, ſhe being the ſelf-conſpicuous image oſ ſontal I

nature. But the Sun is the demiurgns oſevery thing ſenfible, ſince he is alſo the cauſe oſ ſeeing

and being ſeen. Mercury is the cauſe of the motions of the phantaſy; ſor the ſun gives ſubſist

ence to the phantastic zffznce. Venus is the canst: of the appetites oſ deſire; and Mars oſ all

natural iraſcible motions. Jupiter is the common cauſe of all vital, and Saturn of all gnoflic

powers. For all the irrational ſorrns are divided into theſe, and the cauſes of theſe are compre

hended in the celestial ſpheres.

' Viz. from ſue, air, and water. '

f Viz- Mercury and Venus ſubſist between the trind Saturn, Inpiter, Mars, and the Moon,

g Viz. oſ Nature, conſidered as ſubſisting in its divine cauſe Rhca.

late
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late most ſwiftly, eomprehending other orbs as they revolve, ſhould them

ſelves appear to be comprehended by the revolution of the more ſlow. But

all theſe circles revolve with a ſpiral motion, becauſe they are agitated at

one and the ſame time in two contrary directions: and in conſequence of

this, the ſphere endued with the HOWeſl; revolution is nearest to that to which

its courſe is retrograde, and which is the ſwiftest oſ all. And that theſe

circles might poſſeſs a certain conſpicuous meaſure of ſlowneſs and ſwiftncſs

with reference to each other, and that the motion of the eight circulations

might be maniſest, the Divinity enkindled a light which we now denomi

nate the Sun ', in the ſecond revolution from the earth; that the heavens

might

' Plato, ſaye Proclus, here delivers the one and the leading cauſe of apparent time. For, as

the demiurgus gives ſubſistenee to unapparent, ſo the ſun to apparent time, which meaſures the

motion of bodies: for the ſun, through dight, leads into the apparent every temporal interval,

bounds all periods, and exhibits the meaſures of restorations to a pristine state. Very properly,

therefore, does Plato call the ſun a corzſþicuaur meqſure, as eſpecially unfolding the progreſſion *

of time into the univerſe, according to number. For it has a more accurate period than the five

planets, being freed from advancing and receding motions, and alſo revolves more accurately than

the moon, in conſequence of always bounding its progreſſions to the north and ſouth, according

to the ſame ſign. But, iſ it has a more accurate period, it is deſervedly ſaid to be the meaſure of

meaſures, and to know from itſelf the periodic meaſures oſ the other planets, the ratios which

they contain, and the ſwiftneſs of ſome of them compared with others. It alſo imitates in a

greater degree than the other planets the permanency of eternity, through perpetually revolving

after the ſame invariable manner. Such then is its difference with reſpect to the planets.

But the ſun is after another manner a more conſpicuous meaſure oſ the inerratic ſphere; ſince

this ſphere alſo has a certain appropriate meaſure, and an appropriate interval, and one invariable

number oſits proper motion. The ſolar light, however, makes this meaſure, and all the cvo

lution of apparent time, conſpicuous and known. Hence Plato ſays " that theſe circles might

poſſeſs a certain conſpicuous meaſure 2" for though there is a certain meaſure in the other ſlars,

yet it is not conflicuous. But the ſun unfolds into light both other intelligibles and time itſelf.

You must not, however, ſay, that the ſolar light was therefore generated ſor the ſake oſ mea

ſuring; for how is it poffible that wholes can have a ſubſiſlcnce ſor the ſake of parts, governing

natures for the ſake of thc governed, and things eternal ſor the ſake of ſuch as are corruptihle?

But we ſhould rather ſay that light manifefls total time, poſſcſiing an unſolding power, and calls

forth its ſupermumlnne monad, and one meaſure, to a menſuration oſ the periods of bodies. lt

is the light oſ the ſun, therefore, which makes every thing that is moved to have a conſpicuous

nieaſure. And this, indeed, is its total good. But aſtcr wholes il alſo ſccondarily benefits parts;

for it gives the generation ofnuniher and a meaſure to ſuch things as are ſit participants oſ theſe.

' In the original rsptoloy, but the ſenſe requires we ſhould read Wot-day.

For
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might become emincntly apparent to all things, and that ſuch animals

might participate of number as arc adapted to its participation, receiving

' numerical

For irrational natures are destitute of theſ'; but the genera oſ dtrmons follow the periods of the

Gods, and men become partakers of number and meaſure. The emnmunications, therefore, of

the ſun, fupernally beginning from wholes, deſcend as far as to parts, conferring good through

light. And if, commcneing ſrom things apparent, you are willing to ſpeak of things unappa

rent, the ſun illuminates the whole world, makes the corporeal nature of it divine, and the whole

of it to be totally filled with life. It alſo leads ſouls through undcfiled light, and imparls to

them an undcfilcd and elevating power, and hy its rays goverus the world. It likewiſe fills ſonls

with empyrenn fruits. For the order of the ſun proeeeds ſupemally from fuperniundane natures;

and hence Plato does not here give ſubtilleuee to its light from a certain place, but ſays that the

demiurgns Perkin/list! it, as ſorming this ſphere from his own eſſence, and emitting from the ſolat'

fountain a divulſed and naſcent life; which alſo theologitis aſſert concerning the ſupermundanc

firmnments. On this account, alſo, Plato appears to me to deliver a twoſold generation of the

ſun; one together with the ſeven governors of the world, u hen he faſhions their bodies and

places them in their revolving ſpheres; but the other the cnkimſling of its light, according to

which he imports to it ſupermundrme power. For it is one thing to generate itſelf by itſelf, the

whole hnlk oſ the ſun, and another to generate it together with a governing idiom, through

which it is called the king of every thing viſible, and is establiſhed as annlogous to the one foun

tain oſ good. For, as [be good i/jZ-gj', being hotter than t/Je inlel/igiþle, illuminutcs both intellect

and the intelligible, ſo the ſun, being hetterthan the viſible eſſence, illuminates tight, and what

ever is viſible. But iſ the ſun is above the viſible eſſence, it will have a ſupermundane nature:

for the world is viſible and tnngihle, and poſſeſſes a body. XVe must, therefore, ſurvey the ſun

in a twofold reſpect; as ouc of the ſeven mundane governors, and as the leader of wholes, as

mundane and as ſupertmindaue, necnrding to which alſo he illuminates with divine light. For,

as 1/22 gaadgenerates truth, which deities both the intelligible and intellectual orders; as Phanes,

according to Orpheus, emits inttlligilflc light, which ſills all the intellcctual Gods with intelli

gence; and us Jupiter cnkindles an intellectual and dcmiurgie light in all ſupermundane natures,

ſo the ſun illuminntes every thing viſihlc through this undefiled light. But that. which illuminatcs

is always in an order num: elevated thnn the things which are illuminated. For neither is 'be

gootlintelligihle, nor is l'hanes intelle-flunl, nor Jupiter ſupermundanc, From this reaſoning,

therefore, the ſun lit-ing ſupumnmltine emits the fountains of light. And the most myſtic of

diſcourſes place the qulrolrur/i of the ſun in the. ſnpt-rmundane order; for there a ſolar world and

total light ſuhſill, as the nraeles of the Chaldnzuns ſay, and as l am perſuaded. And thus much

concerning theſe particulars.

Prorlus alleruartls, near the end oſ his mnnmentary on this part, obſerves, that if by the

heavens here we underſtand that which is moved in a circle, tho ſun does not illuminatc the

whole oſ this: ſ'or there are ſhadows there, through the obſeumtions oſ the ſtars and the

moon. li'll nothing in the world is pure ſmm ſhadow, (as neither is there any thing mundane

pure ſrniu matter, ſupernnimlnne natures ulnne being without ſhadow and immaterialfl except

\()l.. ll. 3 s the
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numerical information from' the revolution of a nature ſimilar and the ſame.

From hence, therefore, night and day aroſe; and through theſe revolving

bodies the period of one most wiſe circulation was produced.

And 'nant/1 indeed was generated, when the moon having run through

her circle paſſed into conjunction with the ſun. But year, when the ſun

had completely wandered round his orb. As to the periods of the other

stars, they are not understood except by a very few of mankind; nor do the

multitude distinguiſh them by any peculiar appellation; nor do they meaſure

them with relation to each other, regarding the numbers adapted to this

purpoſe. Hence, it may be ſaid, they are ignorant that the wanderings of

theſe bodies are in reality time; as theſe wanderings are endued with an

infinite multitude, and an admirable variety oſ motions. But it is eaſy to

conceive, that a perfect number of time will then accompliſh a perfect year,

when the eight circulations concurring in their courſes with each other be

come bounded by the ſame extremity ; being at the ſame time meaſured by

the circle ſubſisting according to ſameneſs. But the stars, whoſe revolutions

are attended with a proceſſion through the heavens, were generated, that

the whole of this viſible animal the univerſe might become most ſimilar to

the most perfect intelligible animal from an imitation of a perpetual nature.

the ſun. Hence, the ſun is truly ſhadowleſs and without generation, every thing elſe receiving

at different times different illuminative additions. XVhy, then, ſome one may ſay, was not the

light of the ſun enkindled in the first oſ the periods from the earth? Becauſe, I reply, the efful

gence of the ſun is ofitſelſincommenſurate with generation 3 but the moon, existing as a medium,

and first receiving his light, renders it more commenſurale with generation. For, as Aristotle

ſays, the moon is, as it were, a leſſer ſun. And it is requiſite that what is proximately above gene

ration ſhould not be the most ſplendid and luminous. For it is not lawſul that a thing of this

kind ſhould approach to that which is dark; but what is proximate to the darkneſs oſ generation

must neceſſarily be luminous in a ſecondary degree, always poſſeſſing, indeed, its proper light,

but evincing a mutation in its participation oſ a more excellent light. It is likewiſe requiſite that

it ſhould exhihit this mutation in an orderly manner, that through this mutation it may be the

paradigm of that very mutable nature which matter introduces to generated things.

But that the stars, and all heaven, receive light ſrom the ſun, may be eaſily perceived. For

that which is common in many things derives its ſubſiſience from one cauſe, which is either

exempt or coordinate 3 and the coordinate cauſe is that which first participates oſ that ſorm. But

that first participates in which this ſorm eſpecially ſubſtsts the first. lſ, therefore, light eſpe

cially ſubfists in the ſun, the ſun will be the first light, and from this thelight in other things will

be derived.

' ' And
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And indeed the artiſicer fabricated other forms, as far as to the generation

of time, aCCOrding to the ſimilitude of the world's exemplar.

But as the univerſe did not yet contain all animals in its capacious recep

tacle, in this reſpect it was diſſimilar to its exemplar. lts artiſicer, therefore,

ſupplied this defect by impreffing it with forms, according to the nature of

its paradigm. Whatever ideas, therefore, intellect perceived by the diano

Etic energy in animal itſelf, ſuch and ſo many he conceived it neceſſary for

the univerſe to contain. But theſe ideas are four: One, the celestial r

gcuus of Gods; another, winged and air-wandering; a third, the aquatic

form; and a fourth, that which is pedestrial and terrene. The idea, there

fore, of that which is divine, or the inerratic ſphere, he for the most part

ſabricated from fire, that it might be most ſplendid and beautiful to behold.

And as he meant to affimilare it to the univerſe, he rendered it circular;

placed it in the wiſdom of the best nature; ordered it to become the at

tendant of that which is best; and gave it a circular distribution about the

heavens, that it might be a true world, adorned with a fair variety in its

every part. But he adapted to each of the divine bodies two motions; one

by which they might revolve in ſhme aCCording toſinne, by always cogitating

the ſame things in themſelves about ſame; the other through which they

might be led with an advancing motion from the dominion Of the ſame and

ſimilar circulation. 'He likewiſe rendered them immovable and stable as to

the other five motions, that each of them might become in an eminent degree

the best. And on this account ſuch of the stars as are inerratic were

generated, which are divine animals; and, in conſequence of this, always

abide revolving in that which is ſinne. But, the stars, which both revolve and

at the ſame time wander in the manner we have deſcribed above, were pro

duced next to theſe. But he fabricated the earth the common nonriſher of

our existcnce; which being conglobed about the pole extended through the

univerſe, is the guardian and artiſicer of night and day, and is the first

and most antient of the Gods which are generated within the heavens.

But the harmonious progreſiions of theſe divinities, their concurſions with

each other, the revolutions and advancing motions of their circles, how

they are ſituated with relation to each other in their conjunctions and oppo

titions, whether direct among themſelves or retrograde, at what times and

in what manner they become concealed, and, again emerging to our view,

3 s 2 cauſe
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cauſe terror,'and exhibit tokens of future events to ſuch as are able to diſ.

cover their ſignification-of all this to attempt an eXplanation, without in

ſpecting the reſemblances of theſe divinities, would be a fruitleſs employ

ment. But of this enough; and let this be the end of our diſcourſe con

cerning the nature of the viſible and generated Gods.

But to ſpeak concerning the other dazmons 1, and to know their generation,

is a talk beyond our ability to perform. lt is, therefore, neceſſary in this

caſe

' Plato here calls the ſublunary Gods who proximately preſide over, and orderly distribute, the

realms of generation, dazmons ; for a God 'who proximately preſides over any thing is a dremon

according to analogy.

Proclus, in ſpeaking concerning dsemons who ſill up all the middle ſpace between Gods

and men, obſerves as follows :--" There is a tried which conjoins our ſouls with the Gods, pro

ceeding analogous to the three * primary cauſes of things, though Plato is accustomed to call the

whole of it dremoniacal. For the angelic proſerves an analogy to the intelligible, which first un.

folds itſelf into light from the arcanc and occult fountain of things; on which account it alſo

unfolds the Gods, and announces their occult nature. The daemoniacal is analogous to infinite

life; and hence it proceeds every where according to many orders, and poſſeſlcs various ſpecies

and a multitude of forms. But the lieroic ſubſists according to intellect and a convertive energy;

and hence it is the inſpective guardian of purification, and a magnificently operating life. Again,

the angelic proceeds according to the intellcctual life of the demiurgus z and hence it alſo is eſſen

tially intellectual, and interprets and tranſmits a divine intellect to ſecondary natures. The deO

niacal governs according to the demiurgic providence and nature ofwholes, and rightly gives com

pletion to the order of all the world. But the heroic ſubſiſts according to a providence convertive

of all theſe. Hence this genus is ſublime, elevates ſouls on high, and is the cauſe of the grand

and robust. And ſuch are the triple gcnera which are ſuſpended from the Gods, viz. from the

celestial Ditinities, and from the inſpecti-ve guardians of generation. For about each of theſe

Gods there is an appropriate number of angels, da'mons, and heroes: for each is the leader of a

multitude which receives the form of its ruling Deity. And on this account the angels, dacmons,

and hernes of thc celestial Gods are celestial; of the Gods that preſidc Ovcr generation, they are

generative; oſ thoſe that elevate ſouls on high, they are anagogic; of thoſe that arc immutable,

they are immutablc; and ſo on. And again, in thoſe Gods oſ an anagogic characteristic, the

angels, daemons, and heroes of the Saturnian Gods are ſuturninc, but thoſe of the Solar Gods

are ſolar. And in thoſe that are vivific, the attendants of the Lunar Dci'tics are lunar, and of

the Mercurial Gods, mercurial: for they derive their appellatious from the Dcities from which

they are ſuſpended, as being continuous with them, and receiving one idca with reniiſiion. And

why is this wonderful, ſince partial louls alſo, knowing their preſiding and leading Gods, call

themſelves by their names? Or, whence did the ffiſeulapiuses, the Bacchuses, and the Dioſcuri

* Viz. Being, life, and intellect, which conſidered according to their fnst ſubſiſlence form the intclligihlc

'riad, or the first proceſſion from the incffable principle of things. Sce the Parmcnidct.

9 receive
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caſe to believe in antient men ; who being the progeny of the Gods, as they

themſelves aſſert, must have a clear knowledge of their parents. It is im.

poſſible, therefore, not to believe in the children of the Gods, though they

ſhould ſpeak without probable and neceſſary arguments: but as they declare

that their narrations are about affairs to which they are naturally allied, it

is proper that, complying with the law, we ſhould aſſent to their tradition.

In this manner, then, accord-ing to them, the generation of theſe Gods is to

be deſcribed :

That Occan and Tct'hys were the prbgeny of heaven and earth. That

from hence Phorcys, Saturn, and Rhea, and ſuch as ſubſist together with

the-ſe, were produced. That from Saturn and Rhea, Jupiter, Juno, and all

ſuch as we know are called the brethren of theſe deſcended. And laffly,

others which are reported to 'be the progeny of theſe. \Vhen, therefore, all

ſuch Gods as viſibly revolve,and all ſuch as become apparent when they pleaſe,

were generated, the Artificer vof the univerſe thus addreſſed them : ** Gods

of Gods l, of whom l am the dcmiurgus and father, whatever is generated

by

receive their appellations? As, therefore, in the celestial Gods, ſo alſo in thoſe that preſide over

generation, it is requiſite to ſnrvey about each of them a coordinate, angelic, dazmoniacal, and

heroic multitude; the number ſuſpcnded from each bearing the name of its monad, ſo that there

is a celestial God, deemen, and hero. With reſpect to Earth, alſo, Ocean, and Tethys, it is

requiſite to conſider that theſe proceed into all orders, and in a ſimilar manner other Gods. For

there is a Joviam, Junonian, and Saturnian multitude, which is denominated through the ſame

name of life.- Nor is there any thing abſurd in this, ſince we call man both intelligible and ſen

ſible, though the rcstoration to their priſlinc condition is in theſe more abundant. And thus

much in common concerning the generation-producing Gods and demons, that, conjoined with

the Gods, we may alſo ſurvey the diſcourſe about dzcmons: for Plato comprehends each oſ the

genera in the ſame names. And he ſccms to call the ſame powers both dtemons and Gods on

this account, that' we may underſtand that the dwmoniacal genus is ſuſpended at the ſame time

together with theſe Gods, and that we may alſo adapt the 'names as to Gods. This he alſo does

in other places, indicating the every way extended nature of the theory, and the eye of ſcience

ſurveying all things together and in connection."

1 The ſcopc oſ this ſpeech, ſays Proclus; is, as wc have ſaid, to inſert demiurgic power and

providence in the mundane genera of Gods, to lead them forth to the generation oſ the remain

ing kinds of animals, and to place them over niortals, analogouſly to thc father oſ wholes over

the one orderly diſtrihution ofthe univerſe, Foi- it is neceſſary that ſome things ſhould be primarily

generated by the dcmiurgic monad, and others through other media; the dcmiurgus, indeed, pro

ducing all things from himſelf, at once and eternally, but the things produccd in order, and firſt

proceeding
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by me is indiſſoluble, ſuch being my will in its fabrication. Indeed every

thing which is bound is diſſoluble; but to be_williug to diſſolve that which

is

proceeding from him, producing, together with him, the natures posterior to themſelves. Thus,

for instance, the celestial produce ſublUnary Gods, and theſe generate mortal animals; the de

miurg'us at the ſame time fabricating theſe in conjunction with the celestial and ſublunary Divini

ties. For in ſpeaking he understands all things, and by understanding all things he alſo makes

the mortal genera of animals; theſe requiring another proximate generating cauſe, ſo far as they

are mortal, and through this receiving a progreffion into being. But the character of the words

is enthuſiastic, ſhining with intellectual intuitions, pure and venerable as being perfected by the

father of the Gods, differing from and traufcending human conceptions, delicate, and at the ſame

time territic, full of grace and beauty-at once conciſe and perfectly accurate. Plato, therefore,

particularly studies theſe things in the imitations of divine ſpeeches; as he alſo evinces in the

Republic, when he repreſents the Muſes ſpeaking ſublimely, and the prophet aſcending to a lofty

ſeat. He alſo adorns both theſe ſpeeches with conciſeneſs and venerablcncſs, employing the

accurate powers of colons, directly ſhadowing forth divine intcllections through ſuch a form of

words. But in the words before us he omits no tranſcendency either oſ the grand and rohust in

the ſentences and the names adapted to theſe devices, or of magnitude in the conceptions and the

figures which give completion to this idea. Beſides this, alſo, much distinction and purity, the

unſolding of truth, and the illustrious prerogatives of beauty, are mingled with the idea of mag

nilude, this being eſpecially adapted to the ſubject things, to the ſpeaker, and to the hearers.

For the objects of this ſpeech are, the perfection of the univerſe, an affimilation to all-perfect

animal, and the generation of all mortal animals; the maker of all things at the ſame time pre

ſubſilling and adorning all things, through exempt tranſcendeney, but the fecondary ſabricators

adding what was wanting to the ſormation of the univerſe. All, therefore, being great and

divine, as well the perſons as the things, and ſhining with beauty and a distinction from each

other, Plato has employed words adapted to the form of the ſpeech.

Homer alſo, when energizing enthuſiastically, repreſents Jupiter ſpeaking, Converting to him

ſelf the twofold eoordinations of Gods, becoming himſelf, as it were, the centre of all the divine

genera in the world, and making all things obedient to his intellcction. But at one titne he con

joins the multitude of Gods with himſelf without a medium, and at another through Themis as

the medium.

But Jove to Thcmis gives command to call

The Gods to council.

This Goddeſs pervading every where collects the divine number, and convert: it to the demi

urgic monad. For the Gods are both ſeparate from mundane affairs, and eternally provide for all

things, being at the fame time exempt from them through the highest tranſceudcncy, and extend

ing their providence every where. For their unmingled nature is not without providential energy,

nor is their providence mingled with matter. Through tranſcendency of power they are not filled

with the ſubjects of their government, and, through beneficent will, they make all things ſimilar

to themſelves; in pernzauently abiding, proceeding, and in being ſeparated from all things,

" being
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is beautifully harmonized, and well compoſed, is the property of an evil

nature. Hence, ſo far as you are generated, you are not immortal, nor in

every

being ſimilarly preſent to all things. Since, therefore, the Gods that govern the world, and the

dzemons the attendants of theſe, receive after this manner unminglcd purity and providcntial

administration from their father; at one time he converts them to himſelf without a medium,

and illuminates them with a ſeparate, unmingled, and pure form oſliſe. \Vhence alſo l think

hc orders them to be ſeparated from all things, to remain cxempt in Olympus, and neither con

vert themſelves to Greeks nor Barbarians; which is just the ſame as to ſay, that they must tranſ

ccnd the twofold orders oſ mundane natures, and abide immutably in undcſiled intellection. But.

at another time he converts them to a providential attention to ſecondary natures, through Thcmis,

and calls upon them to direct the mundane battle, and excites different Gods to different works.

Theſe Divinities, therefore, eſpecially require the affistance of Themis, who contains in herſelf the

divine laws according to which providence is intimately connected with wholcs. Homer, there

fore, divincly delivers twofold ſpeeches, accompanying the twoſold energies oſ Jupiter; but Plato

through this one ſpeech comprchcnds thoſe twofold modes of diſcourſe. For the demiurgns ren

chrs the Gods unmingled with ſecoudary natures, and cauſes them to provide for, and give exist

cnce to, mortals. But he orderslthcm to ſabricate in imitation ofhimſclf: and in an injunction

of this kind both theſe arc comprehended, viz. the unmingled through the imitation of the father,

for he is ſeparate, being exempt from mundane wholes; but providential energy, through the com

mand to fabricatc, nouriſh and increaſe mortal natures. Or rather, we may ſurvey both in each ;

for in imitating the dcmiurgus they provide for ſecoudary natures, as he: does for the immortals *,

and in fabricating they are ſeparate from the things fabricated. For every demiurgic cauſe is ex

empt from the things generated by it; but that which is mingled with and filled from them is

imbecil and inelficncious, and is unable to adorn and fabricate them. And thus much in com

mon reſpccting thc whole of the ſpeech.

Let us then, in the first place, conſider what we are to understand by " Gods of Gods," and

what power it poſſeſſes: for that this invocation is collective and convertive of multitude to its

monad, that it calls upwards the natures which have proceeded to the one fabricator oſ them,

and inſcrts a houndary and divine meaſure in them, is clear to thoſe who arc not entirely unac

quainted with ſuch-like diſcourſes. But how thoſe that are allotted the world by their ſathcr are

called Gods oſ Gods, and according to what conception, cannot eaſily bc indicated to the many;

for there is an unfolding of one divine intelligence in theſe names. Proclus then proceeds to

relate the explanations given by others of theſe words; which having rejected as erroneous, he

very properly, in my opinion, adopts the following, which is that of his preceptor, the great

Syrianus. All the mundane Gods arc not ſimply Gods, hut they arc wholly Gods which par

ticipate: for there is in them that uliich is ſeparate, unapparent, and ſupermundune, and alſo

that which is the apparent image oſ them, and has an orderly establiſhmcnt in. the world. And

that, indeed, which is nnapparent in them is primarily a God, this being undistributed and one;

but this vchielc which is ſuſpcndch from their unapparent eſſencc is ſecondarily a God. For if,

with reſpect to us, man is twofold, onc inward, according to the_ſoul, the other apparent, which

we ſee, much more must both theſe be aſſerted of the Gods; ſince Divinity alſo is twofold, one

6 unapparent
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every reſpect indiſſoluble: 'yet you ſhall never he diſſolved, nor bCCOme ſub.

ject to the ſatality of death; my will being u much greater and more excel

lent bond than the vital connectives with which you Were bound at the

commencement of your generation. Learn, therefore, what I now ſay to

you indicating my deſire. Three genera oſ mortals yet remain to be pro

duced. lVithout the generation of theſe, therefore, the univerſc will be

imperfect; for it will not contain every kind of animal in its ſpacious extent.

But it ought to contain them, that it may become ſufficiently perfect. Yet

if theſe are generated, and participate of liſe through me, they will become

equal to the Gods. That mortal natures, therefore, may ſubſist, and that

the univerſe may be truly all, convert yourſelves, according to your nature,

to the fabrication of animals, imitating the power which I employed in your

generation. And whatever among theſe is of ſuch a nature as to deſerve the

ſame appellation with immortals, which obtains ſovereignty in theſe, and

willingly purſues justice, and reverenccs you-of this I myſelf will deliver

the ſeed and beginning: it is your buſineſs to accompliſh the rest; to wcave '

together

tmapparcnt and the other apparent, This being the caſe, we must ſay that (5 Gods of Gods"

is addreſſed to all the mundane Divinitics, in whom there is a connection of unapparent with appa

rent Gods; for they are Gods that participate. In ſhort, ſince twoſold orders are produced by

the demiurgus, ſome being ſupermundane and others mundane, and ſome being without and

others with participation,-iſ the demiurgus now addreſſed the ſupermundane orders, he would

have alone ſaid to them, V Gods;" ſor they are without participation, are ſeparate and unappa

rent :-but ſince the ſpeech is to the mundane Gods, he calls them Gods oſ Gods, as being parti

cipated by other apparent Divinities. In theſe alſo dzmons are com prehended; ſor they alſo are

Gods, as to their order with reſpect to the Gods, whoſe idiom they indiviſibly participate. Thus

alſo Plato, in the Phaedrus, when he calls the twelve Gods the leaders oſ dzemons, at the ſame

time denominates all the attendants of the Divinities Gods, adding, < and this is the life oſ the

Gods.' All theſe, therefore, are Gods oſ Gods, as poſſeſſing the apparent connected with the

nnapparent, and the mundane with the ſupemiundanc.

' It is well obſerved here by Proclus, that the animal ſpirit (To WVEUME) comprehends the ſum

mits of the irrational life, which ſummits ſubſist eternally with the vehiele of the ſoul, as being

produced by the demiurgns; but that theſe, being extended and diſiributcd, make this liſe which

the junior Gods wcave together, being indeed mortal, becauſe the ſoul tnuſi neceſſarily lay aſide

this diſtribution, when, being rcſlored to hcr priſiine state, ſhe obtains puriſicatinn, but ſubſiſling

ſora much longer time than the life oſ this body; and that, on this account, the ſoul alſo in

Hades chOOſes a liſc Oſ this kind. For, in conſequence of verging to a corporeal nature, ſhe

receives this mortal liſe from the junior Gods. lſ theſe things then he admitted, the demiurgus

gives
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together the mortal and immortal nature; by this means fabricating and

generating animals, cauſing them to increaſe by ſupplying them with ali

ment, and receiving them back again when diſſolvcd by corruption."

Thus ſpoke the demiurgus; and again into the ſame crater ', in which

tningling he had tempercd the ſoul of the univerſc, he poured mingling the

remainder' oſ the former mixture: in a certain reſpect indeed after the

ſame

gives ſubſiſtence to theſummit ofthe irrational life,but does not produce this life; ſince, giving ſub

ſiſtcnee to dattnons, he certainly alſo produces the irrational liſe which they contain, but not this

life which the junior Gods weare together in us; for this is alone adapted to ſouls falling into

generation. The mundane Gods, therefore, illuminate their depending vehicles with rational

lives; for they poſſeſs intellectual ſouls. But thoſe dzemons who are properly deſined according

to reaſon uſe irrational powers, which they keep in ſubjection; but out' ſouls much more poſſeſs

a life in the vehicle, which is irrational with relation to them. lt ſuperabounds however by

receiving another irrational life, which is an apostacy from that life in the vehiele which was

woven by the junior Gods. All that is immortal, therefore, which ſonls poſſeſs according to an

imitation oſ wholes, but the addition of the ſecondary life is mortal. If, therefore, in the ſummit

oſ the irrational life, there is one impaffive ſenſe, this in the pncumatic vehiele will generate one

paſſve ſenſe; and this' latter will produce in the ſhelly body many and paſlive ſenſes. The

erectic or appetitivc power, alſo, in this ſummit, will produce many orectie powers in the ſpirit,

poſſeſſing ſomething ſeparate ſrom the ſhelly body, and capable of being diſciplined; and theſe

will produce in the body ultimate and material appetitive powers.

1 Viz. the viviſic Goddeſs Juno.

2 It is well obſerved here by Proclus, that ſouls poſſeſs eſſential diſſerences, and not difference:

according to energies only. For, ſays he, ſome ſouls look to total and others to partial intellccts;

and ſome employ undeſiled intellections, but others at times depart from the eontemplalion of

true beings. Some perpetually fabricate and adorn wholes, but others only ſometimes revolve

\\ilh the Gods. And ſome always move and govern fate, but others ſometimes ſuhfist under the

dominion of fate, and are ſubject to its laws. Some are the leaders to intelligiblc t-ſſenee, and

others are ſometimes allotted the order of thoſe that follow. Some are divine only, and others are

transferred into a d-iſſcrent order, dreinoniacal, heroical, human. Some employ horſes that are

good, but others ſuch as are mingled from good and evil. And ſome poſſeſs that life alone which

they received from the one ſzthrit-ution of things, hnt others the mortal form oflife, which was

uovcn to their nature by thtzjunior Gods. Some energize according to all their powers, but other;

at different times draw ſorth dilſcrcnt lives. By no means, therefore, do our ſouls poſſeſs the ſame

eſſence with divinity: ſor the rational nature is different in the two, being in the Gods intellcctuai,

but in our ſouls mingled with the irrational; and in the middle genera it is deſined according to their

middle ſubſiſlence. In lilte manner, with aſpect to every thing elſe, ſuch as reaſons, the ſorm of

life, intelligence and time, theſe ſuhſiſl divinely in divine ſonls, but in a human manner in ours.

Proclus alſo ſnrtht-r obſerves, that the common definition oſ all ſouls is as follows : Soul is an

aeſſt'nce ſubſiſiing between true eſſence and generation, being mingled from middle genera, divided

VOL. 11. 3 'r into
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ſame manner ', yet not ſimilarly incOrruptible according to the ſame, but

deficient ſrom the first in a ſecond and third degree. And having thus com

poſcd

into eſiential number, bound with all media, diat0nically harmonized, living one and a twofold

life, and being gnoſlic in one and a. twoſold manner.

' Timazns, ſays Proclus, by' theſe words indicates the ſimilitude, ſubjection and different pro

greffion of partial to total ſouls. For he not only deſcribes their difference together with their

alliance, according to first and ſecond demiurgic energy, nor alone according to their union with

and ſeparation ſrom the eraterpſ life, nor yet alone according to exceſs or defect oſ genera, but

alſo according to the mode of mixture, which is the ſame, and yet not the ſame. For neither is

the temperament of the gcmra ſimilar, nor the unmingling of difference; ſince this is more

abundant in partial ſouls. Hence, ol'the horſes in Iheſe, onc is good, but the other contrary, and

confiding from contraries, as it is ſaid in the Phaedrns, in conſequence of difference having

dominion. Forthe whole mixture is no lOnger incorruptible, according to the ſame, and after

the ſame manner, but in a ſecond and third degree; ſince in theſe there are ſubjection and order.

But by incorruptible, here, we niull nndetſiand the immutable, the nndeviating, the iuflexible,

the immaculate form of eſſence, that which is not converted to ſecondary natures, and which does

not receive mutation, or ſtibjcBion oſ life, that which is establiſhed beyond the reach oſ mortality,

and that which is exempt from the laws oſ fate: for theſe things are common to every genus of

ſouls which perpetually tranſccnd generation. But the contraries oſ theſe are adapted to powers

which deſcend into generation, viz. a mutation of liſe from intelligence to action, the hecnming

ſometimes ſubject to ſate, and the bciug mingled with mortal affairs. Neither is the immovable'

preſent with theſe according to the ſame, fince they ſometimes proceed into generation, nor, when,

it is preſent, is it prtſent after the ſame manner: ſor that which always understands is better than

that which ſometimes departs from its proper intellectjon. Since, however, in theſe ſouls alſo

there is an order, and ſome are undeiiled, rarely aſſociating with generation and deſerting their

own order, but others are rolled in all-various flowers, and wander myriads oſ periods,-hcnce'

Timaeus indicalcs the difference of theſe, when he ſays "in aſecond and third degree." For

ſouls which deſcend, and become defiled with evil, are very much ſeparated ſrom thoſe that per

petually abide on high, and are ſrec from evil: but ſouls of a middle order are ſuch as deſcend'

indeed, but are not defiled; For, vice verſa, it is not lawful to be defiled, and yet abide on high 31

ſince evil is not in the Gods, but in the mortal place, and in material things.

Again, therefore, from theſe things it appears that the ſirst genus of ſouls is divine; ſor every'

where that which is the recipient oſ deity has a leading order, in eſſences, in intellects, in ſonlw

and in bodies. But the ſecond genus is that which is perpetually conjoincd with the Gods, that,

through this, ſouls which ſometimes depart ſrom may again be recalled to the Gods. The third:

genus is that which ſalls into generation, but deſcends wi'h purity, and changes a ſubordinate

for a more divine life, but is cxcmpt from vice and paſſions; for this genus is continuous with

ſouls that perpetually abide on high, and are perpetually nndcfiled. But the fourth and last genus

is that which abundantly wanders, which deſcends as far as to Tartar-is, and is again excited from

its dark proſundities, evolving all-various forms oſliſe, employing various manners, and at different

times different paffions. lt alſo ohtains various ſorms of animals, dzemoniacal, human, irrational,

but
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poſed the univerſe, he distributed ſouls equal in number to the stars, inſerting

each in each: and cauſing them to aſccnd as into a vehicle ', he pointed out

to

but is at the ſame time corrected by Justice, returns from earth to heaven, and is circularly led

from matter to intellect, according to certain Orderly periods of wholes. By the words, therefore,

V in a certain reſpect indeed after the fame manner, yet not ſimilarly incorruptible according to

the fame," he ſignifies that partial ſouls are in a certain reſpect incorruptible, as for instance,

according to their eſſcnce alone, but that in a certain reſpect they are not incorruptible, viz. being

mingled in their energies with all-various destinies, and converfant with mortal things, and not

poſſeſſing theſe energics with invariable ſamcneſs, and entire, but ſometimes more, and at others leſs,

an all-various inequality ſubſiſling in ſouls, according to their habitude to mortal natures, from

which they derive the privation ofincorruptibility according to life.

' Vulcan, who is the artiſicer of the whole oſ a corporeal eſſenee, gives ſubſiſience to the vehicles

of the ſoul; for he receives ſouls ſent into the world from the intelligible region, and gives different.

habitations to different ſouls. The demiurgus of all things alſo gives ſubfiſience to theſe vehieles;

ſor he is the ſabricator of animals, and the eompletions of the univerſe, ſo that he not only pro- '

duces ſouls, but alſo produces them with their proper vehicles. As Proclus likewiſe well obſerves,

the conception oſ Plato here is truly wonderful: for he does not repreſent the demiurgus a'

faſhioning theſe vehieles from the 'wholenſſbr which are now produced, but he ſays that he make'

theſe, the junior Gods lcnding parts, and from them compoſing bodies. Butthis is an evident

argument, that each of theſe veliicies is in a certain reſpect ſelf-compoſed, and not fabricated by

an ablation from other things, leſt it ſhould require to be again poured back into ſomething elſe.

For every thing which ſubſists by an abſeiſſion from other things, being cut off with a diminu

tion of the whole to which it belonged, must neceſſarily be returned to the whole from which it

was cut off. For it is neceſſary that every whole in the univerſe ſhould perpetually remain a.

whole: and hence every ſuch vehicle is perpetual, and the fame vehiele is always ſuſpended from

the ſoul. Beſides, how can the ſoul he any longer ſaid to be mundane, iſits vehicle is corrupted?

thr that oſ which there is nothing in the univerſe cannot be. mundane. For, iſ partial ſouls are

ſuperior to a life in conjunction with vehicles, they will alſo be ſuperior to divine ſouls: but iſthey

are inſerior to ſuch a liſt', how does the demiurgus immediately after their generation introduce

them into theſe veliicles? And how can they uſe them in Hades, and in the Heavens, unleſs

they had them perpetually ſuſpended front their eſſence? For, that they uſe them in Hades, is

evident from what Socrates ſays in the l'lia-dn, viz. that ſouls aſcending into their vehieles proceed

to Acheron: and that they alſo uſe them in the Ileat'ens, is evident from the Pha-drus, in which

Socrates ſays that the veltiizlirs of the des proceed equally balanced, but thoſe oſ the attendants of

the Gods, with great difficulty.

From this, alſo, we may perceive the difference between partial and divine ſouls: for with

reſpect to the latter the demiurgus is ſaid to place their bodies in their ſouls, as being every way

comprehended by them, theſe ſouls not being converted to the objects of their government, but

employing one innnutable intellection : but, with reſpect to partial ſouls, he is ſaid to cauſe theſe

to aſccnd into their vehicles; for theſe are naturally adapted to be frequently in ſubjection to

bodies, and to convert themſelves to the ſubjects of their government 3 when they alſo become

3 T 2 parts
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to them the nature of the univerſe, and announced to them the laws of fate;

ſhowing them that the first generation orderly distributed to all was one, lest

any particular ſoul ſhould be allotted a lets portion oſgeneration than another.

But when he had diſſemiuated them through the ſeveral inſtruments of time

adapted to each, he declared to them it was neceſſary that an animal the most

religious oſ all others ſhould make its appearance. But as the human nature

is twofold, he ſhou ed them that the more excellent kind was that which

Would afterwards be called man. And as ſouls are from neceſſity engrafted

in bodies, and as ſomething accedes to and ſomething departs from ſuch bodies,

he declared to them that, in the first place, one connate ſenſe * produced by

violent

'parts of the univerſe as well as their vebicles, act in ſubſerviency to the laws of fate, and no

longer live with purity under the divine light of Providence. lt muſt likewiſe be obſerved, that

the demiurgus among other cauſes contains that of Nature in himſelf, to which alſo he convert'

ſouls. For, by ſhowing Nature to ſouls, he alſo beholds it himſelf. But he alone beholds

things prior to and in himſelf. Now, therefore, he beholds Nature in himſelf, which he com

prehends ſupernaturally, or according to cauſe.

1 The dcmiurgns, ſays Proclus, comprehends the whole of a material and mortal liſe in three

houndaries, and eſtabliſh-es the cauſes oſ it in ſouls, that they may obtain dominion over it: 'for

dominion is not derived from any thing elſe than eſſential precedency. The irrational life, thcre

fore, ſuhſists intc/lectuullj in the deiniurgus, but ralionalſy in ſo'ul's. Nor is this wonderful,

ſince body alſo fubſists incorporeally in the intelligiblc cauſes of all things. But this connate

ſenſe produced by violent paffions, of which Plato now ſpeaks, is that corporeal life which is

gnoſtic of things falling upon it externally, which produces this knowledge through instruments,

does not ſubſist from itſelf, but from the natures by which it is uſed, is mingled with material

maſſes, and knows what it knows with paffion. For it is neceſſary to ſenſation, that a certain

agitation ſhould be produced about the inſtruments of ſenſe; ſince neither do the motions in the

foul pervade every where, and as far as to the body, but there is a motion ofthe ſoul belonging to

itſelf by itſelf, ſuch as is that which is intelleElual ; nor does every thing about the liody extend as

far as to the ſoul, but there is alſo a certain corporeal paſſion, which through its obſcurity is not

able to move the ſoul. Scnſc, therefore, is produced not from all paffions, but from ſuch as are

violent, and which are attended with much agitation. And this is corporeal ſenſe, which is

diviſihle and material, and forms itsjudgment mingled with paſlions. But there is another ſenſe

prior to this, in the which of the ſoul, which with reſpect to this is imniaterial, and is a pure

impaffive knowledge, itſelf ſubtilling by itſelf, but which is not llln'lalfll from form, becauſe it

alſo is corporeal, as being allot'ed its ſubſiſlence in body. And this ſenſe, indeed, has the ſame

nature with the phantaſy; for the being of both is common; but cxtcrnnl'ly proceeding it is

called ſenſe, and abiding internally, and ſurveying in the ſpirit (ry 15.: eruya'ri) forms and figures, it

is called phantaſy. So ſar alſo as it is divided about thc ſpirit, it is ſenſe. For, again, the bafis

ofthe rational life is opinion, but the phantaſy is the ſummit of the ſecond, or the irrational life.

Opiniou
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'violent paſſions was neceſſary to all; and, in the ſecond place, love mingled

with pleaſure and grief. That aſter theſe, fear and anger were neceſſary,

with whatever elſe is either conſcquent to theſe, or naturally diſcordant

from a contrary nature. That ſuch ſouls as ſuhdoe theſe would live

Opinion alſo and phantaſy are conjoined with each other, and the ſecnnd is ſilled ſrotn the more

excellent with powers. But the middle ofthe irrational liſe does not receive the impreſſion oſ the

natures ſuperior to it, but is alone the recipicnt of things external. It is common, however, to

this al o to know that which is ſenlihle with p.tſlivity: but external ſenſe alone pertains to things

externally falling upon and moving it, not being ahlc to poſſeſs ſPL'ctchlCS in itſelf, ſince it is

partihle and not one ; ſor it is clillributed about the organs oſ ſenſe. There is one ſenſe, therefore,

which is impaſlive and common, another which is common and paſſive, and a third which is

diſiributed and paſlive. The first oſ theſe helongs to the first vehiele oſ the ſoul, the ſecond, to

the irrational liſe, and the third, to the animated body. r

After ſenſe, Pluto arranges deſire. And this indeed is liſe, and is alſo corporeal; but it is a liſe

which perpetually unweaves the body, and aſſords a ſolace to its wants, and about which pleaſure

and pain are beheld. For theſe paſlious are alſo preſent to other parts oſ the ſoul; ſince you may

perceive pleaſures and pains, hoth in reaſon and anger. But corporeal pleaſure and pain are proh

duced according to deſire. For, with reſpect to lhe'bodv. a way contrary to nature, and a priva

tion oſ liſe, produce pain in it; but a- regreffion according to nature, and an adetation to liſe,

are the ſourccs oſ its pleaſure. And that which is afflicted or delighted in theſe is the deſidera

tive part of the ſoul. But ſince theſe two paſſions arc primary, and the ſountains oſ the other

paffions, as Plato ſays in the Phtlehus and-the Laws, through the mixture oſ theſe giving a genera

tion to the other ptiſlions, he alſo denoniinates love a mixture oſ pleaſure and pain. For, ſo ſar as

it is eonverſant with the lovely, it is preſent with pleaſure, but,*ſo ſaras it is not yet preſent with

it in energy, it is mingled with pain. But he characterizes all the life oſ deſire through love,

becauſe this paſſion is most vehement about it.

ln the third place, therefore, he enumerates anger. Anger then is alſo liſe, but a liſc which

removes every thing painſul, and which diſlnrhs the body. Exeeſs and defect alſo are ſurveyed

about it, ſuch as raſhneſs and timidity, and the things conſequent to theſe, ambition and conten

tion, and all ſurh particulars as take place about mortal concerns. And ſuch is the order oſ theſe

three generated poaers. For as ſoon as the body is formed it partieipates of ſenſe: ſince it would

not be an anintal, nor would poſſeſs appetite, iſ it were not ſenſitive. For appetites ſuhſtſl in

conjunction with ſenſe, hu' the ſenſes are not entirely in conjunction with appetites; and hence

the ztnintal is more eharacterized by the ſenſitive than by'the appt-titivc nature. But after the

poffill'ion oſſmſe the anitnal appears to be pleaſed and pained, afflicted by the cold, but cheriſhed

by the bandages, and led to a condition according to nature. After deſire, as age advances, the

animal is angered: ſor anger is the power ofa more rohull nature. llencc alſo, among irrational

animals, ſuch as are mote material alone live according to deſire, and partake oſ pleaſure and pain;

but ſu<-h as are more perſcct are allotted a more iraſcible liſe. But prior to theſe appetites, as we

alſo ſaid oſ ſenſe, there is a certain ſtnmnitof them in the ſpirit of the ſoul, which ſummit is a

power impnlſire and motive oſ the ſpirit, gnardiiig and connecting its eſſence, at one time extending

and dillributing itſelf', and at another being led to bound and order, and meaſured by reaſon.

lUstIYt'
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justly, but ſuch as are vanquiſhed by them unjuſlly. And again, that he

who lived well during the proper time of his liſe, ſhould, again returning to

the habitation of his kindred star *, enjoy a bleſſed life. But that he whoſe

conduct was depraved, ſhould in his ſecond generation be changed into the

nature of a woman. are That both theſe, at the expiration ofa thouſand years,

ſhould return to the allotment and choice ofa ſecond life ; each ſoul receiving

a life agreeable to its choice. That inthis election the human ſoul ſhould

paſs into the life oſ a brutc: are and that in caſe the inclination to evil

ſhould not even then ceaſe, but the defilement of vice remain accord

'ing to a ſimilitude of the mode oſ generation, then the ſoul ſhould be

changed into the nature of a brute correſpondent to its diſpoſition. And

that it ſhould not be freed from the allotment oſ labours 2, till, following

* the

' Since Plato now diſcourſes concerning ſouls that are restored to their priſ'line state in their

legitimate star, after their firſl generation, and ſays that on leaving the body they poſſeſs u happy

life, it may be aſked how this accords with what is ſaid in the thedrus? For, there, he who

chooſes a philoſophic life is restored to his priſline state through three lives. We reply, with

Proclus, that Plato does not here aſſert that the ſoul paſſes into that very ſtate whence it came,

for this is accompliſhed through three chiliads of periods, but that the ſoul returns to the star

under which it was eſſentially arranged, and leads a life in common with it. For it is poſſible

for thoſe that are not philoſophers to be elevated by Justice to a certain place in the heavens, and

there to live in a manner adapted to their life while in a human form: for this is aſſerted in the

thdo reſpecting the ſouls of ſuch as are not philoſophers; ſince the restoration to the ſame con

dition again is one thing, and the aſcent to the kindled ſtar another. And the former of theſe

requires three periods, but the latter may be effected by one period. The former alſo leads hack

the ſoul to the intelligible, from which it deſcended, but the latter to a ſubordinate form oſ Iiſe.

For there are meaſures ofſelicity, and the aſcent is twofold; one, of thoſe that have yet to aſcend

ſtill higher, and the other, of thoſe that have no further flight to take. So that it is poſſible for

the ſoul having arrived at its kindred star, either to be conjoined with the mundane powers of its

God, or to proceed ſtill higher; but to be led back to the intelligible_ requires aperiod uſ three

thouſand years. For through this the highest flight is accompliſhed.

* The tranſlation ofthe part between the two stars is omitted by Ficinus.

1 The one ſafety of the ſoul herſelf, ſays Proclus, which is extended by the demiurgus, and

which liberates her from the circle of generation, from abundant wandcring, and an incfficaeious

life, is her return to the intellectual form, and a flight from every thing which naturally adheres

to us from generation. For it is neceſſary that the ſoul which is hurled like ſeed into the realms

of generation, ſhould lay aſide the stubble and bark, as it were, which ſhe obtained from being

diſſeminated into theſe fluctuating realms; and that, purifying herſelſ from every thing circum

jacent, ſhe ſhould become an 'intellectnal flower and fruit, delighting in an intellectual liſe inſtead

of doxastic nutriment, and purſuing the uniform and ſimple energy of the period of ſameneſs, in

4, _ ſtead
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the revolution oſ that ſame and ſimilar nature contained in its eſſence, it

vauquiſhes thoſe abundantly turbulcnt affections, tumultuous and irrational,

adhering to it aſterwards from fire, water, air, and earth, and returns to the

first and beſt diſpoſition of its nature.

When he had instructed ſouls in all theſe particulars, that he might be in

no reſpect the cauſe oſ the future evil of each, he diſſeininated ſome oſ them

into the earth, others into the moon, and others into the remaining different

instruments of time. But after this ſetnination he delivered to the junior

Gods the province of ſabricating mortal bodies, and generating whatever

elſe remained neceſſary to the human ſoul ; and gave. them dominion over

stead oſ the abundantly wandering motion oſ the period which is characterized by difference. For

ſhe contains each oſ theſe circles and twofold powers. And of her horſes, one is good, and the

other the contrary 2 and one oſ theſe leads her to generation, but the other from generation to

true being; the one alſo leads her round the circle of ſenſe, but the other round an intellectual

eſſence. For the period of the ſame and the ſimilar clevates to intellect, and an intelligible

nature, and to the ſirſi and most excellent habit. But this habit is that according to which the

ſoul being winged gowrns the whole world, becoming affimilated to the Gods themſelves. And

this is the univerſal ſorm oſ life in the ſoul', just as that is the partial form when ſhe falls into the

last body, and becomes ſomething bclonging to an individual inſtead oſ belonging to the univerſe.

The middle oſ theſe alſo is the partial univerſal, when ſhe lives in conjunction with her middle

vehicle, as a citizen oſ generation. Diſnnffing, therefore, her firſt habit, which ſubfiſis accord

ing to an alliance to the whole oſ generation, and laying aſide the irrational nature which con

nects her with generation, likevt iſe governing her irrational part by reaſon, and extending intellect

to opinion, ſhe will be circularly led to a happy liſe, from the Wandering about the regions of

ſenſe; which liſe thoſe that are in tiated by Ol'phCUS in the myſteries oſ Bacchus and Proſerpine

pray that they may obtain, together with thc allotments oſ the ſphere, and a ceſſation oſ evil.

But iſ our ſoul neceſſarily lchs well, when living according to the circle oſ ſameneſs, rnUch more

must this be the caſe with divine ſouls. lt is, however, poffible for our ſoul to live according to

the circle oſ ſamcneſs, when purified, as Plato ſays. Cathartic virtue, therefore, alone muſt be

called the ſalvation oſ ſouls; ſince th-s cuts off and vehemently obliterates material natures, andv

the paffions which adhere to us from generation, ſcparates the ſoul, and leads it to intellect, and

cdttſcs it to leave on earth the vehicles with which it is inveflcd. For ſouls deſcending receivev

from the elements different vehicles, a'e'rial, aquntic, and terrcſlrial; and thus at last enter into

this groſs bulk. For how, without a medium, could they proceed into this body from imma.

terial ſpirits? Ucncc, before they come into this body, they poſſeſs the irrational liſe, and its

vchiclc, which is prepared from the ſimple elements, and from theſe they cntcr into the tumul

tuous, which is ſo callt-d as being foreign to the connatc vehiclc of ſouls, compoſtd from all

varinus vcſlmcnts, and cauſing ſouls to become heavy. ln ſhort, the connatc vehiclc makes the

ſoul mundane, the ſecond vehicle, a citizen oſ generation, and the ſhelly body, (10 can-rang),

tcrrcſirial.

every .
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exery thing conſequcnt to their ſahrications. He likewiſe commanded them

to govern as tnuch as poſlible in the beſt and most beautiful manner the

mortal animal, that it might not become the cauſe of evil to itſelf. At the

ſame time he who orderly diſpoſed all theſe particulars remained in his own

accustomed abiding habit. But in conſx quence oſ his abiding, as ſoon as

his children understood the order oſ their father, they immediately became

obedient to this order; and receiving the immortal principle oſ mortal ani.

mal, in imitation oſ their artificer, they borrowed from the world the parts

of fire and earth, water and air, as things which they ſhould restore back

again; and conglutinated the received parts together, not with the ſame

indiſſoluble bonds which they themſelves participatcd, but gave them a tenth

cious adherenec from thick ſet nails, inviſible through their ſmallneſs; fabri

cating the body of each, one from the compoſition of all; and binding the

circulations of the immortal ſoul in the influxive and effluxive nature oſ

body.

But theſe circulations ', being merged in a profound river, neither govern

nor are governed, but hut'ry and are hurricd along with violence : in conſe

quence

' Plato, ſays Proclus, immediately conjoining the ſoul to the body, omits all the prohlcms per

taining to the deſcent oſ the ſoul, ſuch as the prophet, the allotments, the lives, the cleſ-tions, the

dannon, the rcſidenee in the plain oſ ohlirion, the ſleeping, the oblivious potion, the thunders,

and all ſuch particulars as the fable in the chnhlic dil'cnſſcs. But neither does he here deliver

ſuch things as pertain to the ſoul after its departure from the body, ſuch as the terrnrs, the rivers,

Tartarus, thoſe ſervage and fiery dazmnns, the thorns, the hellou'ing mouth, the triple rofld, and

the judges, concerning which the fable in the Republic, in the Gorg as, and in the Phaedo, in

structs us, \\'ltat, then, you will ſay, is the cauſe of this omiſſion? \Ve reply, Becauſe Plato

preſerves that which is adapted to the deſign oſ the dialogue. l-'nr here ltc admits whatever is

phyſical in the theory reſpecting the ſoul, and its aſlbciutinn with lllt' lltjſly.

It is rcquiſtte, however, to inquire why ſouls full into bodies. And we may reply, with Proclus,

Becauſe they wiſh to imitate the prmidcntinl cnergies oſ the Gods, and on this account proeccd

into generation, and leave the conteniplution oſ true being: ſnr, as Divine pertectinn is twofold,

one kind being intellectual, and the other providentizil. and one kind conſiſiing in an abiding

energy, and the other in motion, hence ſonls imitate tht- prolitic, intellcctual, and ln]n]ul.:blc

energy of the Gods by eontemplution, but their providentinl :ind motitc characteriſtic through a

liſt- converſant with generation. As the intelligence, too, oſ the human ſoul is parlinl, ſo like

wiſe is her pmvidenee; but, being partial, it aſſociates nith il partial body. But ſiill further,

the deſcent of the ſoul contributes to the perfection ofthe unirt-iſc; ſor it' is neceſſary that there

ſhould not only be immortal and intelleehtal animals, ſuch as are the perpetual attendants ofthe

Gods,
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quence of which, the whole animal is indeed moved, yet in a diſordcrly

manner; ſince from every kind of motion its 'progreſſion is fortuitous and

irrational. For it proceeds backwards and forwards, to the right and left,

upwards and downwards, and wanders every way according to the ſix diffe

rences of place. For though the inundatiugl and effluxive waves pour

along

Gods, nor yet mortal and irrational animals only, ſuch as are the last progeny of the demiurgus

of the univerſe, butlikewiſe ſuch as ſubſiſl between theſe, and which are by no means immortal',

but are capable of participating reaſon and intellect. And in many parts of the univerſe there are

many animals of this kind; for man is not the only rational and mortal animal, but there are

other ſuch-like ſpecies, ſome of which are more dazmoniacal, and others approximate nearer to

our eſſcnce. But the deſcents of a partial ſoul contribute to the perfect compoſition of all ani

mals, which are at the ſame time mortal and rational.

Should it be again aſked, Why, therefore, arc partial ſouls deſcending into generation filled with

ſuch material perturbation, and ſuch numerous evils? we reply, that this takes place through

the inclination ariſing from their ſree will; through their vehement familiarity with body;

through their ſympcuhy with the image of ſoul, or that diviſiblc liſe which is distributed about

body; through their abundant mutation from an intelligible to a ſenſible nature, and from a quiet

energy to one entirely converſaut with motion; and through a diſordered condition of being, natu

rally ariſing ſrom the compoſition of diſſimilar natures, viz. oſ the immortal and mortal, of the

intellectual and that which is deprived of intellect, of the indiviſible and that which is endued

with interval. For all theſe become the cauſe to the ſoul of this mighty tumult and labour in the

realms of generation ; ſince we purſue a flying mockery which is ever in motion. And the ſoul,

indeed, by vcrging to a material life, kindles a light in her dark tent-ment the body, but ſhe her

ſelf becomes ſituated in obſeurity; and by giving liſe to the body, ſhe detlrnys herſelfand her

own intellect, in as great a degree as theſe are capable of receiving deſtruction. For thus the

mortal nature participates of intellect, but the intellectual part of death, and the whole becomes

a prodigy, as Plato beautifully obſerves in his Laws, compoſed of the mortal and immortal, ofthe

intellectual, and that which is deprived ofiutellect. For this phyſical law, which binds the ſoul

to the body, is the death of the immortal life, but is the cauſe of vivifieation to the mortal body.

' The philoſopher here, ſays Proclus, refers the whole oſthis tumult to two cauſes, viz. the

.nutritivc and ſenſitive life; and theſe are the appetitive and gnoſiic powers oſ all the irrational

part, into which we are aeeuſlomed to divide all the powers of the ſoul, aſſerting that ſome of

them are vital, and others gnollic. For the nutritive life, verging to bodies, produces in them an

abundant flux; through their material moiſlore ſending forth a great efflux, and through

vital heat receiving an influx of other things. But the ſenſitive life fuffers from the external bodies

oſ ſire and air, earth and water, falling upon it; and, conſidering all the paſſions as mighty,

through the vileneſs of its life, cauſes tumult to the ſoul. And to all theſe things, indeed, thoſe

that are arrived at maturity are accuſloined; but to thoſe that are recently born, the ſtnalleſt things,

* For the whole compoſitc which we call man is not immortal, but only the rational ſoul.

VOL. ll. 3 u through
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along with impetuous abundance, which afford nutrition to the animal, yet

a still greater tumult and agitation is produced through the paffions arifing

from external impulſions: and this either when the body is disturbed by the

ſudden incurſion of external fire, or by the ſolidity of earth, 01 receives an

injury from the whirling blasts of the air. For from all theſe, through the

medium of the body, various motions are hurried along, and fall with mo

lestation on the ſoul. But on this account all theſe were afterwards, and

are even now, denominated ſenſes. And theſe, indeed, both at first and at

preſent ', are the ſources of an abundant and mighty motion, in conjunction

with

through their heingunuſual, become the cauſes oſ astoniſhment. For, whata great fire is to the

former, that the flame of a lamp is to the latter; and what the magnitude of the highest moun

tains is to men, that the ſmallest stone in the fields is to inſants. And what whirlwinds and cata

racts of rain are to others, that a weak motion of the air, or the falling of a little moisture, is to

thoſe that are recently born. For ſenſe, being agitated by all theſe particulars, astoniſhes the ſoul

of infants, and leads them to deſperation and tumult. Theſe, then, in ſhort, are the cauſes of

the disturbance of ſouls, viz. the motions of the nutritive part, and the impulſes oſ ſenſe. We

must not, however, ſuppoſe that the ſoul ſuffers any thing throngh theſe particulars. For, as if

ſome one standing on the margin of a river ſhould behold the image and form of himſelfin the

floating stream, he indeed will preſerve his face unchanged, but the stream being all-variouſly

moved will change the image, ſo that at different times it will appear to him different, oblique

and upright, and perhaps divulſed and continuous. Let us ſuppoſe, too, that ſuch a one, through

being unaccustomed to the ſpectacle, ſhould think that it was himſelf that fuſſercd this distortion,

in conſequence of ſurveying his ſhadow in the water, and, thus thinking, ſhould be afflicted and

disturbed, astoniſhed and impeded. After the ſame manner the ſoul, beholding the image of

herſelf in body, bornealong in the river oſgcneration, and variouſly diſpoſed at different times,

through inward paffious and external impulſes, is indeed herſelf impaffive, but thinks that ſhe

ſuffers, and, being ignorant of, and mistaking her image for, herſelf, is disturbed, astoniſhed,

and perplexed. This paſſion particularly takes place in infants : but it is alſo ſeen in the dreams

of thoſe that have arrived at maturity; as when ſome one, in conſequence of nature being wearied

in the concoction of food, thinks in a dream that he is wearied through longjourneys, or carry

ing heavy burdens, or ſuffers ſomething elſe of this kind. But to return to the words of Plato,

the wave: do not ſignify, ſays Proclus, the externally blowing wind, as ſome ſay, but the col

lected agitation, and abundant influx and efflux which take place in youth. But the inundation

first strikes upon and makes the pneumatie vehicle heavier, for it is this which expreſſes stains and

vapours; and in the ſecond place it strikes upon the ſoul, for ſhe alſo is disturbed by the collected

and the ſudden.

' Senfe, ſays Proclus, is of the preſent, in the ſame manner as memory is of the past, but

hope of the future. Senſe, therefore, excites ſouls in the preſent time, and this in conjunc

tion with the nutritive power, which by influxions applies a remedy to the perpetual effluxions of

the
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with that perpetually flowing river, moving and vehemently agitating the

Circulations of the ſoul, every way fettering the revolution of the nature cha

racterizcd byſhmemſi, through flowing in a contrary direction, and restrain

ing its energies by their conquering and impetuous progreſſions. But they

agitate and tear in pieces the circulation of the nature distinguiſhed by dſ

flrcnce. Hence, they whirl about with every kind of revolution each of the

three intervals of the double and triple, together with the mediums and con

joining bonds of the ſefquitertian, fefquialter, and ſeſquioctave ratios, which

cannot be diſſolved by any one except the artiſicer by whom they were bound:

and beſides this, they induce all the fractures and diverſities of circles which

it is poſſible to effect; ſo that, ſcarcely being connected with each other, they

are borne along indeed, yet in an'irrational manner, at one time in a con

trary, at another time in an oblique, and then again in a reſupine ſituation.

Just as if any one, in an inverted poſition, ſhould fix his head on the earth

and raiſe his feet on high; for in ſuch a fituation both the inverted perſon

and the ſpectators would mutually imagine the right hand parts to be on the

left, and the left to be on the right. So with reſpect to the circulations of

the ſoul, the very fame affections, and others of a ſimilar kind, vehemently

the body, and again compofes what was analyfed, after the manner of Penelope's web. For this

is the perpetually (lowing river, which is properly ſo called, as being a part of the whole river of

generation. Hence, in conjunction with this, it agitates and disturbs the periods of the immor

tal ſoul, andflettm, indeed, the circle ofſamemfi, but agitates the circle of dſſntuce. For, as

there are twofold circles in the ſoul in imitation of divine ſouls, the dianoetie circle, which

eontemphtes intelligibles, is only restrained in its energy, but fustains no distortion: but the dox

aſlic circle is diſlorted; and this very properly, ſince it is poſſible to opine not rightly, but it is not

poſſible to know fcientifically falſely. If it ſhould be ſaid that the dianoi-Ltic part may be ignorant

in a twofold reſpect, and that a thing which fuſſcrs this is distorted; we reply, that twofold igno

rance docs not ſimply belong to the dianoe'tic part, but, originating indeed from thence, is im

planted in the doxaſlic part. For, ſo far as it is ignorance, and a privation of ſcience, ſo far, being

an immobility of the fcientific power, il;v origin-ates from the diano'etie part. For ſcience and

ignorance ſubſist about the ſame thing. But, fu far as it alſo adds a falſe opinion of knowledge, it

fubſists in the doxastic part. And ignorance is the infanity of the dianoe'tic part, poſſeſſing,

indeed, but concealing, the productive principles of knowledge; but falſe conception is the infa

nity of opinion, of which it is alſo the diſlortion. For, being falſe, it alſo depraves its poſſeſſor;

ſince what \ice is in action, that falſehood is in knowledge. The period of ſameneſs, therefore,

is alone fettered, and is ſimilar to thoſe that are bound, and on this account are iinpeded in their

encrgies; but the period of difference is agitated, being filled with falſe opinions. For its prox

imity to the irrational nature cauſes it to receive a certain paffion from externals.

3U 2 take
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take place ; and hence, when this is the caſe, if any thing external occurs,

characterized by the nature ofſame or dſſrmt, they denominate things

the ſame with, or different from, others in a manner contrary to the truth.

Hence they become ſalte, and destitute of intelligence ; nor is any revolu

tion to be found among them in ſuch a ſituation which energizes with the

authority ofa ruler and chief.

But when certain ſenſes, borne along externally, strike against the ſoul

and attract the whole oſ its receptacle, then the circulations which are in

reality in ſubjection appear to have dominion: and hence, in conſequence

oſ all theſe paſſions, the ſoul becomes inſane at preſent, and was ſo from

the first period of her being bound in a mortal body. However, when the

river of increaſe and nutrition flows along with a more gentle and leſs abun

dant courſe, the circulations, being again restored to tranquillity, proceed in

their proper path; in proceſs of time become more regular and steady, and

paſs into a figure accommodated to their nature. Hence, in this caſe, the

revolutions of each of the'circles becoming direct, and calling both ſame and

different by their proper a'ppellations, they render the being by whom they

are poſſeſſed prudent and wiſe. If any one, therefore, receives a proper

education in conjunction with convenient nutriment, ſuch a one will poſſeſs

perfect health, and will every way avoid the most grievous diſeaſe. But

when this is neglected by any individual, ſuch a one, proceeding along the

path of life in a lame condition, will again paſs into Hades imperfect and

destitute of intelligence. Theſe are particulars, however, which happen

poſterior to the production of mankind. But it is our buſineſs at preſent to

diſcourſe more accurately concerning the first compoſition of our nature, and

to ſhow, in the first place, from aſſimilative reaſons, through what cauſe

and providence of the Gods the ſeveral members of the body were accomv

modated to the ſeveral employments of the ſoul.

In the first place, then, the Gods bound the two divine circulations of the

ſoul in a ſpherical bOdy, in imitation of the circular figure of the univerſe :

and this part of the body is what we now denominate the head; a most

divine member, and the ſovereign ruler of our whole corporeal compoſition,

through the decree of the Gods, who conſidered that it would participate of

all poffible motions. Lest', therefore, the head, by rolling like a cylinder on

the earth, which is distinguiſhed by all-various heights and depths, ſhould

be
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be unable to paſs over its inequalities and aſperities, the Gods ſubjected this

upright figure of the body, as a pliable vehicle to the head. Hence, in conſe

quence of the body being endued with length, they extended four naturally

flexible members; Divinity fabricating a progreffion through which the body

might apprehend any object, might reCeive a stable ſupport, and might be

able to paſs through every place, bearing on high the head, our most divine

and ſacred habitation. For this purpoſe, therefore, they furniſhed us with

legs and hands. And as the Gods conſidered that the anterior parts are more

honourable and adapted to rule than the posterior, they gave us a motion for

the most part conſisting ofa forward progreſſion. Beſide this, it was requi

ſite thai the anterior parts ofour body ſhould be divided ſrom each other, and

be diſſimilar: and on this account they first placed about the cavity of

the head the face; fixed in it organs ſubſervient to all the providential ener

gies of the ſoul, and determined that the natural government of man ſhould

conſist in this anterior parwf the body. But they fabricated the 'luciferous eyes

the first of all the corporeal organs, binding them in the face on the follow

ing account. Of that fire which does not burn, indeed, but which compre

hends our proper diurnal light, the Gods fabricated the orbs of the eyes.

For the fire contained within our body, and which is the genuine brother of

this diurnal fire, they cauſed to flow through the eyeswith ſmoothneſs, and

collected abundance, condenſed indeed in the whole, but eſpecially in the

middle of theſe lucid orbs; ſo as that the more denſe fire might remain con

cealed within the receſſes of the eyes, and the pure might find a paſſage and

fly away. When, therefore, the diurnal light ſubſists about the effiuxive

river of the tight, then, ſimilar concurring 'and being mingled with ſimilar,

one domestic body is constituted according to the direct proceſſion of the

eyes; and this too in that part where the internally emitted light reſists that

which is externally adduced. But the whole becoming fimilarly paſiive

through ſimilitude, when it either touches any thing elſe or is itſelf touched

by another, then the motion produced by this contact diffuſing itſelf through

the whole body of the eye, as far as to the ſoul, cauſes that ſenſation which

we denominate ſight. But when this kindred ſire departs into night, the

conjunct on being diſſolved, ſight loſes its power. For in this caſe, proceed

ing into a diſſimilar nature, it is changed, and becomes extinct: ſince it is

by no means connate with the proximate ſurrounding air, which is naturally

destitute
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destitute of fire. Hence it ceaſes from ſeeing; and, beſides this, becomes

the introducer of ſleep. For the Gods fabricated the nature of the eye-lids as

a ſalutary guardian of the ſight; that; theſe being Compreſſed, the inward

fiery power of the, eye might be restrained from any further emiſſion; that,

beſides this; they might ſprinkle over and equalize the eye's internal motions;

and that, when equalized, rest might be produced. .

But when much rest takes place, ſleep attended with few dreams is pro

duced. On' the contrary, if certain more vehement motions remain, then ſuch

as is the nature of theſe relics, and the places in which they were produced,

ſuch and ſo many will be the ſimilar phantaſms within, and of which we ſhall

poſſeſs the remembrance when we are externally rouſed. But with reſpect

to the images produced in mirrors, and all ſuch things as are viſible in that

which is apparent 'and ſmooth, there is nothing in theſe difficult of ſolution.

For, from the communication of the external and internal fire with each

other, and from that fire which ſubſists about the ſmooth body, and becomes

abundantly multiplied, all ſuch appearances are neceſſarily produced as take

, place when the fire of the eyes mingles itſelf with the fire diffuſed about the

ſmooth and ſplendid object of viſion. But the right hand parts appear to be

the left, becauſe a contact takes place between the contrary parts of the ſight

and the contrary parts of the object, different from the accustomed mode of

perception. On the contrary, the right hand parts appear on the right, and

the left hand on the left, when the mingled light leaps forth, together with

that with which it is mingled. When the ſmoothneſs ofthe mirrors receives

this here and there in an elevated manner, it repels the right hand part of

the ſight to the left of the mirror, and the left to the right. But if the mir

ror is turned according to the length of the countenance, it cauſes the whole

face to appear reſupine, by repelling the downward part of the ſplendour

towards the upward part, and again the upper towards the downward part.

All ſuch particulars as theſe, therefore, are but cauſal affistants, which the

Divinity employed as ſubſervient to rendcring the idea of that which is best

as far as poſſible complete. But the multitude are of ojz/'nz'on t/lat tnestnrc

not cauſal qffſſanlr, but t/ze real cauſer qf all t/zings; I meanstzr/z t/I/'ng'r ar

are capable of giving cold and lzeat, rarz't] and r/wffity, 'wit/1 'whatever/[ro

durer ſuch-lite affections, but i: inn/'able (ff/tgffljffing rwſim and intellect. For

ſoul must be conſidered as the only thing among beings by which intellect

6 can
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can be poſſeſſed. And this is inviſible. But fire and water, air and earth, are

all of them viſible bodies. It it, however, neceſſary t/mt f/ze lover of intellect and

ſeieneeſhould ex/zlore t/ze cauſes of [rradent nature ; anzl t/zat lzeſhould con

ſiz/erſuen t/Iingr a: are mowa' by ot/zm, and at in:ſame time neceſſarily give

motion to ot/zer t/zingr, as not/zing more t/zan ſecondary caust-s. Hence it is

pr0per that we ſhould ſpeak concerning both kinds oſ cauſes ; ſeparately of

ſuch as fabricate things beautiful and good in conjunction with intellect, and

of ſuch as, being leſt destitute of wiſdom, produce each particular in a caſual

and diſorderly manner. Concerning the ſecond cauſes of the eyes, therefore,
iwhich contribute to the poſſeſſion of the power they are now allotted, what

has been already ſaid is ſufficient.

But the greatest employment of the eyes, with reſpect to the uſe for which

they were bestowed on us by the Divinity, we ſhall now endeavour to ex

plain. For, in my opinion, the ſight is the cauſe oſ the greatest emolument

to us on the preſent occaſion ; ſince what we are now diſcourſing concerning

the univerſe could never have been diſcovered without ſurveying the stars,

the ſun, and the heavens. But now, from beholding day and night, we are

able to determine by arithmetical calculation the periods of mouths and years;

to acquire a conception of time, and to ſcrutinize the nature vof the univerſe.

But from all this we obtain the poſſeſſion of philoſophy; a greater good

than which never was nor ever will be bestowed by the Gods on the mortal

race. And this is what I call the greatest benefit of the eyes. But why

ſhould I celebrate other particulars oſ leſs conſequence, which he who is not

a philoſopher, ſince destitute of ſight, may attempt to explore, but will ex

plore in vain ? By us, indeed, it is aſſerted that Divinity bestowed ſight on

us for this purpoſe, that on ſurveying the circulations of intellect in the hea

vcns we may properly employ the revolutions of our dianoe'tic part, which are

allied to their circulations; and may recall the tumultuous motions of our

diſcurſive energies to the orderly proceſſions oſ their intellectual periods.
That beſides this, by learning theſe and participating ſiright reaſon according

to nature, and imitating the revolutions of Divinity which are entirely in

erratic, we may give stability to the wanderings of our dianoe'tic energy.

But concerning voice and hearing, we again aſſert that they were be

stowed on us by the Gods on the ſame account. For the acquiſition of

ſpeech pertains to theſe, and is of the greatest advantage to their poſſeſiion.

And
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And whatever utility muſical voice brings to the ſenſe of hearing, was

bestowed for the ſake of harmony. But harmony, poſſeſſing motions allied to

the revolutions of our ſoul, is uſeful to the man who employs the Muſes in

conjunction with intellect; but is of no advantage to irrational pleaſure,

though it appears to be ſo at preſent. Indeed, it was given us by the Muſes for

the purpoſe or reducing the diſſonant circulation of the ſoul to an order and

ſymphony accommodated to its nature. Rhythm too was bestowed on us for

this purpoſe; that we might properly harmonize that habit in our nature,

which for the most part is void of meaſure, and indigent of the Graces. And

thus far, a few particulars excepted, have we ſhown the fabrications of in

tellect. But it is likewiſe requiſite to give a place in our diſcourſe to the

productions of neceſſity. For, the generation of the world being mingled,

it was produced from the compoſition ofintellect and neccffity. But intel

lect ruling over neceſſity perſuaded it to lead the most part of generated

natures to that which is best; and hence neceſſity being vanquiſhed by wiſe

perſuaſion, from theſe two as principles the World aroſe. If, then, any one

truly aſſerts that the univerſe was generated according to theſe, he ſhould

alſo mingle with it the form of an erratic cauſe, which it is naturally adapted

to receive. In this manner then let us return; and, aſſuming a convenient

principle of theſe, again diſcourſe concerning them as about the former par

ticulars, commencing our diſcuſſion from their origin. Let us, therefore,

ſpeculate the nature and paffions of fire and water, air and earth, prior to the

generation of the heavens. No one, indeed, as yet has unfolded the gene

ration of theſe: but we ſpeak of fire, and the other elements, as if the

nature of each was known ; and place them as the principles of the univerfe,

when at the ſame time they ought not to be aſſimilated to elements, not even

as in the rank of ſyllables, by men who in the ſmallest degree merit the ap

pellation of wiſe. But now we ſhall not ſpeak of the principle or princi

ples, or whatever other denomination they may receive, of all things; and

this for no other reaſon than the difficulty of delivering what appears to be

the truth about theſe in the preſent mode of diſputation. Neither, therefore,

is it Troper that you ſhould exPect me to ſpeak, nor that l ſhould perſuade

myſelf into a belief of being able to ſpeak with perfect rectitude on ſo difficult

a ſubject. But it is proper, as I toll you in the beginning of this diſcourſe,

that, preſerving all the force of affimilative reaſons, we ſhould endeavour to

,4 deliver
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deliver that which 18 not leſs affimilative of the truth than the doctrine of

others; and that in this manner we ſhould diſcourſe from the beginning conu

cerning particulars and the whole. In the first place, therefore, invoking the

Divinity who is the ſaviour of diſcourſe, and beſeeching him to lead us from

an abſurd and unuſual expoſition to an affimilative doctrine, we ſhall again

begin to ſpeak.

But it is neceſſary that the beginning of our preſent diſputation ſhould

receive a more ample diviſion than the former one. For then we made a

distribution into two ſpecies: but now a third fort must be added. In the

former diſputation two ſpecies were ſufficient; one of which was establiſhed

as the form of an exemplar, intelligible and always ſubſisting according to

ſame; but the other was nothing more than the imitation of the paradigm,

generated and viſible. But we did not then distribute a third, becauſe we

conſidered theſe two as ſufficient. However, now reaſon ſeems to urge as a

thing neceſſary, that we ſhould endeavour to render apparent by our diſcourfl:

the ſpecies which ſubſists as difficult and obſbure. What apprehenſion then

can we form of its power and nature P Shall we ſay that it is in an emi

nent degree the receptacle, and as it were nurſe, of all generation? Such

an aſſertion will, indeed, be true ; but it is requiſite to ſpeak_more clearly

concerning it. And this will certainly be an arduous undertaking on many

accounts, but principally becauſe it will be neceſſary to doubt previous to its

diſcuſſion concerning fire and the rest of the elements, why any one of theſe

ſhould be called water rather than fire, or air rather than earth ; or why any

one ſhould be denominated ſome definite particular rather than all. For it

is indeed difficult to frame any certain opinion, or to employ any stable diſ

courſe about ſuch intricate forms. After what manner, then, and in what

reſpect, and what of an affimilative nature ſhall we aſſert in this dubious

inquiry P

ln the first place, then, that which we now denominate water, when it

'loſes its fluidity by concretion, appears to become stones and earth; but,

when liquefied and diſperſed, it forms vapour and air. Likewiſe, air when

burnt up becomes fire. And, on the contrary, fire becoming concrete and

extinct paſſes again into the form of air. And again, air becoming col

lected and condenſed produces mists and clouds. But from theſe still more

compreſſed rain deſcends. And from water, again, earth and stones derive

VOL. 11. 3 x their
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their ſubſistence. And thus, as it appears, they mutually confer on each

other generation in a certain circular progreflion. But ſiuce theſe never

appear to be the ſame, who without being covered with confuſion can con

fidently aſſert that any one of theſe is this rather than that? Certainly, no

one. Hence it will be fai- the most ſafe method of proceeding to ſpeak.

about them as follows: That the nature which we always perceive becom

ing ſomething d-ffer 'nt at different times, ſucIi, for instance, as fire, is not

fire abtilutely, but ſomething fiery. And again, that the nature which we

denominate water is not ablolutely ſo, but ſuch-like, or watery; and that

it is not at any time any thing elſe,*as if it poſſeſſed any stability of eſſence.

And lastly, that they cannot be distinguiſhed by any word, ſuch as we are

aceustomed to employ when endeavouring to ſhow that any particular is

either this thing or that. For they fly away, incapable of ſustaining the

affirmation which aſſerts them to be this thing, qfſuc/z a nature, belonging la

this; and all ſuch appellations as would evince them to be ſomething per

manent and real. Hence, we ought not to denominate any one of theſe

either this, or that; but ſomething ſuch-like, and a perpetually-revolving ſimi.

litude. Thus, we ſhould aſſert that fire is every whereſhc/z-like, and ſhould

ſpeak in the ſame manner of every thing endued with generation. But we

ſhould alone distinguiſh by the appellations of this, or that, the ſubject in

which each of theſe appears to be generated, and again to ſuffer a diſſolutiom

But this ſubject is by no means to be denominatedſhall-like, as for instance

hot or white, or any quality belonging to contraries, or any thing which

contraries- compoſe. However, let us endeavour to explain more clearly

what we mean to expreſs. For if any one, faſhioning all poſſible figures

from gold, ſhould without ceaſing transform each figure into all ;. and if,

during this Operation, ſome one who is preſent ſhould, pointing to one of

theſe figures, inquire what it is; it might most ſafely, with reſpect to truth,

be replied, that it was gold: but he who ſhould aſſert that it is a triangle, or

any other of the figures which are continually generated, and which ought

by no means to be denominated beings, would fall from the truth in the

midst of his aſſertion. But we ought to be content with that anſwer as most

ſafe, which denominates itſuc/i-li/te, or of ſuch a determinate nature.

In the ſame manner we ſhould ſpeak concerning that nature which is the

general receptacle of all bodies. For it never departs from its own proper

power,
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power, but perpetually receives all things; and never contracts any form

in any reſpect ſimilar to any one of the intromitted forms. It lies indeed in

ſubjection to the forming power of every nature, becoming agitated and

figured through the ſupernally intromitted forms; and through theſe it ex

hibits adiffcrent appearance at different times. But the forms which enter

and depart from this receptacle are the imitations of perpetually true beings;

and are figured by them in a manner wonderful and difficult to deſcribe, as

we ſhall afterwards relate. At preſent, however, it is neceſſary to conſider

three ſorts of things : one, that which is generated ; another, that in which

it is generated; and the third, that from which the generated nature

derives its ſimilitude, But it is proper to affimilate that which receives to a

mother; that from whence it receives to a father; and the nature ſituated

between theſe to an offspring. It is likewiſe neceſſary to understand that

the figured nature can never become distinguiſhed with an all-poſſible variety

of forms, unleſs its receptacle is Well prepared for the purpoſe, and is desti

tute of all thoſe forms which it is about to receive. For, if it were ſimilar

to any one of the ſupernally intromitted forms, when it received a nature

contrary to that to which it is ſimilar, or any form whatever, it would very

imperfectly expreſs its ſimilitnde, while at the ſame time it exhibited the

very ſame appearance with the ſupernally acceding form. And hence it is

neceſſary, that the receptacle which is destined to receive all poffible forms

ſhould itſelf be destitute of every form. Just as thoſe who are about to pro

pare ſweet-ſmelling unguents, ſo diſpoſe a certain humid matter as the ſubject

of the enſuing odour, that it may poſſeſs no peculiar ſmell of its own; and

as thoſe who wiſh to impreſs certain figures in a ſoft and yielding matter, are

careful that it may not appear impreſffla with any previous figure, but ren

der it as much as poſſible exquiſitely ſmooth. In the ſame manner, it is

neceſſary that the ſubject which is ſo often destined to receive in a beautiful

manner, through the whole of itſelf, reſemblances of eternal beings, ſhould

be naturally destitute of all that it receives. Hence, we ſhould not deno

minate this mother and receptacle of that which is generated, viſible and

every way ſenſible, either earth, or air, or fire, or water; nor, again, any one

of the compofites from theſe, or any thing from which theſe are generated:

but we ſhould call it a certain inviſible ſpecies, and a ſormlcſs univerſal

recipient, which in the most dubious and ſcarcely explicable manner partici

3 x 2 pates
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pates oſ an intelligible nature. Oſ itſelf, indeed, we cannot ſpeak without

deception; but ſo ſar as i-t is poſſible to apprehend its natiu-re from what has

been previouſly ſaid, we may with the greatest rectitude aſſert as follows :

that fire appears to be its inflamed part; water its moist part; and that

'earth and air are its parts in a 'ſimilar manner, ſo far as it receives the imi

tations of theſe. But we ought rather thus to inquire about theſe, drain

'guiſhing and ſeparating them by a reaſoning proceſs; whether there is a

certain fire, itſelf ſubſisting in itſelf; and whet-her this is the caſe with all

(Inch particulars which we perpetually aſſert to ſubſist from themſelves; or

whether ſuch things alone as are the objects oſfight, and which are per.

ceived through the ministry oſ the body, poſſeſs being and truth; ſo that

hothitig=befides theſe has in any reſpect any ſubſistence; that we in vain

aſſert there is a certain intelligi-ble form of each of theſe; and that all ſuch

forms are nothing but words. * Indeed, whether ſuch a doctrine is true or

not, must not be aſſerted raſhly and without examination: nor is it proper to

add to the preſent diſputation, which is naturally prolix, any thing tedious

and for-eign from the purp'oſe. But iſ any definition can be employed in this

affair, comprehending things of great moment in a ſhort compaſs, 'ſuch a one

will be very opportu-ne to our preſent deſign. In this manner then I ſhall

Z'date my Opinion on the ſubject.

If intellect and true opinion are tWO kinds of things, it is every way ne

ceſſary that there ſhould be forms, ſubſisting by themſelves, which are not

'the objects of ſenſe, but which are apprehended by intelligence alone. But

iſ, as appears to ſome, true opinion differs in no reſpect from intellect, every

ithing which is perceived through bo'dy is to be conſidered as poſſeſſing the

'most certain and ſtable nature. But in reality theſe ought to be denomi

nated two distinct things, becauſe they are generated ſeparate from each.

other, and are diſſimilar. For the one oſ theſe ſubſists in us through learn'

ing, but the other through perſuaſion. And the one is indeed always at

tended with true reaſon, but the other is irratioual. The one vis not to be

moved by perſuafion; the other, on the contrary, is ſubject to this mutatiom

And lastly, oſ true opinion every man participates; but of intellect all the

Gods, and but a ſew oſ mankind. Such then being the caſe, we must con-

'ſeſs that the form which lubſlsts according toſame, is unbegotten and with

out decay; neither receiving any thing into-itſelf externally, nor itſelſpro

ceeding
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ceeding into any other nature. That it is inviſible, and imperceptible by

ſenſe; and that this is the proper object of intellectual ſpeculation. But the

form which is ſynonymous and ſimilar to this, must be conſidered as ſenſible,

generated, always in agitation, and generated in a certain place, from which

it again recedes, hastening to diſſolution; and which is apprehended by

opinion in conjunction with ſenſe. But the third nature is that of place;

which never receives corruption, but affords a ſcat to all generated forms.

This indeed is tangible without tangent perception; and is ſcarcely bya

certain ſpurious reaſoning the object of belief. Beſides, when we attempt

to behold this nature, we perceive nothing but the deluſicns of dreams, and

aſſert that every being must neceſſarily be ſomewhere, and be ſituated in a

certain place: and we by no means think that any thing can exist, which

is neither in the earth nor comprehended by the heavens. All theſe,*an-d all

ſuch opinions as are the ſisters of theſe, we are not able to ſeparate from our

cogitation of that which ſubſists about a vigilant and true nature: and this

Becauſe we cannot rouſe ourſelves frOm this fallacious and dreaming energy,

and perceive that in reality it is proper for an image to ſubſist in ſomething

different from itſelf; ſince that in which it is generated has no proper re

ſemblance of its own, but perpetually exhibits the phantaiin oſ ſomething

elſe; and can only participate of eſſence in a certain imperfect degree, or it

would become in every reſpect a perfect nou-entity. But to true being, true

reaſon bears an affisting testimony, through the accuracy of its deciſions;

affirming, that as long as two things are different from each other, each can

never become ſo ſituated in either, as to produce at the ſame time one thing,

and two things eſſentially 'the ſame.

This, then, is ſummarily my opinion z-that, prior to the generation of

the unjverſe, theſe three things ſubſisted in a triple reſpect, viz. being, place,

and generation. And that the nurle of generation, fiery and moist, receiving

xthe forms of earth and air, and ſuffering ſuch other paſſions as are the

attendants of theſe, appeared of an all-various nature to the view.. But

becauſe it was neither filled with ſimilar powers, nor with ſuch as are

equally balanced, it poſſeſſed no part in equilibrium ; but through the perfect

inequality of its libration it became agitated by theſe paſſions, and again

through its motion gave agitation to theſe. But the parts in motion, being

ſeparated vfrom each other, were impetuoufly harried along in different

4. directions,
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directions, ſimilar to the agitations andventilations which take place in the

operations of textorial instruments, and ſuch as are employed in the pur

gatiou of corn. For in this caſe the denſe and the heavy parts are borne

along one way, and the rare and the light are impelled into a different ſeat.

In the ſame manner, theſe four natures being agitated by their receptacle

tumultuoufly moving like the instrument of corn, ſuch as were diſſimilar

became far ſeparated from each other, and ſuch as were ſimilar became

again amicahly united. And hence they paſſed into different (eats before

the univerſe was from the mixture of theſe distributed into beautiful order;

but at the ſame time they all ſubſisted irrationally, and without the [imita

tion of meaſure.

But when the artiſicer began to adorn the univerſe, he first of all figured

with forms and numbers fire and earth, water and air, which poſſeſſed in

deed certain traces of the true elements, but were in every reſpect ſo con

stituted, as it becomes any thing to be from which Deity is abſent. But vwe

ſhould always perſevere in aſſerting that Divinity rendered them as much

as pofiible the most beautiful and the best, when they were in a state of

existence oppoſite to ſuch a condition. I ſhall now, therefore, endeavour

to unfold to you the distribution and generation of theſe by a diſcourſe un

uſual indeed, but, to you who have trod in all the paths of erudition, through

which demonstration is neceſſarily obtained, perſpicuous and plain. ln the

first place, then, that fire and earth, water and air, are bodies, is perſpicuous

to every one. But every ſpecies of body poſſeſſes profundity; and it is

neceſſary that every depth ſhould comprehend the nature of a plane. Again,

the rectitude of the baſe of a plane is compoſed from triangles. But all

triangles originate from two ſpecies ; one of which poſſeſſes one right angle,

and the other two acute angles. And one of theſe contains one right angle

distributed with equal ſides ;_ but in the other unequal angles are distributed

with unequal ſides. Hence, proceeding according to aſlimilative reaſons,

conjoined with neceſſity, we ſhall establiſh a principle of this kind, as the

origin of fire and all other bodies. The ſupernal principles of theſe indeed

are known to Divinity, and to the man who is in friendſhip with Divinity.

But it is neceſſary to relate by what means four most beautiful bodies

were produced; diſſimilar indeed to each other, but which are able from

certain diſſolutions into each other to beCOmc the ſources of each other's

generation.
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generation. For, if We are ablc to accompliſh this, we ſhall obtain the

truth concerning the generation of earth and fire, and of thoſe elements

which are ſituated according to analogy between theſe. And then we ſhall

not aſſent to any one who ſhould aſſert that there are viſible bodies more

beautiful than theſe, each of which ſublists according to one kind. We

must endeavour, therefore, to harmonize the four ſorts of bodies excelling

in beauty; and to evince by this Means that We ſufficiently comprehend

the nature ofthefe. Of the two trizingles indeed the iioſceles is allotted one

nature, but the. oblong or ſcalene is characterized by infinity. We ought

therefore to chooſe the moſt beautiful among infinites, if we wiſh to com

mence our investigatron in a becoming manner. And if any one ſhall aſſert

that he has choſen ſomething more beautiful for thecompoſttion of theſe,,we

ſhall ſuffer his opinion to prevail; conſidering him not as an enemy, but as a

friend. Of many triangles, therefore, we ſhall establiſh one as most beauti

ful (neglecting the rest); I mean the equilateral, which is compoſed from

three parts of a ſcal'ene triangle. To affign the reaſon of this would indeed

require a prolix diſſertation; but a pleaſant reward will remain for him who

by a diligent investigation finds this to be the caſe. We have, therefore,

ſelected two triangles out of many, from which the body of fire and of

the other elements is fabricated; one of which is iſoſCeles, but the other is

that wh.ch always has its longer ſide triply greater in power than the

ſhorter.

But that which we formerly aſſerted without ſufficient ſecurity, it is now

neceſſary more accurately to deſine. For it appeared to us, though im

properly, that all theſe four natures were mutually generated from each

other: but they are in reality generated from the triangles which we have

just deſcribed :-three of them, indeed, from one triangle Containing unequal.

ſides; but the fourth alone is aptly compoſed from the ifoſceles triangle.

All of them, therefore, are not able, by a diliolution into each other, to pro

duce from many ſmall things a mighty few, or the contrary. This indeed

can be effected by three of them. For, as all the three are naturally gene

rated from one triangle, when the greater parts are diſſolved, many ſmall

'parts are compoſed from them, receiving figures accommodated to their

natures. And again, when the many ſmall parts being ſcattered according

to triangles produce a number of one bulk, they complete one mighty ſpecies

of
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of a different kind. And thus much may ſuffice concerning their mutual

generation. >

It now remains that we ſhould ſpeak concerning the quality of each of

their kinds, and relate from what concurring numbers they were collected

together. The first ſpecies indeed is- that which was compoſed from the

fewest triangles, and is the element of that which has its longer ſide twice

the length of the ſhorter ſide, which it ſubtends. But two of theſe being

mutually placed according to the diameter, and this happening thrice, the

diametcrs and the ſhorter ſides paſſing into the ſame, as into a centre, hence

one cquilateral triangle is produced from ſix triaugles. But four equilateral

triangles being compoſed, according to three plane angles, form one ſolid

angle; and this the most obtuſe of all the plane angles from which it is

compoſed. Hence, from four triangles of this kind receiving their com

pletion, the first ſolid ſpecies was constituted, distributive of the whole cir

cumference into equal and ſimilar parts. But the ſecond was formed from

the ſame triauglcs, but at the ſame time constituted according to eight equi

'lateral trianglcs, which produced one ſolid angle from four planes: ſo that

the ſeCOnd body received its completion from the compoſition of ſix triangles

of this kind. And the third aroſe from the conjunction of twice ſixty ele

ments, and twelve ſolid angles, each of which having twenty equilateral

'baſes is contained by five plane equilateral triangles. In this manner, then.

the other elements generated theſe. But the iſoſceles triangle, being consti

tuted according to four triangles, and collecting the right angles at the centre,

and forming one equilateral quadrangle, generated the nature of the fourth

element. But ſix ſuch as theſe being conjoined produced eight ſolid angles,

each of which is harmonized together, accffl'ding to three plane right angles.

Hence the figure of the body thus compoſed is cubical, obtaining ſix plane

quadrangular equilateral baſes. There is alſo a certain fifth compoſition,

which Divinity employed in the fabrication of the univerſe, and when he

delineated thoſe forms the contemplation ofwhich mayjustly lead ſome one to

doubt whether it is proper to aſſcrt that the number of worlds is infinite or

finite ;-though indeed to affirm that there are infinite worlds, can only be

the dogma of one who is ignorant about things in which it is highly proper

to be ſkilful. But it may with much leſs abſurdity be doubted whether there

is in reality but one world, or whether there are five. According to our

opinion,
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opinion, indeed, which is founded on affimilative reaſons, there is but one

world: though ſome one, regarding in a certain reſpect other particulars,

may be of a different opinion. But it is proper to diſmiſs any further ſpe_

culations of this kind. ,

Let us now, thercſore, distribute the four ſorts oſ things which we have

generated, into ſire, earth, water, and air. And to earth indeed let us aſſign

a cubical ſorm; for earth is the most immovable of all theſe four kinds, and

the most plastic, or adapted to formation, of all corporeal natures. But it

is in the most eminent degree neceſſary that this ſhould be the caſe with

that which poſſeſſes the most ſecure and stable baſes. Among the triangles,

indeed, establiſhed at the beginning, ſuch as are equilateral poſſeſs firmer

baſes than ſuch as contain unequal ſides. And hence, among the plane

figures compoſed from each, it will be ſound that the iſoſceles is neceſſarily

more stable than the equilateral, and the ſquare than the triangle, both when

conſidered according to parts and to the whole. Cut this account, by distri*

buting this figure to the earth, we ſhall preſerve an affimilative reaſon.

This will be the caſe too by affigning to water that figure which is more

difficultly movable than the other three; to fire, the most eaſily movable

ſorm; 'and to air, that figure which poſſeſſes a middle nature. Beſides this,

we ſhould aſſign the ſmallest body to fire, the greatest to water, and one of

a middle kind to air. And again, the most acute body to fire, the ſecond

from this to air, and the third to water. But, among all theſe, it is neceſſary

that the body which poſſeſſes the fewcst baſes, ſhould be the most eaſily

movable: for, being every way the most acute, it becomes the most pene

trating and inciſive of all. lt is likewiſe the most light, becauſe compoſed

from the fewest parts. But that which is ſecond to this, poſſeſſes theſe pro

perties in a ſccoudary reſpect; and that which ranks as the third, in a third

gradation. Hence, according to right and aſſimilative reaſon, the ſolid form

oſ the pyramid is the element and ſeed of fire. But we must aſſign that

form which is ſecond according to generation to air; and that which is the

third to water. And it is neceſſary to conſider all theſe ſuch, with reſpect

to their ſmallneſs, that no one of the ſeveral ſorts can be diſcerned by us,

on account oſ its parvitude; but that, when many of them are collected

together, their bulks become the objects of our perception. And beſides

this, all theſe were accurately abiblved and harmonized by the Divinity, both

ſVOL. II. 3 Y as
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as to their multitude, motions, and powers, in ſuch a proportion as the

willing and perſuaded nature of neceſſity was able to receive.

But, among all thoſe natures whoſe kinds we have above related, the

following circumstances appear to take place. And ſirst with reſpect to

earth: when it meets with fire, becoming diſſolved by its acuteneſs, it is

borne along; and remains in this diſſolved state either in fire, or in the bulk

of air, or in that of water-till its parts, aſſociating themſelves together, and

again becoming mutually harmonized, produce again a body of earth ; for

it can never paſs into another form. But water, when it is distributed into

parts by fire or air, when its parts become again collected, produces one body

ofſire, but two bodies of air. And the ſections ofair form from one diſſolved

part two bodies of fire. Again, when fire receives into itſelf either air or

water, or a certain earth, and, being itſelf ſmall, is moved in many natures;

and beſides this, when, through oppoſmg, being vanquiſhed by the agitated

forms, it becomes broken in pieces, then two bodies of fire coaleſce into

one form of air. And when air becomes vanquiſhed and ſeparated into

parts, then, from two wholes and a half, one whole form of water is pro

duced. But, again, let us conſider this matter as follows: When any one of

the other forms, becoming invested by fire, is cut by the acuteneſs of its

angles and ſides, then, paſſing into the nature of fire, it ſuffers no further

diſcerption. For no ſpecies is ever able to produce mutation or pallivity, or

any kind of alteration, in that which is ſimilar and the ſame with itſelf:

but as long as it paſſes into ſomething elſe, and the more imbecil contends

with the more powerful, it will not ceaſe to be (liffolved.

Again, when the leſſer are comprehended in the greater many, and the

few being lacerated are extinguiſhed,-if they are willing to paſs into the

idea of the conquering nature, they ceaſe to be extinguiſhed, and air becomes

generated from fire, and water from air. But if, when this tranſition is

accompliſhed, the compoſite oppotes any of the other ſpecies, the agitated

parts will not ceaſe to be diſſolved, till, on account of their diſibluble ſub

ſistence being every way impelled, they fly to their kindred nature; or being

vanquiſhed, and becoming one from many, ſimilar to their vanquiſher, they

abide with the victor in amicable conjunction. But, in conſequence of theſe

paſſions, they all of them mutually change the receptacles which they once

pofleſſed. For the multitude of each kind is distinguiſhed, according to its

PſOPC]
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proper place, through the motion of its recipient ſeat. But ſuch as become

diſſimilar to each other are borne along through the agitation to the place

of the natures to which they are ſimilar. Such bodies, therefore, as are un- -

mixed, and the first, are generated from ſuch cauſes as theſe. But that other

gcncra arc naturally inherent in theſe forms, is owing to the compoſition of

each element; which not only from the first produces a triangle, together

with magnitude, but alſo ſuch things as are greater and leſs: and this ib

many in number as there are different kinds in the forms themſelves. And

hence, theſe being mingled in themſelves, and with each other, produce an

infinite variety; which it is proper he ſhould contemplate who is about to

employ aflimilative reaſons in the investigation of nature. He, therefore,

who does not apprehend in what manner, and in conjunction with what par.

ticulars, the motion and compoſition of theſe take place, will find many im

pediments in the remaining part of this diſputation. And theſe indeed we

have already partly diſcuſſed: but a part still remains for our investigation.

And, in the first place, motion is by no means willing to reſide in ſmooth

neſs: for it is difficult, or rather impoſſible, that a thing in motion ſhould

ſubſist without a mover, or a mover without that which is in motion.

Hence, it is impoſſible that theſe ſhould be at any time equable and ſmooth.

And, in conſequence of this, we ſhould always place an abiding nature in

ſmoothneſs, and motion in that which is unequal and rough. Inequality,

indeed, is the cauſe of roughneſs: and we have already treated concerning

the generation of inequality. But we have by no means explained how the

ſeveral ſorts, being undistributed according to their kinds, ceaſe to be moved

and borne along through each other. This, therefore, must be the ſubject

of our preſent diſcuſſion. The circulation then of the univerſe, ſince it com

prehends the different ſorts of things in its Circumference, being of a Cir

cular form, and naturally deſiring to paſs into union with itſelf, comprcſſes

all things within its ſpacious receptacle, and does not ſuffer a void place any

where to ſubſist. On this account, fire in the most eminent degree penetrates

through all things; and air next to this, ranking as the ſecond to fire, on ac

count of the ſubtility and tenuity of its parts. And the ſame reaſoning must

be extended to the other elements, which are posterior to theſe. For inch

as are compoſed from the greatest parts leave alſo the greatest vacuity in

their compoſition; but, on the contrary, ſuch as are the ſmallest leave the

3 Y 2 least
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least vacuity. But the coalition of compreffion thrusts the ſmall parts into

the void ſpaces of the large ; and on this account, the ſmall parts being placed

* with the large, and the former ſeparating the latter, but the larger being min

gled with the ſmaller, all ofthem are borne upwards and downwards to their

reſpective places of abode. For each, upon changing its magnitude, changes

alſo its ſituation. Hence, through theſe cauſes the generation of a nature

contrary to ſmoothneſs being always preſerved, affords a perpetual motion of

theſe, both at preſent and in all future periods of time.

But, in the next place, it is neceſſary to understand that there are many

kinds of ſire: as for instanCC, flame, and that which is enkindled from flame;

which burns, indeed, but exhibits no light to the eyes-and which, when the

flame is extinguiſhed, abides in the ignited nature. In like manner, with re

ſpect to air, one kind is most pure, which is denominated ether ; but another

most turbulent, and at the ſame time obſcure and dark; and after this another

nameleſs kind is produced, through the inequality of the triangles. But, with

reſpect to water, it is in the first place twofold; one kind of which is humid,

but the other fuſile. The humid, therefore, through its participating ſuch

parts as are ſmall and unequal, becomes movable, both from itſelf and an

other, through inequality and the idea of its figure. But that which is com

poſed from large and ſmooth parts is more stable than this kind of water,

and coaleſces into a heavy body through ſmoothneſs and equality of parts.

But through fire entering into and diſſolving its compoſition, in conſequence

of loſing its equability and ſmoothneſs, it participates more of a movable na

ture. Hence, becoming eaſily agile, driven about by the proximate air, and

extended over the earth, it liquefies, which is denominated a purification of

bulk, and falls upon the earth, which is called a defluxion. Again, fire fly

ing upwards from hence, ſince it does not depart into a vacuum, the prox

imate air being agitated, impels the moist bulk as yet movable into the ſeats

of fire, with which at the ſame time it mingles itſelf. But when the bulk

becomes collectively thrust downwards, and again receives equability and

ſmoothneſs of parts, then ' fire, the artiſicer of inequality, departing, the

whole maſs paſſes into a ſameneſs with itſelf. And this departure of ſire we

denominate refrigeration; but the coalition which takes place when fire is

I lnstead of oil-r', in this part read a'm.

abſent
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abſent we call a concretion, and cold rigidity. But among all thoſe which

we denominate fuſile waters, that which, becoming most denſe from the most

attenuated and equable parts, is of a uniform kind, and participatcs a ſplen

did and yellow colour, is that most honoured and valuable poſſeffioti gold,

which is uſually impelled through a rock. And a branch of gold, on account

of its denſity most hard and black, is called a diamond. But that which con

tains parts proximate to gold, which poſſeſſes more than one ſpecies, ſurpaſſes

gold in denfity, and participates but a ſmall and attenuated part oſ earth, ſo

that it becomes ofa harder nature, but from its internally poſſeſſing great in

tervals is lighter ;--this is one kind of ſplendid and concrete waters, and is

denominated braſs. But when an earthly nature, being mingled with this,

is through antiquity ſeparated from other parts of the braſs, and becomes

of itſelf conſpicuous, it is then denominated rust. In a ſimilar manner other

particulars of this nature may be investigated without much labour by the

affistance ofaffimilativc reaſons. And if any one, for the ſake of relaxation,

omitting for a while the ſpeculation of eternal beings, ſhould purſue the

aſſimilative arguments concerning generation, and ſhould by this means

poſſeſs a pleaſure unattended with repentance, ſuch a one will establiſh for

himſelf in life a moderate and prudent diverſion.

This being admitted, let us run over the affimilative reaſons concerning the

particulars which yet remain for diſcuſſion. When ſuch water then as is

attenuated and moist is mingled with fire, (being denominated moist through

its motion and rolling pi'ogreſiion on the earth, and likewiſe ſoft, becauſe its

baſes being leſs stable than thoſe of earth eaſily yield to impulſion,) this,

when ſeparated from ſirc and deſerted by air, becomes more equable, and

through the departure of theſe is compelled into itſelf: and being thus col.

lected, if it ſuſſcrs this alteration above the earth, it becomes hail; but if

upon the earth, ice; which then takes place in conſequence of extreme con

gclation. But whcnit is leſs congealed, if this happens above the earth, it

beecmes ſhow; but when upon the earth, and this from collected dew, it

then becomes froſt. But when many ſpecies of water are mingled with each

other, the whole kind, which is strained' from the earth through plants,

is called moisture or liquor. Theſe liquors, being diffimilar on account of

their mixtures, exhibit many other nameleſs kinds; but four, which are of-a

fiery ſpecies, and which become in an eminent degree diaphanous, are allotted

appellationsa
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appellations. And that which heats the ſoul in conjunction with the body

is called wine. But that which is ſmooth, and ſegregative of the ſight, and on

this account ſplendid, refulgent, and unctuous to the view, is an oleaginous

ſpecies, and is pitch, gum, oil, and other things endued with a ſimilar

power. Again, that which poſſeſſes a power of diffufing the things col

lected about the mouth, and this as far as nature will permit, at the ſame

time bringing ſweetneſs with its power, is generally denominated honey.

And lastly, that which diſſolves the fleſh by burning, is of a frothy nature,

and is ſecreted from all liquors, is called juice. But the ſpecies of earth

strained through water produces a stony body in the following manner :

When collected water fails in mingling, it paſſes into the form of air; but,

becoming air, it returns to its proper place. Hence, as there is no vacuum,

it impels the proximate air; and this, if the impulſion is weighty, being

poured round the bulk of eartlr, becomes vehemently comprcſſed, and be

takes itſelf to thoſe feats from whence the new air aſcended. But earth,

when indiſſolubly aſſociated with water, through the ministry of air com

poſes stones: the more beautiful ſort indeed being ſuch as are reſplendent

ſrbm equal and plane parts, but the deformed being of a contrary compoſi

tion. But when all the moisture is hurried away by the violence of fire, and

the body by this means becomes more dry, then a ſpecies of earth which is

denominated ſictile is produced. Sometimes, likewiſe, when the moisture is

left behind, and the earth becomes fuſile through fire, then through refrige

ration a stone with a black colour is generated. But when this ſpecies of

strained earth in a ſimilar manner through mixture is deprived of much

moistnre, but is compoſed from more attenuated parts of earth, is ſalt and

ſemiconcrete, and again emerges through water; then it is partly called

nitre, a cathartic kind of oil, and earth, and partly ſalt, a ſubstance most ele

gantly and legitimately adapted to the common wants of the body, and most

grateful to divinity. But the parts common to both theſe are not ſoluble by

water, but through ſome ſuch thing are thus collected together by fire. Again,

fire and air do not liquefy the bulk of earth. For ſince theſe naturally con

ſist of parts ſinaller than the void ſpaces of earth, they permeate through its

most capacious pores without any violence, and neither ſubject it to diſſolu

tion nor liquefaction, But the parts of water, becauſe they are greater and

paſs along with violence, diſſolve and liquefy the maſs of earth. Hence,

water
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water alone diſſolves earth when violently compoſed, but fire alone when

it is properly compoſed; for an entrance in this eaſe is afforded to nothing

but fire. >

Again, fire alone permeates the most violent aſſociation oſ the parts of

- water; but hath fire and air diffuſe themſelves through its more debile col

lection; air through its void, and fire through its triangular ſpaces. But

nothing is capable of diſſolving air when collected together by violence, ex

cept it operate-s according to an element : but when it eoheres together with

out ſorec, it is reſolved by ſtre alone. Again, bodies which are ſo compoſed

from water and earth that the water compreſſed by force obstructs the void

ſpaces oſ earth, cannot in this caſe afford an ingreſs to the Water externally

approaching; and in conſequence oſ this, the water flowing round ſuch a.

body ſuffers the whole maſs to remain without liqueſaction. But the parts

of fire entering into the void ſpaces oſ water, as water into thoſe oſ earth,

and infiuencing water in the ſame manner as fire influenees air, become in

this caſe the cauſes oſ liqueſaction to a common body. But theſe partly

poſſeſs leſs water than earth; ſuch as the whole genus of glaſs, and ſuch

stones as are denominated ſuſile: and partly, on the contrary, they poſſeſs

more of water; ſuch as all thoſe bodies which eoalelee into waxen and va

poriſie ſubſiances. And thus we have nearly exhibited. all thoſe ſpecies,

which are varied by figures, communications and mutations into each other;

but it is now neceſſary that we ſhould endeavour to render apparent the

cauſes through which the paſſions oſ theſe are produced.

In the ſirst place, then, ſenſe ought always to be preſent with diſcourſes oſ

this kind. But we have not yct run through the generation oſ fleſh, and ſuch

things as pertain to fleſh, together with that part of the ſoul which is mortal.

For all theſe are inſeparable from the paffions ſubfisting with ſenſe, and can

nOt without theſe paſſions be ſufficiently explained; though, indeed, even in

conjunction with theſe, it is ſcarcely poſſible to unfold their production. We

ſhould, thereſore, first oſ all establiſh other things; and then conſider ſuch

things as are conſequent to theſe. That in our diſputation, thereſore, the

paffions themſelves may follow the genera in ſucceffion, let our first investi

gations be concerning ſuch things as pertain to body and ſoul. Let us then

ſirst of all inquire why fire is called hot. And the reaſon oſ this we ſhall be

able to perceive by conſidering the ſeparation and diviſion of fire about our

bodies:
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bodies: for that this [zaſſion is a certain ſharpneſs is nearly evident to all.

But we ought to conſider the tenuity of its angles, the ſharpneſs of its ſides,

the ſmallneſs ofits parts, and the velocity of its motion, through all which

it becomes vehement and penetrating, and ſwiftly divides that with which it

meets; calling to mind for this purpoſe the generation of its figure. For

fire, indeed, and no other nature, ſeparating our bodies and distributing them

into ſmall parts, produces in us that pagffion which is very properly denomi

nated heat. But the quffion contrary to this, though ſufficiently manifest,

ought not to paſs without an explanation. For the moist parts of bodies

larger than our humid parts, entering into our bodies, expel the ſmaller parts;

but, not being able to penetrate into their receptacles, coagulate our moisture,

and cauſe it through equability to paſs from an unequable and agitated state

into one immovable and collected. But that which is collected together con

trary to nature, naturally oppoſes ſuch a condition, and endeavours by re

pulſion to recall itſelf into a contrary ſituation. In this contest and agitation

a trembling and numbneſs takes place; and all this jzczffitm, together with

that which produces it, is denominated cold. But we call that hard to which

our fleſh gives way ; and ſoft, which yields to the preſſure of our fleſh. And

we thus denominate them with reference to each other. But every thing

yields to preſſure which is establiſhed on a ſmall baſe. But that which rests

on triangular baſes, on account of its being vehemently firm, is ofa most re

ſiſting nature; and, becauſe it is denſe in the highest degree, strongly repels

all oppoſing preſſure.

Again, the nature of heavy and light will become eminently apparent,

when investigated together with upwards and downwards. But indeed it is

by no means rightly aſſerted that there are naturally two certain places

distant by a Jong interval from each other : one denominated downwards, to

which all bodies tend endued with bulk, but the other upwards, to which

every thing is involuntarily impelled. For, the whole univerſe being ſphe

rical, all ſuch things as by an equal departure from the middle become

extremes, ought to become naturally extremes in a ſimilar manner. But the

middle, being ſeparated from the extremes according to the ſame meaſures,

ought to be conſidered as in a ſituation just oppoſite to all things. Such, then,

being the natural diſpoſition of the world, he who places any one of the

above-mentioned particulars either upwards or downwards, will justly appear

4 by
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by ſuch appellations to wander from the truth. For the middle place in the

univcrſe cannot be properly called either naturally downwards or upwards,

but can only be denominated that which is the middle. But that which en

virons is neither the middle, nor contains any parts in itſelf differing from

each other with reference to the middle, nor does it poſſeſs any thing corre

ſponding to an oppoſite direction. But to that which is every way naturally

ſunilar how can any one with propriety attribute contrary names P For, if

there be any thing ſolid, and endued with equal powers, in the middle of the

univcrſe, it will never tend to any part of the extremities, through the per

fect ſimilitude which they every where poſſeſs. But if any one moves'about

this ſolid in a circle, he will often stand with his feet in oppoſite directions,

and will denominate the ſame part of himſelf both upwards and downwards.

Since the univerſe, therefore, as we have just obſerved, is ofa ſpherical

figure, it is not the part of a prudent man to aſſert that it has any place

which is either upwards or downwards. But from whence theſe names

originate, and, in what things existing, we transfer them from thence to the

univcrſc, it is our buſineſs at preſent to investigate. If any one then ſhould

be ſeated in that region of the world which forthe most part belongs to the

nature of ſire, and to which it on all ſides tends, and if ſuch a one ſhould

acquire a power of taking away the parts of fire, and of cauſing them to ba

lance; or, placing the parts in a ſcale, ſhould violently ſeize on the beam,

and, drawing out the fire, hurl it downwards into diſſimilar air-it is evident

that in this caſe a leſs portion of ſir'e would be more eaſily compelled than

a greater. For, when two things are at the ſame time ſuſpended from one

power, it is neceſſary that the leſs quantity ſhould mOre eaſily, and the

greater with leſs readincſs, yield to the oppreffive force. Hence, the one is

called heavy, and tending downwards; but the other light, and tending up

wards. The ſame thing happens to us who inhabit this terrestrial region.

For, walking on the earth, and ſcparating the terrene genera from each other,

we ſometimes violently hurl a fragment of earth into its diſſimilar the air,

and this with a motion contrary to its nature; each region at the ſame time

retaining that to which it is allied. But the leſs portion, being more

eaſily impelled into a diſſimilar place than the larger, ſirst of all yields to the

violence: and this we denominate light, and call the place into which it is

violently hurled, upwards. But the paſſion contrary to this we denominate

VOL. 11. 3 z heavy,
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heavy and downwards. Hence it is neceſſary that theſe ſhould mutually

differ from each other; and this through the multitude of genera obtaining

contrary ſituations. For that which is light in one place is contrary to that

which is light in a contrary ſituation : likewiſe the heavy to the heavy, the

downward to the downward, and the upward to the upward. For all theſe

will be found to be contrary, tranſverſe, and every way different from each

other. One thing however is to be understood concerning all theſe, that the

progreſſion of each, tending to its kindred nature, renders the proceeding

body heavy, and the place to which it tends, downwards. But this progreſ

ſion influences in a different manner ſuch as are distisrcntly affected. And

thus have I unfolded the cauſes of theſe paſlions.

But again, any one who beholds the cauſe of the/leſſon of ſmoothncſs and

roughneſs may be able to diſcloſe it to others. For hardneſs mingled with

inequality produces the one, andequality with denſity the other. But among

the common ffirſſonr which ſubſist about the whole body, that is the greatest

which is the cauſe of pleaſure and pain: to which may be added, ſuch as

through the parts of the body detain the ſenſes, and have in theſe pleaſures

and pains as their attendants. In this manner, then, we ſhould receive the

cauſes of every paſſion, both ſenſible and inſenſible, calling to mind the di

stinctions which we formerly establiſhed concerning the eaſily and difficultly

movable nature. For in this manner we ought to purſue all ſuch things as

we deſign to apprehend. Thus, with reſpect to that which is naturally eaſily

movable, when any ſlender paſſion falls upon it, the ſeveral parts give them

ſelves up to each other in a circular progi'effion, producing the ſame effect;

till, having arrived at the ſeat of prudence, they announce the power ofthat

by which the paſſion was induced. But that which is affected in a contrary

manner, being stable and without a circular progi'eſlion, alone ſuſfers; but

does not move any of the parts to which it is proximate. Hence, the parts

not mutually giving themſelves up to each other, and the first paſſion in them

becoming immovable with reſpect to the whole animal, that which ſnffers is

rendered void of ſenſation. This last caſe indeed happens about the bones

and hairs, and ſuch other parts of our compoſition as are mostly terrene.

But the circumstances belonging to the eaſily movable nature take place about

the instruments of ſight and hearing, through their containing the most abun

dant power c-f fire and air. But it is neceſſary to conſider the peculiarities

of
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of pleaſure and pain as follows z-When a/zczfflon is produced in us contrary

to nature, and with violence and abundance, then it becomes the occaſion oſ

pain. And again, when astqfflon conformable to our nature is exeited, and

this with abundance, it cauſes pleaſure and delight. But that which is con

trary to theſe produces contrary effects. But a/zzzffion, the whole of which

is induced with great ſacility, is eminently indeed the object of ſenſation, but

does not participate of pleaſure and pain. And of this kind are the/zczffiom

ſubſisting about the ſight; to which, as we have above aſſerted, our body is

allied. For ſuch objects as exhibit ſectic'ms and burnings, and other juzffiom

of a ſimilar kind, do not cauſe pain to the ſight; nor, again, does the ſight

receive pleaſure when it is restored to the ſame form as before. But the

most vehement and clear ſenſations influence it with pain, ſo far as it ſuffers

any thing, strikes against, or comes into contact with, any object. For no

violence ſubfists in the ſeparation or eoncretion of the ſight. But ſuch bodies

as are compoſed from larger parts, and which ſcarcely yield to impulſiou,

when they transfer the induced motions to the whole body, contain in them

ſelves pleaſures and pains; when varied, indeed, pains, but, when restored to

their pristine ſituation, pleaſures. Again, whatever bodies in a ſmall degree

receive departures and evacuations of themſelves, accompanied at the ſame

time with abundant repletions,-ſince ſuch bodies have no ſenſe of evacuation,

but are ſenſible oſ rcpletion, they do not affect the mortal part of the ſoul

with any pain, but, on the contrary, influence it with the greatest delight.

And the truth of this is manifest from the ſenſation oſ ſweet odours. But

ſuch bodies as ſuffer an abundant variation, and are ſcarce able to be restored

in a ſmall degree to their pristine ſituation, are totally affected in a manner

contrary to thoſe we have just deſcribed. And the truth of this is maniſest

in the burnings and ſections oſ the body. And thus have we nearly diſcuſſed

the common paffions of the whole body, and the appellations aſſigned to the

cauſes by which they are produced.

Let us now endeavour to explain thoſe paffions which take place in parti

cular parts oſ our bodies, and relate from whence they ariſe, and by what

cauſes they are induced. In the first place, let us if POffiblC complete what

we formerly leſt unfiniſhed concerning humours; ſince theſe are paffions

ſubſisting about the tongue. But theſe, as well as many other things, appear

to be produced by certain ſeparations and concretions; and, beſides this, to

3 z 2 ſi 'employ
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employ ſmoothneſs and r'oughnefs more than the rest. For certain ſmall

veins extend themſelves from the tongue to the heart, and are the meſſengers

of tastes. And when any thing falls upon theſe ſo as to penetrate the moist

and delicate texture of the fleſh, which through its terrestrial nature is mo

derately liquefied, it then contracts and dries the veins. Hence, i-f theſe

penetrating ſubstances are of a more rough nature, they produce a ſharp

taste; but, iſleſs rough, a ſhut taste. But ſuch things as are purgative of theſe

veins, and which waſh away whatever is found adhering to the tongue, if

they accompliſh this in an immoderate degree, ſo as to liquefy ſomething of

the nature of the tongue, ſuch as is the power of nitre ;-all ſuch as theſe

are denominated bitter. But whatever is ſubordinate to this property of

nitre, and purges in a more moderate degree, appears to us to be ſalt, with

out the roughneſs of bitterneſs, and to be more friendly to our nature. Again,

ſuch things as, communicating with the heat of the mouth, and being ren

dered ſmooth by it, heat alſo in their turn the mouth-and which through

their lightneſs are elevated towards the ſenſes of the head, at the ſame time

dividing whatever they meet with in their aſcent ;-all theſe, through powers

of this kind, are denominated ſharp. But ſometimes theſe ſeveral particulars,

becoming attenuated through rottenneſs, enter into the narrow veins, and

compel the interior parts, as well the terrene as thoſe containing the ſym

metry of air, to be mingled together by moving about each other; and when

mingled cauſe ſome of the parts to glide round, ſome to enter into. others,

and when entered to render them hollow and extended; and this in the place

where a hollow moisture is extended about the air. This moisture too being

at one time terrene and at another pure, a moist orbicular reeeptacle- of air

is produced from the hollow water. But that which is produced from pure

water is on all ſides diaphanous, and is called a bubble. On the contrary,

that which owes its ſubſistence to a more earthly moisture, and which is at

the ſame time agitated and elevated, is denominated fervid, and a fermenta

tion. But the cauſe of an theſepaffions receives the appellation of acute.

And a paſiion contrary to all that has been aſſerted concerning theſe pro

eeeds from a contrary cauſe. But when the compoſition of the things enter

ing into moist ſubstances is naturally accommodated to the quality of the

tongue, it poliſhes and anoints its aſperities, and eollects together or relaxes

ſuch parts as were either aſſembled or diſſipated contrary to nature, and

restores
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restores them to their proper and natural habit. Hence, all ſuch ſubstances

are pleaſant and friendly to every one, become the remedies of violent paſ

ſions, and are denominated ſweet. And thus much may ſuffice concerning

particulars of this kind.

There are, however, no ſpecies about the power of the nostrils: for all

odours are but half begotten. But it happens to no ſpecies to be commenſurate

with any odour. And our Veins, with reſpect to particulars of this kind, are

too narrow to admit the genera ofearth and water, and too broad to receive

thoſe of fire and air ; and hence no one ever perceives an odour of any one

of theſe. But odours are always produced from the madefaction, cormp

tion, liquefaction or evaporation of the elements. For, water becoming

changed into air, and air into water, odours are generated in the middle of

theſe. And all odours are either ſmoke or mists. But, of theſe, that which
'paſſes from air into water is a mist; but that which isſi changed from water

into air, ſmoke. And hence it comes to paſs that all odours are more atte

nnated than water, and more denſe than air. But the truth of this is ſuffi

ciently evident when any one, in conſequence of a diſagreeable ſmell, vio

lently draws his breath inwards; for then no odour is waſhed off, but breath

alone follows nnattended by ſmell. On this account, the varieties of theſe

ſubſist without a name; as they are neither compoſed from many nor from

ſimple ſpecies. But two of theſe alone receive an appellation, the pleaſant

and the diſagreeable : the latter of which disturbs and violently aſſaults all

that cavity which lies between the top of the head and the navel; but the

former allures this part of the body, and by its amicable ingrefs preſerves it

in a condition accommodated to its nature. But we ought to conſider the

third ſenſitive part of our compoſition, hearing, in ſuch a manner that we

may explain through what cauſes the paſſions with which it is converſant

ſubſist. \Ve ought, therefore, entirely to define voice a certain pulſation of

the air, penetrating through the ears, brain, and blood, as far as to the ſoul:

and we ſhould call the motion ariſing from hence, which commences from

the head and ends in the ſeat of the liver, hearing. XVhen this motion is

ſwift, a ſharp ſound is produced; but, when flow, a flat ſound. And the

former of theſe is equal and ſmooth, but the latter rough. Many voices too

produce a great ſound, but a ſmall ſound is the reſult of a few. But it is neceſ

ſary that we ſhould ſpeak about the ſymphonies of theſe in the ſubſequent part

of'
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of this diſcourſe.v The fourth ſenſitive genus now remains for our diſcuſſion;

which contains in itſelf _ an abundant variety, all which are denominated

colours. But colour is a flame flowing from bodies, and poſſeſſing parts com

menſurate to the ſight with reſpect to perception. But we have already con

ſidered the cauſes from which ſight is produced. It appears then that we

may now ſpeak of colours according to affimilative reaſons as follows:

Ofthings which, proceeding from other parts, fall on the ſight, ſome are

greater, others leſs, and others equal to the parts of the ſight. Such as are

equal, therefore, cannot be perceived; and theſe we denominate diaphanous.

But, among ſuch as are larger 01' ſmaller, ſome of theſe ſeparate, but others

mingle the ſight, ſimilar to the operations of heat and cold about the fleſh,

or to things ſour, acute and hot about the tongue. But things which affect

the fight in this manner are called black and white ; which are indeed the

paſſions of thoſe particulars we have just related, being their ſisters, as it

were, and the ſame with them in a different genus; but which, neverthe

leſs, through theſe cauſes appear to be different. We ſhould, therefore,

ſpeak of_them as follows z-That the colour which is ſegregative of the ſight

is white; but that which produces an effect contrary to this, black. But

when a more acute motion, and of a different kind of fire, falls upon and

ſeparates the light, as far as to the eyes, at the ſame time violently pro

pelling and liqueſying the tranſitions of the eyes, then a collected ſubstance

of fire and water flows from thence, which we denominate a tear; but the

motion itſelf is a ſire mecting with the fight in an oppoſite direction. And,

indeed, when a fire, leaping as it were from a certain corruſcation, becomes

mingled with another fire, penetrating and extinguiſhed by moisture, from

this mixture colours of all-various kinds are produced. In this caſe we call

the paſſion a vibrating ſplendour, and that which produces it fulgid and ruti

lating. But a kind of fire which ſubſists in the middle of theſe, arriving at the

moisture of the eyes, and becoming mingled with it, is by no means ſplendid:

but in conſequence of the rays of fire being mingled through moisture, and

producing a bloody colour, we denominate the mixture red. And when

ſplendour is mingled with red and white, it generates a yellow colour. But

to relate in what meaſure each of theſe is mingled with each, is not the

buſineſs of one endued with intellect, even though he were well informed in

this affair ; ſince he would not be able to produce concerning theſe either a

5 neceſſary
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neceſſary or an affimilative reaſon. But red, when mingled with black and

white, produces a purple colour. And when to theſe, mingled and burnt

together, more of black is added, a more obſcure colour is produced. A

ruddy colour is generated from the mixture of yellow and brown ; but brown

from the mixture of black and white. A pallid colour ariſes from the min=

gling of white and yellow. But that which is ſplendid conjoin-ed with white,

and falling upon abundance oſ black, gives completion to an azure colour.

And azure mingled with white generates a gray colour. But from the tem

perament oſ a ruddy colour with black, green is produced. All the rest will

be nearly evident from theſe, to any one who, imitating the former mix

tures, preſcrves aſſimilative reaſons in his diſcourſe. But if any one under

takes the inveſtigation oſ theſe, for the ſake of the things themſelves, ſuch

a one must be ignorant of the difference between a divine and human

nature : ſince a God is indeed ſufficient for the purpoſe of mingling many

things into one, and of again diſſolving the one into many, as being at the

ſame time both knowing and able: but there is no man at preſent who is

able to aceompliſh either of theſe undertakings, nor will there ever be one

in any future circulation oſ time. But all theſe which thus naturally ſubſist

from neceſſity, were aſſumed in the things which are generated by the arti

ſicer of that which is most beautiful and best, when he produced a ſelf.

ſufficient and most perfect God ; employing, indeed, cauſes which are ſubſer

vient to theſe, but operating himſelf in the best manner in all generated na

tures. On this account it is rcquiſite to distinguiſh two ſpecies of cauſes; the

one neceſſary, but the other divine. And we ſhould inquire after the divine

cauſe in all things, for the ſake oſ obtaining a bleſſed life in as great a degree

as our nature is capable of receiving it ; but we ſhould investigate the ne

ceſſary cauſe for the ſake of that which is divine. For we ſhould conſider,

that without theſe two ſpecies ofcauſes, the objects of our purſuit can neither

be understood nor apprehendcd, nor in any other way become participated.

But ſince to us at preſent, as to artiſicers, matter lies in ſubjection, the genera

of cauſes ſcrviug as prepared materials from which the remaining diſcourſe is,

to be woven, let us again return with brevity to our first diſcuſſions, and ſwiftly.

paſs from thence to the place at which we are now arrived ; by this means

endeavouring to establiſh an end and ſummit to our diſputation, which may.

harmonize with its beginning.

Indeed,
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Indeed, as we aſſerted towards the commencement of our diſcourſe, when

all ſenſible natures were in a diſordered statevof ſubſistence, Divinity rendered

each commenſurate with itſelf, and all with one another, and connected them

as much as poſiible with the bands of analogy and ſymmetry. For then no

thing participated of order except by accident; nor could any thing with

propriety be distinguiſhed by the appellation which it receives at preſent,

ſuch for instance as fire, water, and the rest ofthis kind. But the demiurgus

in the first place adorned all theſe, afterwards establiſhed the world from their

conjunction, and rendered it one animal, containing in itſelf all mortal and

immortal animals. And of divine natures, indeed, he himſelf became the

author; but he delivered to his offspring the junior Gods the fabrication of

mortal natures. Hence, theſe imitating their father's power, and receiving

the immortal principle of the ſoul, faſhioned posterior to this the mortal body,

aſſigned the whole body as a vehicle to the ſoul, and ſabricated in it another

mortal ſpeciesof ſoul, poſſeſſing dire and neceſſary paſſions through its union

with the body. The first indeed of theſe paffions is pleaſure, which is the

'greatest allurement to evil ; but the next is pain, which is the exile of good.

After theſe follow boldncſs and fear, thoſe mad adviſers; anger, hard to be

appeaſed; hope, which is eaſily deceived; together with irrational ſenſe,

and love, the general invader ofall things. In conſequence, therefore, of

mingling theſe together, the junior Gods neceſſarily compoſed the mortal

race. And religioufly fearing lest the divine nature ſhould be defiled through

this rout of molcstations more than extreme neceſſity required, they lodged

the mortal part, ſeparate from the divine, in a different receptacle of the

body; fabricating the head and breast, and placing the neck between as an

isthmus and boundary, that the two extremes might be ſeparate from each

other.

In-the breast, therefore, and that which is called the thorax, they ſeated

the mortal genus of the ſoul. And as one part of it is naturally better,

but another naturally worſe, they fabricated the cavity of the thorax; distri

ubuting this receptacle in the woman different from that of the man, and

placing in the middle of theſe the midriff or diaphragm. That part of the

ſoul, therefore, which participates of fortitude and anger, and is fond of

contention, they ſeated nearer the head, between the midriff and the neck;

that becoming obedient to reaſon, and uniting with it in amicable Con

junction,
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junction, it might together with reaſon forcibly repreſs the race of deſires,

whenever they ſhould be found unwilling to obey the mandates of reaſon,

iſſuing her orders from her lofty place of abode. But they establiſhed the

heart, w/zz'c/z i: ball; ſlit-fountain iſ t/te wim, and ofthe blood, w/Iic/z it 'va/ze

mently till/lulled t/lrouglt all t/zr members of t/le Lady in a CIRCULAR PR-O

GRESSION, in an habitation correſponding to that of a ſatellite; that when

the iraſcible part becomes inflamed, reaſon at the ſame time announcing that

ſome unjust action has taken place externally, or has been performed by

ſome one of the inward deſires, then every thing ſenſitive in the body may

ſwiftly through all the narrow pores perceive the threatenings and exhortan

tions, may be in every reſpect obedient, and may thus permit that which

is the best in all theſe to maintain the ſovereign command.

But as the Gods previouſly knew that the palpitation of the heart in the

expectation of dreadful events, and the efferveſcence of anger, and every kind

ofwrathful inflation, would be produced by fire, they implanted in the body

the idea of the lungs, artificially producing them as a guardian to the heart.

And, in the ſirst place, they rendered them ſoft and bloodleſs, and afterwards

internally perforated with hollow pipes like a ſponge; that through their

receiving ſpirit and imbibing moisture, they might become themſelves refri

gerated, and might afford reſpiration and remiſſion to the heart in its ei'tceſiive

heat. > Hence they deduced the arteries as ſo many canals through the ſub

stance of the lungs; and placed the lungs like a ſoft thicket round the heart,

that when anger rages in it with too much vehemence it may leap into ſub

miſſion, and becoming refrigerated may be ſubject to leſs endnrance, and

may be able together with anger to yield with greater facility to the autho

rity of reaſon. But they ſeated that part of the ſoul which is defiderative of

meats and drinks, and ſuch other things as it requires through the nature of

body, between the prascordia and the houndary about the navel ; fabricating all

this place as a manger ſubſervient to the nutriment ofthe body, and binding in

it this part ofthe ſoul as a rustic and ſavage animal. But it is neceſſary that this

part ſhould nouriſh its conjoined body, if the mortal race has a neceſſary exist

ence in the nature of things. That this part, therefore, might be always fed at

the manger, and might dwall remote from the deliberative part, molesting it

in the ſinallest degree with its tumults and clamours, and permitting it, as

that which is most excellent in our compoſition, to conſult in quiet for the

v0L. lI. 4 A common
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common utility of the whole animal; on this account the Gods aſſigned it

ſuch a ſubordinate ſituation.

However, as the Divinity perCeived that this part would not be obedient to

reaſon, but that it would naturally reject its authority in conſequence of

every ſenſible impreſſion, and would be aiiimastically hurried away by images

and phantaſms both by day and night-conſidering this, he constituted the

form of the liver, and placed it in the habitation of this deſiderative part ;

compoſing it denſe and ſmooth, ſplendid and ſweet, and at the ſame time

mingled with bitterneſs; that the power of cogitations, destending from

intellect into the liver as into a mirror receiving various reſemblances and

exhibiting images to the view, might at one time terrify this irrational nature

by employing a kindred part of bitterneſs and introducing dreadful threats,

ſo that the whole liver being gradually mingled might repreſent bilious

colours, and becoming contracted might be rendered throughout wrinkled

and rough ; and that, beſides this, it might influence its lobe, ventricle, and

gates, in ſuch a manner, that by distorting and twisting ſome of theſe from

their proper diſpoſition, and obstructing and ſhutting in others, it might be

the cauſe ofdamages and pains. And again, that at another time a certain in

ſpiration of gentleneſs from the diano'e'tic power, by deſcribing contrary phan

taſms and affording rest to bitterneſs, through its being unwilling either to

excite or apply itſelf to a nature contrary to its own ; and beſides this, by

employing the innate ſweetneſs ofthe liver, and reiidering all its parts proper

ly diſpoſed, ſmooth, and free, might cauſe that part of the ſoul which reſides

about the liver to become peaceful and happy, ſo that it might even refrain

from exceſs in the night, and employ prophetic energies in ſleep: ſince it

does not participate of reaſon and prudence. For thoſe who compoſed us,

calling to mind the mandate of their father, that they ſhould render the

mortal race as far as poſſible the best, ſo constituted the depraved pa't of our

nature that it might become connected with truth ; establiſhing in this part

a prophetic knowledge of future events. But that Divinity aſſigned divina

tion to human madneſs may be ſufficieiitly inferred from hence; that no one

While endued with intellect becomes connected with a divine and true pro

phecy; but this alone takes place either when the power of prudence is

fettered by ſleep, or ſuffers ſome mutation through diſeaſe, or a certain

enthuſiastic energy: it being in this caſe the employment of prudence to

understand
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understand what was aſſerted either ſleeping or waking by a prophetic and

enthuſiastic nature; and ſo to distinguiſh all the phantastic appearances as to

be able to exPlain what and to whom any thing of future, past, or preſent

good is portended. But it is by no means the office of that which abides

and is ſtill about to abide in this enthuſiastic energy, to judge ofitſe1f either

concerning the appearances or vociſerations. Hence it was well ſaid by the

antients, that to tranſact and know his own concerns and himſelf, is alone

the province of a prudent man. And on this account the law orders that

the race of prophets ſhould preſide as judges over divine predictions; who

are indeed called by ſome diviners-but this in conſequence of being igno

rant that ſuch men are interpreters of Lenigmatical viſions and predictions,

and on this account ſhould not be called diviners, but rather prophets of

divinations. The nature, therefore, of the liver was produced on this

account, and ſeated in the place we have mentioned, viz. for the ſake of

prediction. And beſides this, while each of ſuch like parts is living, it

poſſeſſes clearer indications; but when deprived of life it then becomes blind,

and the divination is rendered too obſcure to ſignify any thing ſufficiently

clear. But an intestine which ſubſiſis for the ſake of the liver, is placed

near it on the left hand, that it may always render the liver ſplendid and

pure, and prepared like a mirror for the apt reception of reſemblant forms.

On this acc0unt, when certain impurities are produced about the liver through

bodily diſeaſe, then the ſpleen, purifying theſe by its rarity, receives them

into itſelf from its being of a hollow and bloodleſs contexture. Hence, being

filled with purgations, it increaſes in bulk, and becomes inſiated with cor

ruption. And again, when the body is purified, then becoming depreſſed it

ſubſides into the ſame condition as before. And thus we have ſpoken con.

cerning both the mortal and divine part of the ſoul, and have related where

they are ſituated, in conjunction with what natures, and why they are ſepa

rated from each other. That all this indeed is unfolded according to in

diſputable truth, can only be aſſerted when confirmed by the vocal attesta

tion of a God: but that it is ſpoken according to affimilative reaſons, we

ſhould not heſitate to evince both now and hereafter bya more diligent

diſcuſſion of what remains.

It is proper to investigate in a ſimilar manner the ſubſequent part of

our diſputation ; and this is no other than to relate how the other members

4 A 2 of
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of the body were produced. It is becoming, therefore, in the most eminent

degree that they ſhould be compoſed as follows: Thoſe artiſicers then of

our race well knew that we ſhould be intemperate in the aſſumption of

meats and drinks, and that we ſhould often through gluttony uſe more than

was moderate and neceſſary. HenCe, lest ſudden destruction ſhould takect

place through diſeaſe, and the mortal race thus becoming imperfect ſhould

preſently ceaſe to exist; the Gods previouſly perceiving this conſequence,

fabricated in the lower parts a hollow receptacle for the purpoſe of receiv

ing a ſuperabundance of ſolid and liquid aliment'; and, beſides this, invcsted

it with the ſpixal folds of the intestines, lest, the aſſumed nutriment ſwiftly

paſſing away, the body ſhould as ſwiftly require an acceſiion of new aliment ;

and, by producing an inſatiable appetite through gluttony, ſhould render our

whole race void of philoſophy and the muſes, and unobedient to the most

divine part of our compoſition. *But the nature of the bones and fleſh, and

other things of this kind, was constituted as follows : In the first place, the

generation of the marrow ſerves as a principle to all theſe. For the bonds

of that life which the ſoul leads through its conjunction with the body, being

woven together in the marrow, become the stable roots of the mortal race.

But the marrow itſelf is generated from other particulars. For, among the

trianglcs, ſuch as are ſirst, being unbent and ſmooth, were particularly accom

modated to the generation of fire and water, air and earth ; and the Divinity

ſeparating each of theſe 'apart from their genera, and mingling them com

-menſurate with each other, compoſing by this means an all-various mixture

of ſeeds for the mortal race, produced from theſe the nature of the marrow.

But afterwards diſſeminating in the marrow, he bound in it the genera of ſouls.

Beſides, in this ſirst distribution, he immediately ſeparated as many figures

and of ſuch kinds as it was requiſite the marrow ſhould poſſeſs. And he

faſhioned indeed that part of the marrow in which as in a cultivated field the

divine ſeed was to be ſown, every way globular, and called it iyxquaon, or the

brain ; becauſe in every animal, when it has acquired the perfection of its

form, the receptacle of this ſubstance is denominated the head. But he

distinguiſhed with round and at the ſame time oblong figures, that receptacle

of the body which was destined to contain the remaining and mortal part of

the ſoul; and was willing that the whole ſhould receive: the appellation of

marrow. And beſides this, hurliug from theſe as anchors the bonds of all

the
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the ſoul, he fabricated the whole of our body about the ſubstance of thc

marrow, and invested it on all ſides with a covering of bones.

But he thus compoſed the nature of the bones. In the first place, bruiſing

together pure and ſmooth earth, he mingled and moistcncd it with marrow;

after this he placed it in fire, then merged it in water, then again ſeated it

in fire, and after this dipped it in water. And thus, by often transferring it

into each, he rendered it incapable of being liqueſied by both. Employing

therefore this nature of bone, he faſhioned like one working with a wheel a

bony ſphere, and placed it round the brain ; leaving a narrow paſſage in the

ſphere itſelf. And beſides this, forming certain vcrtebrm from bone about

the marrow of the neck and back, he extended them like hinges, Com

mencing from the head and proceeding through the whole cavity of the

body. And thus he preſerved all the ſeed, by fortifyiug it round about with

a stony vestment. He likewiſe added joints, for the purpoſe of motion and

inflection, employing the nature of that which is distinguiſhed by (lſſrmcc

in their fabrication, as this is endued with a certain middle capacity. But,

as he thought that the habit of the bony nature would become more dry and

infiexihle than it ought to be, and that, when it became heated and again cooled,

it would in conſequence of ulccration ſwiftly corrupt the ſeed which it con

tained, on this account he faſhioned the genus of nerves and fleſh; that the

nerves, by binding all the other members, and becoming stretched and re

mitted about thoſe hinges the vertcbraz, might render the body apt to be

come inflectcd and'extended as occaſion required : but that the fleſh might

ſerve as a covering from the heat and a protection from the cold; and,

beſides this, might defend it from falls, in the ſame manner as external ſup

ports, gently and eaſily yielding to the motions of the body. He likewiſe

placed a hot moisture in the nature of the fleſh, that, becoming in ſummer

externally dcwy and moist, it might afford a kindred rcfrigeration to the

whole body; and that again in winter, through its own proper fire, it might

moderately repel the externally introduced and ſitrroundiug cold. \Vheu,

therefore, the plastic artiſicer of our bodies had perceived all this through a

dianoEtic energy, having mingled and harmonized together water, fire, and

earth, and added to the mixture a ſharp and ſalt ferment, he gradually com

puſctl ſoft and ſucculent fleſh.

But he mingled the nature ofthe nervcs from bone and unfermented fleſh,

6 compoſing
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compoſing one middle ſubstance from the'power of both, and tingcing it with

a yellow colour. And on this account it comes to paſs that the power of

the nerves is more intenſe and viſcous than that of the fleſh, but more ſoft

and moist than that of the bones. Hence, the Divinity bound the bones and

marrow to each other with the nerves, and afterwards invested them all

ſupernally with the fleſh, as with a dark eoncealing ſhade. Such of the

bones, therefore, as were the most animated he covered with the least fleſh;

but ſuch as were the least animated he invested with fleſh the most abundant

and denſe. And, beſides this, he added but a ſmall quantity of fleſh to the

joints of the bones, 'except where reaſon evinces the neceſſity of the contrary:

and this lest they ſhould be a hindrance to the inflections, and retard the

motions of the body; and again, lest in conſequence of their being many

and denſe, and vehemently compreſſed in one another, they ſhould cauſe

through their ſolidity a privatioxrof ſenſe, a difficulty of recollection, and a

remiſſion of the diano'e'tic energy. On this account he invested with abun

dance of fleſh the bones of the groin, legs, loins, the upper part of the arms,

and that part which extends from the elbow to the wrist, and ſuch other parts

of our bodies as are without articulation, together with ſuch inward bones

as through the paucity of ſoul in the marrow are destitute of a prudential

energy. But he covered with a leſs quantity of fleſh ſuch bones as are en

dued with prudence: unleſs, perhaps, the fleſhy ſubstance of the tongue,

which was produced for the ſake of ſenſation, is to he excepted. In other

parts, the caſe is ſuch as we have deſcribed. For a nature which is gene

rated and nouriſhed from neceſſity can by no means at one and the lame

time receive a denſe bone and abundant fleſh, unitedwith acuteneſs of fen

ſation. But this would be most eminently the caſe with the compoſition of

the head, if all theſe were willing to coaleſce in amicable conjunction: and

the human race, poſſeſſing a fleſhy, nervous, and robust head, would enjoy a.

life twice as long, or still more abundantly extended, healthy and unmolested,

than that which we at preſent poſſeſs.

Again, in conſequence of thoſe artificers of our generation conſidering

whether they ſhould fabricate our race poſſeſſing a life more lasting indeed

but of a worſe condition, or of a ſhorter extent but of a more excellent con

dition, it appeared to them that a ſhorter but more excellent life was by all

means to be preferred to one more lasting but of a ſubordinate condition.

Hence
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Hence they covered the head with a thin bone, but did not invest it with fleſh

and nerves, becauſe it was destitute of inflcctions. On all theſe accounts,

therefore, the head was added to the body as the most ſenſitive and prudent,

but at the ſame time by far the most imbecil part of all the man. But

through theſe cauſes, and in this manner, the Divinity placing the nerves

about the extreme part oſ the head, conglutinated them in a circle about

the neck, (after a certain fimilitude), and bound with them thoſe lofty cheek

bones ſituated under the countenance; but he diſſeminated the rest about all

the members, connecting joint with joint. Beſides, thoſe adorners oſ our

race ornamented us with the power oſ the mouth, teeth, tongue, and lips,

and this for the ſake oſ things which are at the ſame time both neceſſary and

the best; producing ingreſſion for the (ilke of neceſſaries, but egreſſion for

the ſake of ſuch as are best. Every thing, indeed, which being introduced

affords nutriment to the body, is neceſſary ; but the stream of words flowing

forth externally, and becoming ſubſervient to prudence, is the most beautiful

and best oſ all effluxious. Beſidcs, it was not poſſible that the head could re

main without any other covering than that of a naked bone, through the

extremities oſ heat and cold in the 'different ſeaſons; nor, again, could it

become the instrument of knowledge when invested with darkneſs, dulled,

and without ſenſation, throngh the perturbation oſ fleſh. Hence, a part oſ

a fleſhy nature, not entirely dried, and ſurpaffing the reſidue, was ſeparated

from the rest; and which is now denominated a membrane. This mem

brane paſſing into union with itſelf, and bloſſoming about the moisture of

the brain, circularly invests the head. But the moisture flowing under the

ſutures of the head irrigates this membrane, and, cauſing it to cloſe together

at the crown, connects it, as it were, in a knot. But an all-various ſpecies

of ſutures is generated through the power of the circulations and the nutri

ment; the variety becoming greater when theſe oppoſe each other with

greater violence, but leſs when they are in a state of leſs oppoſition. All

this membrane the divine artificer oſ our bodies circularly pierced with fire.

And hence, becoming as it were wounded, and the moisture externally flow

ing through it, whatever is moist, hot, and pure, paſſes away; but whatever

is mingled from the ſame natures as the membrane itſelf, this, in conſe

quence oſ receiving an external production, becomes extended into length,

and poſſeſſes a tenuity equal to the punctuation of the membrane. But this

ſubstance,
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ſubstance, from the ſlowneſs of its motion, being continually thrust back by

the externally ſurrounding ſpirit, again revolves itſelf under the mcmbrane,

and there fixes the roots of its progreſſion. Hence, from theſe paſſions the

race of hairs ſprings up in the mcmbrane of the head, being naturally allied

to, and becoming, as it were, the reins of this membrane, at the ſame time

that they are more hard and denſe through the compreffion of Cold. For

every hair, when it proceeds beyond the membrane, becomes hardcued

through cold. After this manner, then, the artificer planted our head with

hairs, employing for this purpoſe the cauſes which we have mentioned.

But at the ſame time he understood by a diauoe'tic energy, that instead of

fleſh a light covering was neceſſary for the ſecurity of the brain; which

might ſufficiently ſhade and protect it like a garment from the extremities

of heat and cold, but by no means hinder the acuteneſs of ſenſation. But

that comprehenſion of nerve, ſkin, and bone about the fingers, being a mix

ture of three ſubstances, and becoming ofa drier nature, produced one com

mon hard membrane from the whole. Theſe indeed were the ministrant

cauſes of its fabrication; but the most principal cauſe conſists in that cogi

tation which produced this membrane for the ſake of future advantage. For

thoſe artificers of our nature well knew that at ſome time or other women

and other animals would be generated from men; and that nails would be

otſi the greatest advantage in many reſpects to the bestial tribes. Hence they

impreſſed in men the generation of nails, at the very period of their pro

duction. But from this reaſon, and through theſe cauſes, they planted the

ſkin, hairs, and nails in the members ſituated at the extremities of the body.

However, as all the parts and members of a mortal animal were generated

in alliance with each other, and neceſſarily poſſeſſed their life in the union

of fire and ſpirit, lest the animal becoming reſolved and exhausted by theſe

ſhould ſwiftly decay, the Gods deviſed the following remedy z-For mingling

a nature allied to the human with other forms and ſenſes, they,planted, as it

were, another animal; ſuch as thoſe mild trees, plants, and feeds, which,

being now brought to perfection through the exerciſe of agriculture, are

friendly to our nature; though prior to this they were ofa rustic kind, being

more antient than ſuch as are mild. For whatever participates of life we

may justly and with the greatest rectitude denominate an animal. But this

which we are now ſpeaking of partieipates the third ſpecies of ſoul, which

. we
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We place between the praecordia and the navel : and in which there is neither

any thing of opinion, reaſon, or intellect ; but to which a pleaſant and painful

ſenſe, together with deſires, belonge. For it continually ſuffers all things.

But when it is converted in itſelf, about itſelf, and, rejecting external, etn

ploys its own proper motion, it is not allotted by its generation a nature

capable ofconſidering its own concerns by any thing like a reaſoning energy.

On this account it lives, and is not different from an animal ; but, becoming

stably rooted, abides in a fixed poſition, through its being deprived of a
motion originating from itſelf. i

But when thoſe ſuperior al'tiſicers Of our compoſition had implanted all

theſe genera for the purpoſe of ſupplying nutriment to our nature, they de

duced various channels in our body as in a garden, that it might be irrigated

as it were by the acceffion of flowing moisture. And, in the first place, they

cut two occult Channels under the concretion of the ſkin and fleſh, viz. two

veins in the back, according to the double figure of the body on the right

hand and the left. Theſe they placed with the ſpine ofthe back, ſo as to

receive the proliſic marrow in the middle, that it might thus fiouriſh in the

most eminent degree; and, by copiouſly flowing from hence to other parts,

might afford an equable irrigation. But after this, cutting the v'eins about

the head, and weaving them with each other in an' oppoſite direction, they

ſeparated them; inclining ſome from the right hand to the left hand parts of

the body, and ſome from the left to the right, that the head, together with the

ſkin, might be bound to the body, as it is not circularly divided with nerves

about its ſummit; and beſides this, that the paſſion oſ the ſenſes might from

each of theſe parts be deduced on all ſides through the whole of the body.

In this manner, then, they deduced an aqueduct from hence; the truth of

which we ſhall eaſily perceive by aſſenting to the following poſition. That

all ſuch things as are compoſed from leſſer parts are able to contain ſuch as

are greater; but ſuch as conſist from greater cannot invest thoſe compoſed

from lcſſcr parts. But fire, among all the genera of things, is constituted

from the ſmallest parts. Hence, it penetrates through water, earth, and air,

and the compoſites from theſe; and this in ſuch a manner, that nothing can

restrain its pervading power. The ſame must be understood of that ventricle

our belly; that it is able to retain the intromitted meat and drink, but can

not stay ſpirit and ſire, becauſe theſe conſist of ſmaller parts than thoſe from

VOL. II. 4 a which
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which the belly is compoſed. Theſe, therefore, the Divinity employed for

the purpoſe of producing an irrigation from the belly into the veins; weaving

from fire and air a certain flexible ſubstance like a bow-net, and which

poſſeſſes a twofold gibboſity at the entrance. One of theſe he again wove

together, divided into two parts; and circularly extended theſe parts from

the curvatures like ropes through the whole body, as far as to the extremi

ties of the net. All the interior parts therefore of the net-work he com

poſed from fire; but the gibboſities and the receptacle itſelf from air. And

lastly, receiving theſe, he diſpoſed them in the animal new formed as fol

lows :-ln the first place, one of the gibbous parts he aſſigned to the mouth;

but, as the gibboſity oſ this part is twofold, he cauſed one part to paſs through

the arteries into the lungs, but the other along with the arteries into the

belly. But having divided the other gibbous part according to each of its

parts, he cauſed it .to paſs in cdmrnon to the channels of the noſe, ſo that,

when the one part does not reach the mouth, all its streams may be filled

from this. But he placed the other cavity of this gibbous ſubstance about

the hollow parts of the body; and cauſed the whole of this at one time to

flow together gently into the gibbous parts, as they were of an a'e'rial texture,

and at another time to flow back again through the convex receptacles. But

he ſo diſpoſed the net, as being compoſed from a thin body, that it might

inwardly penetrate and again emerge through this ſubstance. Beſides this,_

he ordered that the interior rays offire ſhould follow in continued ſucceſſion,

the air at the ſame time paffiug into each of the parts; and that this ſhould'

never Ceaſe to take place as long as the mortal animal continued to ſubſist.

But, in affigning an appellation to a motion of this kind, we denominate it

expiration and reſpiration. But all this operation and the whole of this

paſſion in our nature take p-lace in the body by a certain irrigation and refri

geration eonducive to our nutriment and' life. For, when the breath paſſes

inwardly and outwardly, an interior fire attends it in its courſe; and being

diffuſed through the belly, when it meets with ſolid and liquid aliments, it

L'CduCeS them to a- state of fluidity; and, distributing them into the ſmallest'

parts, educes them as from a fountain through the avenues of its progreſſion:

pouring theſe ſmall particles into the channels of the'veins, and deducing

rivers through the body as through a valley ofveins. ,

But let us again conſider the paſſion of reſpiration, and inveſiigate througlr

what
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what cauſes it was generated, ſuch as wc perceive it at preſent. &Ve ſhould

conſider it, therefore, as follows z-As there is no ſuch thing as a vacuum

into which any thing in motion can enter, and as breath paſſes from us ex

ternally, it is evident to every one that it can-not proceed into a void ſpace,

but must thrust that which is nearest to it from its proper ſeat; that again

the repulſed nature muſt always expel its neighbour; and that from a neceſ

ſity of this kind every thing which is impelled into that ſeat from which the

emitted breath is excluded, must, when it has entered into and filled up this

ſpace, attend on the breath in its progreſſion. And all this must take plate

like the revolution of a wheel, through the impoffibility oſ a vacuum.

Hence, when the breast and the lungs externally diſmiſs the breath, they are

again repleniſhed through the air which ſurrounds the body entering into

and riding round the avenues of the fleſh. But the air being again externally

diſmiſſed, and flowing round the body, impels the reſpiration inward, through

the paſſages of the mouth and nostrils.

But we ſhould establiſh the following as the cauſe from which the origin

of theſe was derived. Every animal belonging to the univerſe poſſeſſes a

heat in the veins and the blood, like a certain fountain offire; and this heat

we compared to a bow-net, extended through the middle of the body, and

wholly woven from fire; all ſuch things as are external being compoſed

from air. But it must be confeſſed that heat naturally proceeds externally

into a region to which it is allied. But as there are two progreſſions, one

accordlng to the body externally, but the other again according to the mouth

and nostrils, hence, when the breath is impelled inward, it again thrusts

back that by which it was impelled. And that which is drawn back, meet.

ing with ſire, becomes heated; while that which is exhaled becomes refrige.

rated. In conſequence, therefore, of the heat being changed, and ſuch

things as ſubſist according to the other tranſition becoming more hot, and that

again which is more ſervid verging to its own nature,--hence, one thing strikes

against and repels another in its courſe; and as they always ſuffer and mU<

tually influence each other in the ſame manner, leaping this way and that

in a circular progreſſion, they give birth to the expiration and reſpiration of

the breath. But in this manner alſo we ſhould investigatc the cauſes of thoſe

paffions which ariſe from medical cupping-glaſſes, from drinking, from

4 B 2 things
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things violently hurled, whether upwards or on the ground; together with

ſuch ſounds as appear ſwift and ſlow, ſharp and flat, and which are at one

time borne along unharmoniouſly, through the diffimilitude of the motion

which they cauſe within us, and at another time attended with harmony,

through the ſimilitude of motion which they produce. For, the motions of

ſiich ſounds as are prior and ſwifter ceaſing, and proceeding to a nature ſimilar

to their own, are comprehended by ſuch as are flower, which now ſuccsed

to the ſwiſtcr, and (it them again in motion. But during their comprc-hcnſion

of theſe they do not disturb them by introducing another motion, but lead

on the beginning of the flower lation in conformity to that of the ſwifter.

And theſe, adapting to themſelves a ſimilitude of the ceaſing motion, min

gle together one paſſion from the union of ſharp and flat. From whence

they afford pleaſure to the unwiſe, but joy to the wiſe, through the imita
tion of divineſſ harmony ſubſistihg in mortal motions. 'And, indeed, with

reſpect to all effiuxions of water, the falling of thunder, and the wonderful

circumstances obſerved in the attraction of amber, and of the Herculean

stone ;-in all theſe, nothing in reality of attraction takes place: but, as a

vacuum cannot any where be found, and theſe particulars mutually impcl each

other,-hence, from the individuals when ſeparated and mingled together tend

ing to their proper ſeats, and from theſe paſſions being interwoven with each

other, ſuch admirable effects preſent themſelves to the view ofthe accurate in

vestigator. And indeed reſpiration (from whence our diſcourſe originated) is

generated from theſe cauſes, and after this manner, as we aſſerted above.

For fire, dividing the aliment and becoming elevated internally, attending at

the ſame time the breath in its afcent, fills the veins from the belly by this

joint elevation; and this in conſequence of drawing upwards from thence

the diſſected parts: ſo that by this means, through the whole body of every

animal, the streams of nutriment are abundantly diffuſed. But the parts

which are recently diſſected and ſeparated from their kindred natures, ſome

of which are fruits and others graſs, and which were produced by Divinity

for the nouriſhment of our bodies, poſſeſs all-various colours through their

mixture with each other: but for the most part a red colour predominatcs

in them, whoſe nature is fabricated from a fection of fire, and an absterſion

in a moist ſubstance. And hegce, the colour of that which flows about the

9 body
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body is ſuch as appears to the ſight, and which we denominate blood; being

the pasture of the fleſh and of the whole body ; from whence an irrigation be

coming every where diffuſed, it Copiouſly repleniſhes all the exhausted parts.

But the manner of impletion and evacuation is produced in the ſame way

as in the univerſe the lation of CVOſy thing takes place, viz. from that cauſe

through which every kindred nature tends to itſelf. For the natures by

which we are externally invested perpetually liquefy and distribute our

bodies, diſmiffing every ſpecies to its kindred form. But the ſanguineous

parts, being distributed and comprehended within us, as is the caſe with every

animal constituted under the heavens, are compelled to imitate the local

motion of the univerſe. Each, therefore, of the divided parts within us,

being borne along to its kindred nature, repleniſhes again that which is void.

But when the cffiuxions ſurpaſs the acceffions, a corruption of the whole

animal enſues; and when the contrary takes place, it receives an increaſe.

The recent compoſition, therefore, of every animal poſſeſſing new triangles,

like ſhips formed from timbers unimpaired by age, cauſes a strong encloſure

of them within each other: but the whole of its delicate bulk unites in ami

cable conjunction, as being generated from most recent marrow, and nouriſhed

in milk. Thoſe triangles, therefore, from which the liquid and ſolid aliments

are compoſed, approaching externally, and being received into the animal,

as they are more antient and imbecil than its own proper triangles, are van

quiſhed and cut in pieces by the new triangles: and the animal is rendered of

a large ſize, through its being nouriſhed from a multitude of ſimilar parts.

But when it relaxes the root of its triangles, in conſequence of becoming

wearied and tamed, through many 'contests with many particulars in a long

courſe of time; then it is no longer able to reduce by ſection the received

aliment into a ſimilitude of itſelf, but its own parts become eaſily diffipated

by the natures which are externally introduced. Hence the whole animal,

becoming by this means vanquiſhed, decays; and the paſſion itſelf is deno

minated old age. But the end of its existenCe then arrives, when the jointly

harmonized bonds of the triangles about the marrow no longer poſſeſs a

detaining power, but becoming ſbparated through the weariueſs of labour,

deſert the bonds of the ſoul. The ſoul, however, in this caſe being con

cealed in a state according to nature, flies away with pleaſure and delight.

For every thing contrary to nature is painful; but that which happens natu

rallv
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rally is pleaſant. Hence, the death which is produced throngh wounds and

diſeaſe is painful and violent ; but that which is cauſed from old age, pro

ceeding to an end according to nature, is of all deaths the most free from

labour, and is rather accompanied with pleaſure than pain.

But it must be obvious to every one from whence diſeaſcs are produced.

For, ſince there are four genera from which the body is compoſed, viz. earth,

fire, water, and air, the unnatural abundance and defect of theſe, and a

tranſlation from their own proper to a foreign ſeat, in conſequence of which

each of theſe does not receive that which is accommodated to its nature,

together with all ſuch circumstances as theſe, produce contentions and diſ.

eaſe. For, each of theſe ſubſisting and being transferred in a manner con

trary to nature, ſuch things as were formerly heated become cold, ſuch as

were once dry become moist, ſuch as were light heavy, and every thing

receives all poſſible mutations. 'For we aſſert that when the ſame thing

approaches to, and departs from, the ſame, in the ſame manner, and accord

ing'to analogy, then alone it permits that which is the ſame to abide healthy

and ſafe. But that which inordinately wanders, either in acccding or de

parting, produces all-various mutations, diſeaſes, and infinite corruptions.

Likewiſe a ſecond apprehenſlon of diſeaſes may be obtained by any one who

is ſo diſpoſed, from the ſecond compoſitions of things constituted according'

to nature. For, ſince the concretion of marrow, bone, fleſh, and nerve, is

derived from theſe, as likewiſe the blood, though from a different mode of

coalition, hence many events happen in the ſame manner as thoſe we have

mentioned above ; but the greatest and most ſevere diſeaſes ſubſist as follows:

When the generation of theſe ſecond compoſitions takes place inverſely,

then they become ſubject to corruption. For the fleſh and nerves are natu

rally generated from blood : the nerves indeed from ſibi'es, through the alli

ance ſubſisting between theſe ; but the fleſh from the coalition of that which

when ſeparated from the fibres paſſes into a state of concretion. Jut that

ſubstance again which ariſes from nerves and fleſh, being glutinous and ſat,

increaſes at the ſame time by nutrition the fleſh, which for the most part

ſubſists about the nature of the bones; and likewiſe the bone itſelf, with

which the marrow is ſurrounded. And again, that which trickles through

the denſity of the bones, being the most pure kind of the triangles, and the

most ſmooth and unctuous, while it drops and distils from the bones, irrigates

the
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the marrow. And hence, when each particular ſubſists in this manner, a

healthy condition of body is produced; but a diſeaſed condition when the

contrary is the caſe. For, when the fleſh becoming liquefied again tranſmits

the conſumption into the veins, then the blood, together with ſpirit, be

coming abundant and all-various in the veins, diverſified with colours and

denſity, and infected with acid and ſalt qualities, generates all-various bile,

corruption, and phlegm. And all theſe, being again thus generated and cor

rupted, in the first place destroy the blood itſelf; and this, no longer affording

nutriment to the body, is every when: borne along through the veins, with

out obſerving a natural order in its circulations. But theſe indeed are un

friendl'y to each other, becauſe they derive no mutual advantages from the

properties with which each is endued. They likewiſe war upon the natural

habit of the body, and its perſeverunce in its proper state, by introducing

diſſolutions and liquefactions.

A most antient portion of fleſh, therefore, when it is liquefied and ren

dered difficult of digestion, grows black through antient burning; but through

its being entirely macerated it becomes bitter, and adverſe to all the other

parts of the body which are not yet infected with corruption. And then'

indeed the black colour poſſeſſes ſharpneſs instead of bitterneſs ; that which

was bitter becoming more attenuated: and the bitterneſs, being again tinged

with blood, poſſeſſes a redder colour z but, from the black which is mingled

with this, becomes of a bilious nature. But, beſides this, a yellow colour is

mingled with bitterneſs, when the new fleſh liquefies through the fire ſub

ſisting about flame. And, indeed, either ſome phyſician will aſſign to all

theſe the common appellation of bile, or ſome one who is able to conſider

things many and diſſimilar, and to behold one genus in many particulars

deſerving one denomination. But ſuch other things as are called ſpecies of

bile receive an appellation peculiar to each, according to colour. But cor

ruption (wap), which is the defluxion or Whey of the blood, is gentle and

mild: but that which is the ſediment of black and ſharp bile is ofa fero

eious and rustic nature, when it is mingled through heat with a ſaline power..

And a ſubstance of this kind is denominated acid phlegm. But a portion of

recent and delicate fleſh is often liquefied together with the air, and is after

wards inflated and comprehended by moisture: and from this paſſion bubbles

are produced, which taken ſeparately are inviſiblev on account of their ſmall

neſs,
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neſs, but which, when collected into a large bulk, become conſpicuous, and

poſſeſs a white colour on account of the generation of froth. And we de

nominate all this liqueſaction of delicate fleſh, and which is woven together

with ſpirit, white phlegm. But we call the ſediment of recent phlegm tears

and ſweat; together with every thing of that kind into which the body is

' every day reſolved. And all theſe, indeed, become the instruments of diſ

eaſe, when the blood does not naturally abound from liquid and ſolid aliment,

but increaſes from contraries in ſuch a manner as to violate the laws of

nature. When, therefore, any part of the fleſh is cut off, but at the ſame

time the foundation oſ it remains, the calamity poſſcſſcs but half its power;

ſor it is capable of being eaſily recovered. But when that which binds the

fleſh to the bones becomes diſeaſed, and the blood flowing from it and the

nerves no longer nouriſhes the bones and binds the fleſh, but, instead of being

fat, ſmooth, and glutinous, becomes rough and ſalt through bad diet; then, in

conſequence of ſuffering all this, and being ſeparated from the bones, it is

refrigerated under the fleſh and nerves. For the fleſh, falling from its roots,

leaves the nerves bare, and drenched in a ſalt humour; and hence, gliding

again into the circulation of the blood, it increaſes the number oſ the diſ

eaſes we have already deſcribed. And theſe paffions, indeed, which ſubſist

about the body, are ofa grievous nature : but thoſe which precede theſe are

ſtill more afflictive and troubleſome. But this takes place when the bone

through the denſity of the fleſh does not admit ſufficient reſpiration, but, being

heated through ſilthineſs, becomes rotten, receives no nutriment, but falls

upon the fleſh, which is on the contrary refrigerated; and the fleſh again

falls on the blood, ſo that by this means diſeaſes more ſevere than the for

mer are produced. But the extremity oſ all maladies then happens, when

the nature oſ the marrow becomes diſeaſed through ſomc deſcct or exceſs:

for then it produces the most vehement and fatal diſeaſes; as the whole

nature of the body is in this caſe neceſſarily diſſipated and diſſolvcd.

But it is requiſite after this to understand that the third ſpecies of dilbaſes

receives a tripartite diviſion. For one oſ the diviſions is produced by ſpirit,

the other by phlegm, and the other by bile. For when the lungs, thoſe

distributive guardians of the breath, being obstructed by defluxions, cannot

afford a free paſſage to the breath; then, as there is no emiſſion of the breath

in one part, and more is received into another part than is requiſite, the parts

without
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without refrigeration become rotten; but that which is received in t00 great

abundance paſſing through the veins, distorts them and liqueſies the dia

phragm ſituated in the middle of the body: and thus ten thouſand grievous

diſeaſes ariſe from hence, together with an abundance of ſweat. But often,

when the fleſh becomes ſeparated within the body, breath is produced; and

this being incapable ofdeparting externally, cauſes the ſame torments as the

breath when entering from without. It produces, however, the greatest

pains, when ſurrounding the nerves and neighbouring veins it inflates them,

and stretches and distorts the ligaments and nerves continued from the back.

And theſe diſeaies, from the stretching and inflnting paſſion, are denominated

tenfions and contortions from behind; and of which it is difficult to find a

cure. For, fevers taking place diſſolve theſe diſeaſes in a most eminent de

gree. But the white phlegm poſſeſſing a difficulty ofreſpiring externally,

through the ſpirit of the bubbles, variegates the body indeed in a milder

nature, yet ſprinkles it with white ſpots, and generates other diſeaſes of a.

ſimilar kind. But when this white phlegm is mingled with black bile, and

becomes diffipated about the circulations of the head, which are of a most

divine nature, then it disturbs theſe circulations ; and iſ this happens in ſleep,

the perturbation is leſs violent; but if to thoſe who are awake, it cannot

without difficulty be expelled. And as this is a diſeaſe ofa ſacred nature, it

is most justly denominated a ſacred diſeaſe.

A ſharp and ſalt phlegm is the fountain of all ſuch diſeaſes as are pro

duced by a defluxion of humours: and becauſe the places into which this

phlegm flows poſſeſs an omniform variety, it generates all-various diſeaſes.

But whatever parts of the body are laid to be inflated are thus affected from

the infiammation of bile : which, when it expires, produces externally various

tumours from its fervid nature; but, when inwardly restrained, generates

many inflammatory diſcaſes. It is, however, then greatest, when, being min

glcd with pure blood, it removes the fibres from their natural order, which

are ſcattcred into the blood for this purpoſe, that it may poſſeſs tenuity and

denſity in a commenſurate degree; and that it may neither through heat (as

it is of a moist nature) flow from the thin body, nor, when becoming more

denſe, and of conſequence more unadapted to motion, may ſcarcely be able

to flow back again through the veins. The fibres, therefore, are very ſer

viceable on this occaſion, which if any one ſhould collect together in the

VOL. 11. 4. c blood
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blood when dead, and in a state of frigidity, all the remaining blood would

become diffuſed; and when poured forth they would be ſwiftly coagulated,

together with the cold by which they are ſurrounded. But as the fibres

poſſeſs this power in the blood, and the biie naturally becomes antient blood,

and is again liquefie-d from fleſh into this, ſuch things as are hot and moist

falling gradually the first of all, hence it becomes collected together through

'the power of the fibres. When the bile is coagulated and violently ex

tinguiſhed, it cauſes a tempest and tremour within. But when it flows

more abundantly, vanquiſhing the ſibres by its own proper heat, and becom

ing fervid in an inordinate degree, it then preſerves the body: and if it

retains its 'conquering power to the end, it penetrates into the marrow; and

burning the bonds of the ſoul, as if they were the cables of a ſhip, diſſolves

her union, and diſmiſſes her from thence entirely free. But when it flows

with leſs abundance, and the bOdy becoming liqueſied oppoſes its paſſage,

then finding itſelf vanquiſhed, it either falls through the whole body, or,

being compelled through the veins into the upper or lower belly, like one

flying from a ſeditious city, it eſcapes from the body and introduces deflux

ions, dyſenteries, or gripings of the intestines, and all diſeaſes of a ſimilar

kind. When the body, therefore, is eminently diſeaſed through exceſs of

fire, it then labours under continued burnings and fever; but when through

exceſs of air, under quotidian fevers * under tertian through water, becauſe

water is more ſluggiſh than fire and air; under quartan, through exceſs of

earth. For earth, being the most ſluggiſh of all theſe, is purified in quadruple

periods of time ; and on this account introduces quartan fevers, which it is

ſcarcely poffible to diſperſe. And in this manner are the diſeaſes of the body

produced.

But the diſeaſes of the ſoul, which ſubſist through the habit of the body,

are as follow z-We must admit that the diſeaſe of the ſoul is folly, or a pri

vation of intellect. But there are two kinds of folly; the one madneſs, the

other ignorance. Whatever paſſion, therefore, introduces either of theſe

Must be called a diſeaſe. And we ſhould establiſh exceſſive pleaſures and

pains as the greatest diſeaſes of the ſoul. For, when a man is too much ele

vated with joy or depreſſed with grief, while he hastens immoderately either

to retain the one or to fly from the other, he is not able either to perceive or

hear any thing properly, but is agitated with fury, and is very little capable.

of
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oſ exerciſing the reaſoning power. But he who poſſeſſcs a great quantity of

fluid ſeed about the marrow, and whO, like a tree laden with a ſuperabun

dance of ſmit, riots in the exceſs,-ſ\ICh a one being influenced by many pains

and pleaſures in deſires, and their attendant offspring, will be agitated with

fury for the greatest part of his life through mighty pleaſures and pains: and

though the ſoul of ſuch a one will be diſeaſe-d and unwiſe, ſrom the body

with which it is connected, yet it will be falſely conſidered not as diſeaſed,

but as voluntarily bad. But in reality venereal intemperance for the most

part becomes a diſeaſe of the ſoul, through a habit of one kind, from tho

tenuity oſ the bones, in a body fluid and moist. And, indeed, it may be

nearly aſſerted, that all intemperance oſ pleaſures of whatever kind, and all

diſgraceſul conduct, is not properly blamed as the conſequence of voluntary

guilt. For no one is voiuntarily bad: but he who is depraved becomes ſo

through a certain ill habit of body, and an unſkilful education. But theſe

two circumstances are inimical to all, and productive of a certain ill. And

again, the ſoul, when influenced by pain, ſuffers much depravity from this

through the body. For, when ſharp and ſalt phlegm, and likewiſe bitter and

bilious humours, wandering through- the body, are prevented from paſſing

forth externally, but, revolving inwardly, mingle their exhalations with the

circulation of the ſoul; in this caſe they produce all-various diſeaſes of the

ſoul, in a greater and leſs degree, and leſs and more numerous. They are

introduced, indeed, to three ſeats of the ſoul; and according to the diverſity
of the place, each generates all-various ſpecies wof' difficulty and ſorrow, oſ_

boldneſs and timidity, and, still further, ofoblivion and indocility. But, beſides

this, the vicious manners of cities, and diſcourſes both private and public,

oſten contribute to increaſe this malady: nor are any diſciplines taught in

the early part of life, which might ſerve as remedies for ſuch mighty ills,

And thus all ſuch as are vicious are ſo through two involuntary cauſes ; the

existencc of which we ſhould always rather aſcribe to the planters than to

the things planted, and to the educators rather than to the educated. We

ſhould, therefore, endeavour to the utmoſt oſ our abilility, by education,

fludies, and diſciplines, to fly from vice, and acquire its contrary, virtue. But

theſe particulars, indeed, belong to another mode oſ diſcourſe.

Again. therefore, with reſpect to the contrary of theſe, it is now proper

4cz to
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to explain in a becoming manner by what culture, and from what cauſes,

we may preſerve both the body and diano'e'tic energies of the ſoul. For it is

more just to diſcourſe concerning good things than of ſuch as are evil. But

every thing good is beautiful; and that which is beautiful is not destitute of

meaſure. An animal, therefore, which is about to be beautiful and good,

must poſſeſs commenſuration. But, perceiving certain ſmall particulars of

things commenſurate, we ſyllogize concerning them; while at the ſame

time we are ignorant of ſuch as are greatest and the chief. For, indeed, no

ſymmetry and immoderation is of greater conſequence with reſpect to health

and diſeaſe, virtue and vice, than that of the ſoul towards the body. But we

conſider no circumstance of theſe; nor do we perceive that when a more

imbecil and inferior form is the vehicle of a robuſt and every way mighty

ſoul, and when, on the contrary, theſe two paſs into a state of concretion,

then the whole animal cannot ſubſist in a beautiful manner: for it is incom*

menſurate through the want of the greatest ſymmetry. But the animal

whoſe compoſition is contrary to this, affords a ſpectacle to him who is able

to behold it, of all ſpectacles the most beautiful and lovely. When the body,

therefore, poſſeſſes legs immoderately large, or any other member ſurpaſſing

its just proportion, and becomes through this incommenſurate with itſelf, it

is rendered at the ſame time baſe, in the endurance of labour ſuffers many

molestations and many convulſions, and through an aggregation of accidents

becomes the cauſe of innumerable maladies to itſelf. The ſame too must

be understood concerning that compoſition of body and ſoul which we deno

minate an animal. As, for instance, that when the ſoul in this compoſite is

more robust than the body, and poſſeſſes it raging and tranſported, then the

ſoul, agitating the whole of it, inwardly fills it with diſeaſes; and, when ſhe

vehemently applies herſelfto certain diſciplines, cauſes it to liquefy and waste

away. Lastly, when the ſoul employs herſelfin teaching and literary con

tests, both in public and private, through a certain ambitious strife, then in

flaming the body, ſhe diſſolves its constitution ; and beſides this, introducing

distillations of humours, ſhe deceives the most part of thoſe who are called

phyſicians, and induces them to conſider theſe effects as proceeding from con

trary cauſes.
ct - But again, when a mighty body and above meaſure frigid is conjoined with

a ſmall
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a ſmall and imbecil dianoe'tic part, ſince ther-e are naturally twofold deſires

in man, one of aliment through the body, but the other of prudence through

the most divine part of our nature ;-in this caſe, the motions of that which

is more powerful prevail, and increaſe that which is their own: but render

the dianoe'tic part of the ſoul dull, indocile, and oblivious, and thus produce

ignorance, which is the greatest of all diſeaſes. But this one thing alone is

the health and ſafety of both-neither to move the ſoul without the body,

nor the body without the ſoul; that, being equally balanced in their mutual

contentions, the health of the whole compoſite may be preſerved. Hence,

he who vehemently applies himſelfto the mathematics, or to any other dia

noEtic exerciſe, ſhould alſo employ the motion of the body, and be familiar

with gymnastic. And again, he who is careful in forming his body aright

ſhould at the ſame time unite with this the motions of the ſoul, employing

muſic and all philoſophy ; if he is to be rendered ſuch a one as can be justly

called beautiful, and at the ſame time truly good. In the ſame manner, too,

we ought to take care of the parts of the body, imitating the form of the

whole. For when the body, through ſuch things as are introduced from

without, is inflamed and refrigerated, and is again rendered dry and moist

by externals, and ſuffers every thing conſequent to theſe affections; then, if

any one in a quiet state gives up his body to motions, he will be vanquiſhed

by them and diſſolved. But ifany one imitatcs that nature which we called

the nonriſher of the univerſe, ſo as never to ſuffer the body to be in a state

of rest, but perpetually moves and agitates it throughout, he will then affist

the internal and external motions according to nature; and, in conſequence of

a moderate agitation, will reduce into order and adorn the wandering paffions

and parts of the body, according to their alliance with each other. Such a one,

indeed, as we ſaid in our former diſcourſe about the univerſe, will not, by

placing foe against foe, ſuffer war and diſeaſe to be produced in the body;

but, combining friend with friend, will thus render the body healthy and

ſound. But, of all motions, that is the best in any nature which takes place

in itſelf from itſelf: for this is particularly allied to the dianoEtic motion of

the univerſe. But that motion is of the worſe kind which is produced by.

another. And that is the worst of all motions, when the body, being in a

recumbent and quiet state, is mOved by others aCCOrding to parts. And

hence,
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hence, of all the purgations and concretions of the body, that is the best

which ſubſists through gymnastic- The next to this is that which takes

place through eaſy carriage, whether in a ſhip or any other convenient vehicle.

_ But the third ſpecies of motion is only to be uſed when vehemently neceſſary,

and at no other time by any one endued with intellect: and this is that

medical motion which is performed by pharmaceutical purgations. For

diſeaſes, unleſs they are extremely dangerous, are not to be irritated by

medicines. For every compoſition of diſeaſes is in a certain reſpect ſimilar

to the nature of animals. And indeed the aſſociation of the animal nature

is allotted stated periods of life ; both the whole genus, and every individual,

containing in itſelf a fatal term of living, ſeparate from the paſſions which

neceſſity produces. For the triangles, which from the very beginning poſ

'ſeſſed the power of each animal, are ſufficiently able to cohere together for

a certain time : but life beyond this period cannot be extended to any one.

The ſame mode of compoſition likewiſe ſuhſists about diſeaſes; which ifany

one destroys by medicine before the faced time, he will only produce great

diſeaſes from ſmall ones, and many from a few. On this account it is

neceſſary to diſcipline all ſuch maladies by proper diet, according as every

one's leiſure will permit; and to avoid irritating by medicines a most difficult

diſeaſe. And thus much may ſuffice concerning the common animal and

its corporeal part ; and how theſe may be diſciplined and governed in

ſuch a manner as to produce a life according to reaſon in the most eminent

degree.

But that which is destined to govern, ought much more and by far the

first to be furniſhed as much as poſiible with ſuch materials as may render it

capable, of diſciplinative ſway, in a manner the most beautiful and the best.

To diſcuſsv accurately indeed particulars of this kind would require a treatiſe

ſolely confined to ſuch a diſcuſſion: but if any one ſlightly conſiders this

affair in a manner conſequent to what has been above delivered, ſuch a one

by thus proceeding will not unſeaſonably arrive at the end oſ his purſuit.

We have often then previouſly aſſerted that there are three ſpecies of ſoul

within us, triply distributed; and that each has its own proper motions.

And we ſhall now, therefore, briefly affirm, that when any one of them is

in a. torpid state, and rests from its own proper motions, it neceſſarily be

comes
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the ſn-crol ſpeede: ouſ profit-o their rmtiont. ſi:- n to' he ':mmnſumlfl to

t-'oh other.

ffiiſl 'aſpe-Et. hove-ten In t-lI-d 'II-Ill principal and expell-rot ſptoiol of tho

113..11Þ wi; ſhould moche In Follow.- th't Divinity aſſigned-this to each. of man '

lfizzmon ; 'nd that it l-clidc'htthr 'req- ſummit ofthe body. clmtinfim'fi-um

out-th to In alliance 'li'th lb' BNMFL U in' In: not lflr-tflrili pſalm, but

blol'l'nmo of bel-len. And th'n iudttd- i' molt truly ofihr'od. For, from

'whom do: Erfl: flfllfl-II'JE'I oſ the 'ii-til woſt. From 'th-root I. dim- num'

hoing ſuſpended ſrt'm. our head 'nd root, dire-th and govern: 'he wind-3 of

onr t'o'poſo-II frame. ]'1 him, therefor-t. wno 'l-'Þllfilllt'fl'l'ly labour: to filfflþ'

the flat-huge oſ denſe 'and 'whirl-non Ill. the mutptinno oſ h'n. tho] mon- be

nere-Brid- mortal: and him-'ſelf 't much a'pr'l'lihle moſt become entirely

morr'l. ſun-o he leave' nothing unmompliſhod which lEndt to increaſi- lu

perlllnhlo pon. Ent I.t L'I needſ-'1.- thlt he l'rho-i' ſoduhmlI_-.- ample-ped in 'he

l-nqniſ'lit'll oſ knowledge. 'rho- i' llZlZIIllÞ'lll- to inquire 'he wiſdom oſu-tuh,

'nd who employ-o his moſt vise-too' trot-tion' in this one purſuitp-lc is

pot-ſoftly neceſſary that ſuch a one. iſ he touehon on rho truth, ſhould I:

anon-nd. I'ltl'l- wildum 'hunt immortal 'nd divine none-onto; :mol. that h': ſhould

participate aſ immuml-ilz-'z u Ear I'E human notnre pern'i'a, with-un'- [gun-5

1113' part ofit behil'd- And 'uſ'd-er. II ſuch' one olwojro mld-um ':I-m which

ſo divine. I-ud lI't ldtrmn malt until-ently odornod roll-ling in l-u'a fit-cure,

he muſt he hppſ in 'lie moſt eminent degree. The eultnrc olel th;

lum 'u- 'lad-ned IIIlZl-ITII' 'I'll-I. and Mflſh in tffigaliug prul'o-r nlltrimut and.

'notion Iu I'ch- But 'lit 'notion which Ire alljcel in th: 'it Een- lum uſant

IIt'I-Ll'E are 'all-I Maur-'ilk num-gie'- In'i oirenlntion'o oſ I'Jln: Ill'.H.-:"Ii.".. 'ſat-la,

themeſ-Irn. Hell-1 'Iſ ltl ought to purſue; reſte-ring in 1i1oha in. Art-er tho-lie r;

Tohttiau! Lli all? lik'd [Whidi but been oooTuptel-l L'ujr our -1 "adorn-5: qhuuL

gomrllſh'ſi Ilflfflflflh dllifllfillz' ourſ-dating the ho'mun'ez 'nl-J oiiL-ulniinua

at 'the mit-erſe. that the inttlhflhro pon-'or 'my hot-ame otlimih'ai to the

ohj-ufl 'of Illttll'lfi'llR-I. flat-'ling tu it' antient nnluru. For. when than

[Milk-dl- WÞ n'ill- 'Þlll'I-in th' cool of the hoſt liſt: propoſe-il. by tho God: ro

mp, both 't F-l'tl-EM I-ll-d in all tho ſtature mentioun-'It nt' time. And 'low

't that
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that diſpmfien which w'- 'nium-need at du Him-13 flammhffi um ....1_

verſe. I' ſ" I' m the generatlnn uſmm, 'me lluum ran-seed in, comam

mation. For we ſhall briefly run fl-H" 'he wrath-1. aſ ache.- mimah. um]

thi' 'm- ſur'hu 'hilt utfllffi'q" require' : Far thus any um un) upſ-car m him.

flſſlfl puſ-'am I- ec-n'enieffl muſuffl in ſuch I dirſmutiecrn. Lut me, 1I1r'rn

fill'd. I'F'Efle mnr'fing there I! follow: '.

The-ſ: Whom becoming man Mr: timid, :nLI paſ; ſhin-1351., [in lq;-,].;!F1]-_

will flee-rufling t-o- lffimflafiee ral-'ming be chmzed inm- mmcu in LllL-'rr

ſecond generation. And 'I the ſame time 'lar-waſ: this nunſ: the Gula qle-u
villſſed the 'we deepeflacinn; mpe'fing 1'1 'nice-1 I:'r unhmted ſubſtance' and

pike-ing one in I', 'but aim-the' Ill. the Female :lutuſe. But they chlutzfl qqh

in the ſhilnwſhg run-um. That Prueeflim aſ liquld uJimgnl: which paſſ:

through HIS IlJldLI' I'JI'E rein' ifllll' Ill- Mfltfi and which [je-irlggnm

P'HM by li'l' bull-'II FI- Eflllflld 'manniſh-th the 'Gods "tri-ring', ſhe:

Meed it 'flee the murmur eſ: Flpe Ium the nunc-rew m'ru-wi til-Mask lhu

neck and. ſpim-u ofthe back: 'nd thin 1: win: Ire alle-[i ſeed tri-111. formu

FIIIT of our diſtant-ſe. But Ilii', in muſe-quence ruſhing 'aim-'led mld m.

ceiving Inſplra'iuu. produce' in lb' [In 'here it reſpjmt 1 'rit-1 deſ-r: ':'F

effluien; 'nd thus PÞl'ftfll in 1' the lmrl uF begetling. Dun thk man-um,

'lb-t 'I'I'ure which full-fiſh &he-uſ. 'he [Him-z- pert' et'nun, been-ming reſte-ſtudy

l-TF] imPEſi-'Dlh and II- j.'.' were in 'n'mul un-ubcdimt m- :nſnn, endeavour;

through ragingdeſ're ln- Ftheſ: IL'lſ'D'll-IIE' Fit-Iſ. In like manner the Frjvlticza.

'nd Mil aſ w, fur-ming 'a mlmnl deſirou- eſ [Hours-ling children,

when it remains will-mutſnfit beg-ned Ille-flowefiuſ'ir' 'self-ne fnrjlfi'ill man;

'et-tended period," ſuEEMffih-u :refir'h'pt'with'diEt-Mlzffllaufl Mix-num; and

hmdefing eve-r)- 'n-'Jr thw the body," ohſh-qflq the Frm-Huge of 'he had',

flee-'net permit 'eſpirltluu'm lake pha; jllfl'fld'LHI-fl" ether extreme dilEuL-L
tie', 'mld ell-'ſea Ill-Wriflll! diſul'u; til1 the deffie'nd Imne ofthe Pan-p man:

ſtrd I'll-re Fru-'lt from a fret: bui. when edueed, the: ſuffer it inte the man-11

II- into I Eehd. Hams Men muuiuc'qfflmd! inuiEhle nt first through,

lhfiſ 1-'1'l'l-II'II1'ÞEli'l-.l rude 'al-'I mal-armed; when 'her-'- became large, through di

i-Ptllſl-fl-l'l- 'If the ſeed. ſin-mia' them 'n'ill-ling andflnfllh Le'clinzg Them-into light

FFM IIIE WIFE-fix'd 'lZl-F third-Ill in [his 'DIll-ll'tſ' 'lier-&Furr- it The: Sena."

ſition aſ weenen. unde-req- thiJiE female PerfuſmII-d. But 'he t'ihc uſ himſ

- ' _ - r ſucceed:
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told 'tri-'hurt in:

- &food-du in- tho out place, hſhioncd 'From men, and rood-ring wings- influd

aſ him. 'Theſe In: Fmdu'cod from ſuch mon I'I are indeed innocent. but

ſuchſhfflj and lighn who In' emit-no ahout things Iirnatcd on high; hot

"fiſh Lulhhntcd 1.' to think, From Ilii: lcflimm'y oſ tho ſight. Eut tie-mon'

flmzlizn; thou! thing' of thin ithud 'to 'he 'coſt firm and incontrovc'tihic of

FLI. But the 'mio-ſhin Ind- fl'ugo trihc oſ n'ill-nail wnu generated from

m" '_ who ban-5 mtirciy dcflitutc cfphiiofli-phj, not-'or cin'ctcd thcir fiſt'

m an) thafl in the hen-ent; nod this lichui'c the: ne'er employ'd the cir

culation; 'm 'he had, but 'hichod tho Imphiſo no' thoſe parts oſ the [ii-al

which rnic in 'he htlJy cnrl breaſt. Hent-o from findica of th'n hind dun-ing;

the anterior numbers Ind hend no tho good-rid; they fix them through proxi

miur aſ num-a in me ;Irth- Bnfidhh lhis, the] PoſlirEi long and IILHFI'ZMI

had-It" the duuhfiomafgch are through idJ-uho-ih ocmproſiſicd and hrcitcn:

ma by mia man: lbcil' ram: hoc-'mid qtudropcd and mnltipcd; thc L'l-ii-'ioi'rj-r

dagging mmy feat m ſuch u are morc 'un-n'iſt. th't tJ'rcjr mu- hc more

ſtrongly drawn [War-ds: the earth. But tho mofi non-ii of ';hc1'c1 tun-'i cvcrj'

il:- flmnlfiſlg p." 'ſhed- hodjr r_'1 1-'I-u HFI'l'I, no It' thiſ: wet nu- ianEor any

occaſion of fool, the God: generated without fect. and dediincd ther-nu- creep

on tho curth- Tho ſonrth gon-o' i: 'Lo 'quad-r. which was pro-cloud From

ſuch men 1' wc'c ſhip-ii ludl'lgſlnl'llll'. in 'rho moſt remarkable degree: and

whom rho-ſo' mnſormcrsof unr cut-un: did not thin-h 'Ilii-'tring oſ I pure

'anoint-inn, nt' act-num of thci" poſſeſſing 1 ſoul. innn uupuriſlod [II-tle, through

extreme maſgmfl'þun. find hence Lhoj' Impciicd them into 'he tnrhc'd and

Fraſuund reſpillſiou at' tutor. iul'hfld oſ lh': 'Ilium-mld ill'd [JLil't' 1'- li'imticu.

Full-I'll: From 'hence tho genus oſ iiſli Irn'- oſflcrl, and 'Litc hhhlli-ln-L- uſ' all.

equalſ-i: animals praiſe: and who 'ſo allowed habitation-I in Ilii." i.ii*. 'TZiUlu

ofth- uflwzſg, in tho Fuuijhmont of extreme ESIl-'Dl'illlch- And ti'nn- aſlor

th'u manneſ, bath formerly and aim-o', animal! mizn'u into ruth '.'[I"L'a'; whilc

tho-3.l arc changed h_1- the lol'i and ncqu'rſ'ticu of int-dice] n1nl r'oli_1r. flui

diiizonrih. therefore, concerning the chi-reſiſt' h'o ncw ohtuitlcd its t'nnttuſtuu.

l Pluc- hm lum-mia' nto-coal 'nine-I' through- thſ 'horn-I Eccl. Iſltr it' 1:th in 'he hen-pen,

I'F'c'l-i' it int-a l-Ic [rchfifl [fill-th 'hit it! ma] -:I:n'r':]:"l-l:tolzll ſ'r-t-iuo' 'out =nfl I-'ſlcr til-'um 'Et-ed.

errour-nunc. ho 'pin had' it'ffltc 'th-'m 'nel into rho Firm-in' 'hll ſit-'It add-Milk

flhdli'll'h do qui-lit;

For" lt- 4 t' For
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For Ilii world. emprehcndlng 'nd mill-ring in Mplttian from morn:

and immortal unimah. ll- thus Mad-ered a. viEb-l: animal cum-ſhin; 'wiſ-ble

natures, the image dſ an intelliL-th-e God'P flul'ihle. the grenefl and hell, Lilie

mail huntiFul and perſe-a; Iieir'g,r no other than this me un! daily-begotten

heaven. *

'I'lſl IÞI'Þ 'Uſ 'I'HI 'flÞlZ-I'U'I

THE


